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Sleep On

Troubles Brew Around The Globe
the President plays, eats hotdogs and
frowns over the plight of “his” people?
WATCHIT’S
Let me give you the worst news you
could get this day: EAGLEBURGER,
“TRUTH MAY BE STRETCHED,
BUT SCOWCROFT AND WZ.LLuJbf CLARKE.
CANNOTBE BROKEN, AND AL WAYS GETS THIS MEANS THAT HENRY KISSINGER AS
ABOVEFALSEHOOD,ASOlLDOESABOVE
CONDUIT FROM ORDERS HIGHER IN
WATER. 1, (Cervantes)
“THE” COMMITTEEOF WORLD CONTROL
‘OF THE TYRANT, SPIES AND INFORM- IS LN CONTROL OE‘ POm NATION AND
917192 #l

HATONN

ERS ARE THE PRINCLPAL lTVSTRUMENTS.
WAR IS HIS FA V0RlT.E OCCUPATION, MIR
THE SAKE OF ENGROSSNG
THE AlTENTION OF THE PEOPLE, AND UAKrmG HIMSELF NECESSARY
To THEM AS THELR
LEADER. n (Aristotle)
AND

SU-

I ask that the message of yesterday be
left on the phone line today also, please.
Pou are about
to enter a nucZeat war
and I would hope that you can see that
handwriting within the colored scrolls of
deceptive artwork.
CONFIRMATIONS OF YOUR
TROUBLES
WHO is runningyourgovernment

while

ADMUVISTRATION.

IsTHIS the same “William Clarke” that
serves the adversary under the guise of
#John Coleman’?
NO! WORSE, FAR
WORSEINDEED. “Coleman” ispiddlingin
his silliness of game playing. The person of
William Clarke who is completely involved
in the Kissinger entanglement,
Administration entanglement, drug operations and is a major part of your “JUDICIAL” system, planner and orchestrater of
the KAL 007 airlines disaster-is likely the
one in point. YOU had best find out WHO
he is BECAUSE HE IS IN BEIJING, CHINA
TODAY SOOTHING THE BROWS OVER
THE SALE OF F- 16s TO TAIWAN. Sc+you
apparently have all of the “King’s” men in
the highest places ofyour government THIS
DAY.

IRA0
So the inspectors are leaving Baghdad
with the pronouncement that there are no
nuclear hazards remaining-a
we= inJormed bu the intelligence communi@P.
Oh, ee-gads, the intelligence

community wouldn’t give false information
just to get alittle ‘precision surgical bombing” accomplished-WOULD
IT?
THE
BLINDFOLD IS SO TIGHT ACROSS YOUR
FACES THAT I SEE NOT HOW TO GET
YOUR VISION RETURNED.
YOU HAVE
TO (MUST) HEAR AND SEE EVERYTHING-ESPECIALLY
THE TINY SLIPS
AND GARBLES, CONTRADICTIONS AND
“MISPEAKS”.
“They” give you the infor-

mation in passing as if the falling leaves of
midsummer are showing an early Fall and
then they will tell you ‘....what a good
indication that Spring is near”.
IDAHO -- WEAVER INCIDENT
This is just a checklist for “newA listeners and readers: How many of you know
that expert demolitions squads set explo(Please seepage

25)

To Our Readers
This issue of THE PHOENlX LIBERATORcontains some material that we would
not normally devote space to include, knowing that our readers expect a focus
attuned more to the national and international scene. However we are, once
again, under insipid attack.Thus some matters addressed in this issue, that
at first seem irrelevant to the Larger Picture, need to be read with a higher
understanding that ALL such apparent squabbles are artfully structured
and orchestrated to stop our work of bringing THE TRUTH. OUR WORK

“THEPHOENLXLJBERATOR
Is Not Published
By And HasNo AffiliationWith
AmericaWestAirlines,Inc.”
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THE PHOENIX LJBERATOR

htroducing Commander Soltec
Ge.ophysicist Extraordinaire
(Editor’snote: Wearedelightedtobringyou the
inimitable Commander Ceres Anthonious Softec.
He now has a dedicated speaker/translater, Kali,
located somewhere in the Western States. You can
look forward to his views, on our planet and its
activities, from a geophysicalperspective, continuing in upcoming issuesof THE PHOENIXLIBERATOR. Anyone with agenuineinterest inscienceand
nahu-e will likely derive aparticularpleasurefrom
the lessons Soltec shall be presenting us food for
thought. His big subject is going to be the ancient
continent of Lemuria or Mu, where the Pacific
Ocean is now, and why that continent is so important again, at this present time ofplanetary transition. But that ongoing theme will be interrupted
when Softec needs to comment on so-cuffed “n&ural” disasters and otherplanetaryphenomenon, as
happens, already, later in this issue, on page 24.)
8127192

SOLTEC

INTRODUCTION
I am known as Commander Ceres
Anthonious Soltec, and I come in and unto
service of the God of Light, the First Cause,
Creator of all things. I serve as Geophysicist in the Intergalactic Federation Space
Command, Pleiades Sector, Earth-Shari
Mission, under the leadership of Commander Sananda (Christ), and Commander
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. Names are for
your benefit, as we are identified by one
anocher with what you might refer to as
“energy patterns”. I am fourth density
lifeform.
My present life studies and duties have
been in the field of the physical sciences;
geophysics, specifically. Most of you consider this field to deal with geology; earthquakes, volcanoes, plate tectonics, etc.
Geophysics, however, is the application of
the science of physics in relation to the
planet, in this case Earth-Shari.. On your
world, those in this field of study draw the
line at such natural forces as weather,
ocean currents, electromagnetics, seismic
activity and volcanic forces. We, on the
other hand, expand the parameters, knowing that all forces (energies) have a direct
relationship and effect upon the planet in
question.
For example, the spiritual energies,
thought projected energies and physical
energies of all species, plant, animal or
mineral (including Human) upon a planet
play a direct role in the evolvement and
grow& (m death) af a world. -‘fhe planet

and its inhabitants exist in a symbiotic rela- seismic activityin your western United States.
tionship and, unless there is an equitable give [Science News, 8/ l/92]
As he asked for
and take relationship, either the planet or the comments on same, I shall endeavor to acinhabitants, or both, will suffer.
commodate his desires. This is the type of
This is the reason that it is imperative research that all should be taking upon
that Human begin to realize who and what themselves in this time of massive changes
he is and the effect that he is having upon on your world. Education equals knowlthe planet upon which he depends for his edge, and knowledge equals power; and my
very existence. This is one of the major chelas, you must regain your power that you
purposes for our attendance to your place have allowed to be taken away from you. You
and whywe arecontactingyou of EarthShan are not going to find your answers watching
and educating you in the real truth of all the evening news reports or CNN,for they are
creation.
not telling you the truth. You must take the
You cannot begin to understand your time to seek out information from many
relationship with the Universe until you un- sources, study them carefully, meditate and
derstand your relationship with the place on use your minds. If you seek God within to
which you live and you cannot understand clarify, then you will be able to draw correct
that relationship until you understand your conclusions. This is also known as taking
relationship with God!
responsibility, something that is somewhat a
Chelas, it is not all nuts and bolts and novelty on EarthShan. As you move into the
scientific jargon. It is your spiritual health closing period of this age, and the doorway
that is in jeopardy and it is this illness that is opens into the next, YOU MUST LEARN
STOP ALLOWING
causing your world to be ill, also. And only RESPONSIBILITY-TO
EarthShan Human hastheauthority tocure SOMEONE ELSE TO DO YOUR HOMEthe illness; we can only give you the informa- WORK FOR YOU.
I must chuckle at the term used in the
tion and instruct you. The work MUST be
article
for all the mini-tremors that have
done by YOU.
Therefore, I shall instruct you in the physi- occurred. They are referred to as *mystery
cal sciences but you must understand and bursts”. What this implies is that your
accept that your physical condition is in scientists have absolutely no idea what is
direct relationship with your spiritual condi- causing all the mini-quivers that you are
They can guess and
tion and that is the primary cause; YOU still experiencing.
postulate,
but
they
truly
have no idea that
cannot cure the physical ills without first
curing the spiritual ills. If I seem to venture these activities are caused by your own.
The area of your western United States
off what you might consider to be the physical
sciences in my instructions, please follow, for is a geologic hotbed for seismic activity
because of the fractures that exist. The
I have purpose in so doing.
I honor you who are coming into the major faults, San Andreas, Hayward,
Light and the knowing.
I am likewise Garlock, Whittier, etc., are important and
honored to be in the service unto God and any hits on these certainly do cause probto you, my beloved brothers and sisters. lems. However, there are literally millions
This is a most unique time for both you of of minor fractures, so many in fact that, if
Earth-Shan and us for we are dependent you could see them, the picture would
upon one another to get this mission accom- resemble a giant spider web. If you get a
pcshd ami together we shallsumed.
We of tremor of any size (most likely something in
d
hold
you
most
precious
and excess of 6.5 on your scales), on one of
the CX~mman
the task at hand to be of utmost priority. those major fractures, the echoes from this
Work together among yourselves with love quake will send out shock waves underand understanding for it is Love that is of the ground and the smaller fractures act as
As these small fractures
greatest power and with L+mewe shall to- transmitters.
bisect and intersect with other small and
gether defeat the adversary.
larger fractures, you have the possibility of
activity in another area that can be hun8/20/92 61 SOLTEC
dreds of miles from the original activity.
In addition to the pulses that you are
Soltec present in the Light of Holy God.
being
hit with, you must also kee.p in mind
We of the Host bring unto you our blessings
that this area is also unstable due to the
this day.
-‘A-.-I thank, Ed .f& the &3X%& on-the. recent factthat the-western edgeofyourcontnent
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(that which is west of your coastal mountams) is not attached to the continent
proper. It merely rests on what you call the
continental shelf. If this unattached portion of land mass moves at all, naturally
you are going to experience shaking of this
land mass. But, at the same time, it is
literally grinding against the continent
proper and placing stresses upon that as
well, and once again, all those little fractures pick up the shock waves and they
travel along them to places far from the
original movement.
You see, the entire Pacific Plate is in
motion, due to an effect that you call
continental drift. Actually, this plate is in
motion now due to the underwater volcanit activity that is occurring in the Pacific
Ocean (Sea of Peace). The entire plate is
moving east and north, in almost a rotating
manner. Therefore, whenever it moves, the
western United States moves, and pushes
against the American Continent.
This activity occurring in the Sea of
Peace is not new. It has been occurring for
millions of your years. Your California,
Washington, Oregon and the Baja Peninsula are actually remnants of the ancient
Pacific continent known on your placement as Lemuria. (Also known as Mu, or
the Motherland.) The Hawaiian Islands,
the Philippines, Japan and even Australia
and India are likewise remnants of this
once great continent,
which literally
spanned what is now your Pacific Ocean.
The farthest point south was approximately
15 degrees South, and north at approximately 60 degrees North.
Lemuria was a predecessor of Atlantis,
though for a time they existed simultaneously. The final destruction of Lemuria
occurred approximately 40,000 of your
years past, however, the destruction of the
continent actually spanned nearly 12,000
n interesting figure, don’t you
);heEi) IA
At its height, Lemuria was by far the
most advanced civilization your world has
ever known, in both technology and spiritual development. You see, for the most
part, they had developed the balance between the physical and the spiritual. But,
alas, as has been the historyof man, greed
and lusts for the physical pleasures of
life became their demise. The misuse of

their knowledge pulled them down, spiritually, and eventually was the cause of
their own destruction.
In future writings, we shall discuss this
civilization in depth. At this time, however,
it is important that you understand that
the geologic activity you are experiencing is
but the same ongoing activity that took
Lemuria to the depths of the sea. And that
you who are residing in these areas are
living today on remnants of this ancient
land,- Therefore, you are going to experience that which .has been occurring since.

The rogue factor, however, is your Elite
that are pulsing their beams, utilizing the
already weakened areas, in hopes of creating a cataclysm which will give them a good
excuse to bring about martial law and
bring you-the-people to your knees (those
that are left, that is). However, I shall allow
Commander Hatonn to address the political activities regarding this situation. I
shall only tell you that, from our vantage
point and with our detecting and sensing
equipment, you are in serious trouble.
Tehachapi, however, is relatively safe.
First, you are sitting on what we call a
granite core. That means that the land
beneath you is solid (even though on the
surface right now it does not seem to be). In
the event that the coast should “drop off,”
the area in and around your Valley of
Radiance will remain above the water. Do
not, however, unpack your supplies. I did
not say that you would not be shook up.
You will experience a tremendous jolt, which
most likely will be followed by thousands of
after-shocks, and there is also always the
possibility of a tidal wave. So hold on to all
your survival packs. If the Elite are successful, you will need them.
Don’t forget that even the seismologists
have moved into your area. Why do you
think they have done this? They know that
you are a safety area, and they’re not
taking any chances. Many of them are also
aware that Space Command Brothers are
looking after their remnant.
They are
hoping that by being in close proximity
that they too will benefit from this.
We do not have a crystal ball and we are
not fortune tellers. We can only project
future events based on current and past
data. Our data right now shows that your
western United States is in for some very
interesting times. Watch your political
scene because the more desperate Mr.
Bush gets and the closer to your elections
you get, the greaterthe chances of “The Big
One” occurring are.
Yesterday you had Mt. Spurr in Alaska
erupt again. Chelas, I don’t know what else
I can tell you. All the scientific jargon in the
world isn’t going to make one iota of difference when the shaking occurs. I can give
you all the scientific reasons for what is
occurring, explain the theories of plate
tectonics, project, speculate, etc., and when
the 8.0 or greater earthquake hits, you are
going to do a lot of shaking, whether you
understand why or not. Knowledge is very
important. Don’t get me wrong. But what
you need to know now is that the chances
are very good for sizable seismic activity.
You have been experiencing the pulses,
even Kali felt them last weekend during
their visit. She was somewhat disturbed
by them, as she has never felt the earth
move under her. But, itwas important that
they have this experience so they have a
better, understanding, from, a ,first, hand

point of view of what the rest of you have
been going through now for months.
I shall close this writing now so that it
can be formatted properly and shipped off.
Through all your concerns, just remember
to stay close to God. Keep the shields up
around you and your loved ones during
this time of uncertainty and know that the
power of God is greater than all else. Stay
in the Light and we shall all come through
this, dear ones.
Soltec to clear. Salu.
8\24\92
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Ceres Anthonious Soltec present in the
Light of the Holy God of Creation. We come
this day in readiness for the mission at.
hand and welcome the input of all those
who work with us. May this writing be
blessed. The road seems long, yet we are
making strides every moment that we continue and faint not from weariness. The
tasks are tremendous and burdens heavy
on many; however, we of the Host are
always nearby and offer our services in
assistance to you who honor us by working
diligently on this mission. You are ‘not
alone; please remember this.
As one attempts to strike theTruth from
going forth unto the people of your world,
others will step forward and speak those
same truths forTruth, whatever the source,
cannot be silenced forever. As you press
further on into the time of transition, more
and more truths shall come forth and all
the dark secrets and lies that have been
hidden in dark, dusty closets shall come
forth into the Light and be cleansed. All
things, whatever they may be, shall, during this time, experience the trial by firethe Eternal Fire of God-the
Light and
Truth of all Creation. Nothing shall remain
hidden.
The knowledge and truths about who
Human is, where you are from, why you are
here and where you are going will begin to
come forward from within each as this
transition progresses.
This is not to be
feared, but embraced, as the TRUTH shall
always make you free. When you finally
come into the knowing of who you are, you
will break forth as free men, no longer
bound by the fears that held you down.
But you cannot come into the knowing
until you have heard the Truth and that,
my precious ones, is the task at hand. The
TRUTH shall not be stifled and silenced for
it is impossible. The TRUTH shall always
come through, even in the darkest of times,
for always in the darkness there is light on
the horizon and the Light is the TRUTH.
The TRUTH is going forth and many are
now beginning to search out those ones
who can guide them toward the source of i’
The seekers are seeking out those who.
they know can guide them forward. The*
:wwY :tiFes,;~49Y~I-:“,~pp!-,tfig (qg-$,
*
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indeed searching but, when these ones
hear, an inner knowing surges forth and
then, as these ones read or hear the Truth,
they will, by inner guidance, help to guide
another until at some point there will be no
way of turning this momentum back as it
will have become an unstoppable force.
That time is approaching, perhaps more
quickly than you ones might have imagined.
Know that your hard labors are
paying off.
Remember the old saying that you have,
‘Yt’suZwuysdarkestkforethedam”
From
your perspective, we know that it looks
pretty dark; but know that the Light is just
ahead.
**************
As I have promised, previously, I intend
to teach you ones about a time past when
there was a place upon your Earth-Shan
known as Lemuria. Many may ask why
this is important, what could it possibly
have to do with that which is taking place
today and with the transition, but I ask
that you go within as you read and learn.
The impact of the story of this place is very
important and extremely pertinent to that
which is taking place in your present time.
I shall begin by saying that if you are
crew members today, then you were present
in the past in the place known as Lemuria.
Actually, most likely you will recall it as the
Motherland, for that is where you began
your existence upon Earth. It was in this
place that you from the Home World first
came to this plane and, therefore, if you
are of Pleiadian descent, then you are also
Lemurian, which is likewise known as Mu
in many ancient texts.
As told in the previous writing, this was
the large continent that once existed in the
now Pacific Ocean, and you may also recall
that a portion of your western present-day
continent is a remnant of this place. Many
of you who reside in the Valley of Radiance
do not know why you were drawn to this
place, but something from deep within you
would not let you forget it and it haunted
you day and night until you finally picked
up and relocated there. The reason it is so
familiar to you is that many whom you
were with in Lemuria are there. You are
regathering and reforming your long-lost
family. You went there and felt as if you
had come home-well,
my Chelas, you
have! And it will be from this place that you
will eventually return to your home in the
stars with the rest of your family that is
hovering above you.
The same is true with the Philippine
Islands. Many have- been drawn to that
l.)lace, seeking out, sometimes they know
;-lot what. This, too, is a remnant of the
‘vlotherland. Why have so many traveled to
India in search of the Mysteries? This too
is a remnant. There are many Masters who
live there, high up in the Himalayas, who
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have been charged with the preservation of
the texts which contain the records handed
down from Master to student for thousands of years. Many of these Masters
possess abilities that others have only
dreamed of and searched for. Only stories
and old tales you say? I ask you, where do
old legends come from? What prompted
them? Whywould someone make up these
tales and treasure them from generation to
generation, living, sometimes whole lifetimes, just to preserve these stories for
future generations? Could it be thatthese
are the realTruths and those ston’es told to
you by your so-called historians and anthropologists (which for the most part cannot be proven one way or the other) in
actuality are the myths? Chelas, go within
and search out that Truth. It is there; you
only have to rediscover it!
Kali, for instance has had dreams and
visions for most of her life about a place
that is so beautiful that she finds words
inadequate for describing it. The lush
flora, with colors and scents so alive and
vibrant that it defies description.
She
remembers the feeling of being truly free,
and abilities that even she cannot believeflying without the aid of machinery, perfect
health and a real love for life. She searched
and searched until once she saw the word
Mu; that’s all it took, and memories began
flooding in to her consciousness. The same
will happen with all, eventually.
Is it important that you remember?
Yes, and you will for as the time of transition goes on you will begin to get little
glimpses and memory flashes. If you focus
on them and stay in the Light and seek the
answers, you will remember. All you need
is awakening, and that is my task. And, it
is extremely delightful for us when we see
each of you coming into the remembering
of who and what you really are1 We rejoice
each time a little m.emory awakens.
You were present in Lemuria for the
time of transition then and you are present
once again in that same place as you enter
another time of transition. It did not go so
well then and-not all made their transition,
so you are back to try again. As this time
unfolds now, please, stay close to God, stay
in the Light, keep the protection of the
Brotherhood of Light with you at all times.
Make this a conscious efforting every day
because the adversarial forces are working
over-time now to delay and cause you to
fall. You see, they are also aware of the
time in which you exist and they are working diligently with the Dark Brotherhood in
opposition to you and the Host. Know that
the Light of God is always more powerful
than the forces of darkness; however, you
must have knowledge of the TRUTH, and
that is our task. There is no other work as
important as the dissemination of TRUTH!
There is no greater challenge than to learn

that TRUTH1
On your Earth-Shan today, the Truth is
the most elusive commodity that there is.
In the past it has been forced into hiding
but it always exists. The Hopi Indians say
that their book of truth is the one that will
be found at the bottom. In other words, it
will be covered over with many other tales
but, if you keep digging, you will find it.
This word can be covered over with a
thousand lies but it will still exist and it can
be found with a little effort on the part of
each Human on Earth-Shan. The rewards
will be well worth the effort put forth,
though at times it may seem as though it is
a never ending battle. The adversary will
attempt to keep you from it but, with God,
there is always a way. And if your will is
kept in line with that of God, you will find
a way for God exists in each and every
Human, regardless of what may be your
race or religion. And God is finding a way
through allofthose who haveanswered the
call to Serve in Truth and Light.
No, the TRUTH will never die; it shall
stand to eternity. (And Chelas, that’s a
very long time!) Your lessons on your
heritage will serve you well and aid you
along your path. I ask that each of you
ponder and meditate upon this, seeking
the TRUTH of GOD only. Ask and it shall
be given unto you, seek and you shall find,
knock and the door sl@l be opened unto
you. With God, there are no secrets, only
clouded memories.
We of the Host are honored by your
service. I shall end this writing now and
extend unto you our blessing, our appreciation and our love for you, our brothers
and sisters in and of the Light. May God
gently cradle you and give unto You the
peace that comes with knowledge and understanding.
Soltec to clear-Salu.
.
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A Letter From A
MisTGuided Friend
..8/29/92
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IS THERE AiEVEIt ENOUGH,
FATHER?
Dharma cries out from the depths of
total despair after working around the clock
for over a week now. She has interacted
with ones from the President (yes, Bush)
through to a bloody mountain in Idaho
where a “controversial” “third-party” candidate put his life on the line as a Patriot for
a brother about to be murdered and whose
wife and child had already been murdered.
So much of the mail is so wondrously
gentle and undemanding-just
warm and
appreciative. Much is sent in support but
the Yhumofn within is hurtful and painful.
Ones such as P.C., whose material I have
tried to utilize to give HIM insight instead of
knuckle-thumping for unthinking blasts
‘against” God and Command. Each new
contact brings more discomfort as if somehow by not attending ONLY YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS is directed at personally
insulting or deceiving you.
My reception of information is greatly
softened by KNOWING-unfortunately my
workers have not the resource more than
do you.
P.C., I DO believe that you and I ARE
good enough friends to respond to your
correspondence openly and bluntly as has
been directed to me.
As to the other request for “plates” of
the Liberator-NQ,
NOAND NO. Those am
not decisions which am made by ones
at the one,
America Westoranywhem
e&e. IlldAKE THOSE DECISIONS. If ones

requests but the requests become daily,
more hard to handle for the “one” when
hundreds and hundreds are asking for the
same individual attention. I have to ask
“Father Aton to temper my anger with
patience, understanding and insight in
order that no one be offended by these
thoughts,” I believe is the way you began
YOUR letter so allow for the same privilege,
please.
For my workers here who are absolutely
exhausted from no sleep and work-while
vigil is kept, I offer the time and space to
look carefully at that which has been received by we, on this side of the mailbox.
Take note, friend, that ifyou only wanted to
reach ME-IAMASCLOSEASYOURFIRST
THOUGHT-WHY PETITIONMY PEOPLE?
PONDER IT? Sharing and dumping this
“load” is very, very DIFFERENT.
I shall ask for quoting, as usual, and I
will again insert my comments!
QUOTING
May Father Aton temper my anger
with patience, understanding and insight
in order that no one be offended by these
thoughts. [H: Obviously HE did not-nor

know very well those opinions and, furthermordust
WHO did you have in
mind to speak or receive? If you question my regulations,
WHY, INDEED,
WOULD*YOU ASK ME ABOUT IT? WHO
DID YOU DESIRE TO HEAR FROM AND
WHAT? That interference, intervention
and butting-in through act of force IS
OK? According to whose opinions of
what is right and what is wrong?
DO
YOU KNOW ALL?
ON WHAT DO YOU
BASE YOUR OPINION
THAT THERE
NEEDS TO BE INTERVENTION?
Further, HOW DO YOU KNOW THERE IS
NOT ALREADY MASSIVE INTERVENTION? PONDER IT. PerhapsTHIS ALONE
is why you are in your position and I hold
mine-better
vision perhaps?]

To begin with then, could anyone
explain, for the life of me, precisely just
what kind of abomination it takes for the
Mind of the Creator to step into history
once again to set things aright? How many
more babies must be slaughtered in cold
blood or sacrificed to Satanic ritual? How
many more wars must be fought, wars over
which it appears I/we seem to be having no
control? [H: Does GOD create the abomi-

How many babies must be
nation?
slaughtered?
I ask YOU-how
many?
How many more wars? DOES GOD make
these wars? I askYOU-HOW
MANY will
YOU SIT, COMPLAIN ABOUT, BITCH TO
ME ABOUT AND ALLOW TO CONTINUE?
YOU spend your time trying to prove
who I might or might not b-WHY
DO
YOU NOT FIK IT? Why should we FIX it?
were you truly asking for patience, un- We have done nicely with OUR reality
MUCH MORE
derstanding and insight-you
were not and experience-HOW
even ANGRY-you
were making a POINT WILL YOU ALLOW? GOD OF CREATION
YOU WERE TO
which might have been actually well CREATED BOTH-AND
BETHE GUIDES, THE STEWARDS-WHY
received if offered as such.]
Dear Pleiades Sector .Flight Com- DO YOU TAUNT ME WITH YOUR OWN
mand/Cmdr Hatonn/Cosmic Council/In- FAILURES?]

tergalactic Federation Council on Earth
Transition,
Either I need the assistance of a
“professional mental health worker” or
simply require amissing explanation; whatever the case, I am as confused as confusion can be. Since the Cmdr is known for
his crystal clear manner of communications and precise explanations, to him I put
these inquiries and sensed observations
but at the same time wonder aloud if Cmdr
Hatonn does in fact speak on the behalf of
the entire Flight Command, as it would be
interesting to know their input and/or
difficulties or disagreements these ones
might be having regarding the laws governing interference by one planetary body with
the affairs of another planet and the basis
for the cosmic law of non-interference, as
well as their views on the concept of freewill choice, which is the motivation for this
communication.
[H: No, it is NOT the

wish information other than that which
you are willing to share on a non-regular
basis-bless
you, but ones can jolly well
help support this intensive, thankless work
by subscribing. Why do I speak so bluntly?
Because you are speaking of giving away
thousands of papers. The more the better
in my opinion but my workers must account and already literally “go without” to
serve. If you wish the papers, they can be
sent easily from right here where they
originate. Blessing upon you for caring
and for the sharing-but I will not release
the very originals which MUST be kept
totally secure. Do you not understand?
My people’s very lives are at stake every
minute of every day and this foolishness is
very hard for them to understand. They are basis of this communication for if you
willing to meet your needs to the extent of have read your homework you would

How many more lies do the religious
zealots have to perpetrate on humanity
regarding the cloak of secrecy that shrouds
the Dead Sea Scrolls? [H: The WHAT?

Dead Sea Scrolls? The whole thing is a
lie to attempt to cover the other lies
already told-where
have YOU been?]

How much more mayhem and destruction
can there be untilYou arrive? [H: I suggest

!t will be bunches because ones like you
will continue to ponder the chaff and
miss the wheat while wallowing in selfpity at your codused state of what IS.]

Can we not put out the fire before the house
burns to ashes? [H: Yes, but with this

attitude of “fix it FOR ‘me”’ I think it
may well not be put out at the rate you

are going.] If I purchase a Rolls Royce, I
expect the tires to come with the car! fH: If
you compare GOD to a Rolls Royce
(albeit a rather gaudy affair), I suggest
YOUhave missed the entire point of all
time and experience.]
If the Pleiadian

Fleet crosses a sector of the Universe in
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order to reach Earth to give usTHE WORD,
one would similarly expect this task to be
accomplished preferably before the Earth
blows apart, which it appears sei to do any
moment now.
[H: WHY WOULD YOU

EXPECT THAT? AND IF WE ARE WORKING IN AN AREA AWAY FROM YOUR
VISUAL
FIELD, WHAT MAKES YOU
THINKWEARENOTSAVINGTHATPOR=
TION OF OUR OWN? We, the Hosts, are
not sent here to SAVE anything from
ANYTHING.
We are here to bring THE
WORD as promised and collect our peoplel-REMEMBER?
(333)
HOW DARE
YOU ASSUME, BECAUSE OF YOUR OWN
BLINDNESS, THAT ALL ARE BLIND? I,
again, ask you what YOU are going to do
about the plight just described? Are you
simply going to continue to complain to
me that “we” aren’t doing enough? Well,
it isn’t “our” planet and I am interested
in your SOUL-not
your rear-end. Until
you can understand the difference, we
have little to speak about for even “alarm
clocks” are but physical inventions of
tinkering MAN.]

Having read your entire output (and
Enjoyed ever bit as much) I still unfortunately have difficulties in attempting to
meditate my woes and over-anxiousness
away. (H: God help us all if you COULD.
That is precisely what is wrong with
your species-just
make it somehow
trgo away”. You would be nuts beyond
the “mental health worker” you speak
of if you were not concerned and a bit
over-anxious.
DO NOT LUMP ME IN
WITH YOUR OWN FAILURES OR CONFUSION.] Despite many logical explanations

put forth, including those found in the
Journals, I confess not yet being able to
understand God’s reasoning behind nonInterference both as an inviolate Universal
law or as an individual free-will choice
responsibility and the allowance of this
free-will choice left to the hands of barbaric
man as he is given carte-blanche to terror
and control, and why certain limitations
are not imposed. [H: So, let us assume
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amount of murder and mayhem have been
avoided throughout history if man had not
been permitted to kill or destroy anyone
other than oneself as a for instance? [H:
Ah, but you only focus, still, on “self’.
Why were YOU not alongside Col. Gritz
on the Idaho mountain preserving the
right to life of Mrs. Randy Weaver?
Where-were
YOU or, should God have
just struck the whole bunch deaf and
dumb and toppled
them over like
mosquitos on your forehead?
We did
prevent a lot of things and we did it
properly-THROUGH
MEN BIG ENOUGH
AND DARING ENOUGH TO STEP FORWARD AND ACT INSTEAD OF WHINE
AND COMPLAIN
ABOUT GOD’S NOT
DOING IT UFOR ME”.] Couldn’t mankind

have learned his lessons equally well or
bad without ability to Kill?? [H: Golly gee,
I guess NOT.] The intent to kill or slaughter or maim could serve enough as an
indictment thank you without the bloodshed. [H: Oh? Says who? And why, then,

has it not been stopped by you who
perpetrate it? Where are YOU while the
children in the ghettos pop-shoot at
each other because they are too bored
and brain-dead to do otherwise? WHERE
ARE YOU? GOD GAVEYOU THE POWER
TO ATTEND THESE THINGS AND LOOK
WHAT YOU HAVE DONE! I, for one, am
tired of pounding on the head of a poor
weary scribe who, frankly, no longer
cares much what happens to mankind.
Her opinion is that there aren’t probably
more than a couple of hundred who give
a damn about themselves. Perhaps you
had best thank God that we do not
accept resignations
so easily or you
wouldn’t even get this response.
My
ground crew at this location is fed up,
exhausted and don’t care whether or not
you learn anything more about Pleiades
or flying saucers-the
whole idea of
thought-trend is oblivious to them today while a nation walks on the brink of
annihilation because MAN will not wake
up and even recognize his ENEMY! Until
it happens-it
does not matter a whit in
a pile of rubbish-WHAT
PLEIADES IS
LIKE.]

right now that GOD is clearly interfering
with YOUR state of over-anxiety by causing this letter to be written! Do YOU as
“Death is only one of life’s endless trivian individual merit a change in uUniverSal Law” to calm your pulsing over- alities in the screenplay illusion of the
anxious consciousness? How about ubar- master plan,” you retort?
fH: I would
baric man”? What IS a barbaric man? certainly NOT retort with such drivel.%re you not asking for another to be it is either a beauteous gift of beginning
stripped of his power, life and free-will or a seriously misspent experienceto please your own opinions of what is certainly not in trivialities. You either
Universal Law and proper running of learn your lessons WELL or you are
species and planet?
DOES YOUR not destined to confusion and more of the
understanding have cause for ALL to be same.] Then why safeguard the families/
bereft of understanding?
Perhaps ifyou relatives and “significant interactions” of
study more carefully-you
could better we workers if it be so trivial? Ah-sol if you
understand instead of self-pity in the can save one you can save them all. [H: I
self interest of confusion. Is not uI don’t don’t SAVE anyone or anything-they
understand” the best lie and cop-out of take that which is given and USE it for
&l- +qnl&d?l
Would not a substantial protection. If my language is not under-

stood, then I cannot help your perception for it is all with which we have to
work ifYOU are not willing to open your
mind and reach into truth for that understanding presented. GOD DOES NOT
SEND THE HOSTS TO SAVE-ONLY
TO
PREPARE AND TELL OF HIS COMING.
ACTUALLY,
THAT IS A MISSTATEMENT--GOD IS WITHIN AND THUS, ALREADY ABOARD.
THE HOSTS BRING
THEONERECLAIMINGTHECREATIONS
OF GOD (KINGDOM).
IF YOU BE NOT
ONE OF UHIS” THEN YOU ARE NOT
GOINGTO GO ANYWHERE EVEN IN PERCEPTION--EXCEPT INTO FURTHER AND
DEEPER CONFUSION.
WHAT DO YOU
MEAN BY THE TERM uSAVE”? (333)
How knowest thou that in death of the
body is not release from the Hell already
present?
And, further, to SAVE that
which is in torment-would
be a sentence of pure torture and incredible
experiencwHOW
DARE YE JUDGE? IF
YE BE GOD AND CLAIM RIGHT TO
JUDGE-THEN
WHY HAVEYE NOT ALSO
DONE SOMETHING
SO THAT GOD’S
THINGS WOULD NOT HAVE COME INTO
SUCH TERROR AND DISREPAIR?
Indeed, I am tired of ones badgering us for
your own lack of willingness to understand. Somehow you ones feel it is fine
to dump garbage and insults upon US
and, yet, if we speak back unto you
without mush in the mouth-you
are
offended and turn unto the Uothern who
is Unite to me”. This is not the case
here, readers, for P.C. has tried for
months to incite a good debate.
I’m
sorry that I have little time to do it
justice. He is, indeed, loving this interchange and, for that, I honor him. I have
several who allow me to make points “at
their expense” and are good enough
Ufriendsn (and there is no greater honor
than to be a ufriend”) to allow passion in
retort. I promise you, Grits did not say
UDear old brother, Hatonn, go up on that
mountain and face the devil-because
I
am confused and don’t understand why
you have let this or that happen!” He
took his shield of Light and his sword of
%ghtn and marched head-long into the
viper’s pit and put his life beween that
His only
man and his executioners.
horror was that he was too late to give
his own life to save the mother and
child. But it is not to be that he lose his
life-unless
YOU ones cause it-for he is
willing to give MORE-how
much are
YOU willing to give for what is RIGHT?]

Again, help clarify to one’s like me no
less than God’s perspective on this concept
of free-will choice.

[H: I believe I have given you “no less
than God’s perspective
on this concept....”
If not, UIn cannot help you!
ASK GOD! Why do you ones ask ME?
You ask God to temper your anger-but
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content to simply observe without interfer-ence, who in fact emphasize over and over
as if to remind the adversary of his comIf indeed Hatonn does speak for the plete reign on unabandoned destruction,
better part of the Command in which case their steadfast determination at non-inter[H: P.C., how
“Brothers”??
no dissention is manifestly present, then I ference??
dare
you?
You
who
cannot
even cause
imagine the consensus goes something
like this: “Let’s wait and see how many your own brother to understand your
more nitwits decimate each other and, input? How can you dare to strike out
Do you lack
exactly to the tune of someone else’s proph- at a GOD OF JUSTICE?
ecy, arrive at 2 milliseconds to midnite frustration in dealing with the human
during all-out nuclear war, arrange a splen- aspect of MAN? What think you that we
did show of bravura as we pull up our who KNOW diaerence feel for your speI repeat:
God nor
ground-crew and wave bye-bye to scream- cies and insults?
Hosts did nothing save give you perfecing billions!” [H: Really P.C., you %nag-

you direct the questions to ME through
a secretary who has a bad case of tiredfingers.]
.

ine that....” 3 Who would you like to
have answer this “imagining”?
I in
turn, say that “1 imagine that you are
NOT thinking at all! And, if you’are, and
you want to do things YOUR way-why
not do it? Could it be that you and yours
have already DONE IT and now.wish to
complain about your success? Does it
annoy you that YOU have been and
continue to be so EVIL AS A SPECIES?
Why, also, would I snatch up ones against
their will to SAVE THEM? Again, what
do you mean by ‘SAVE’? I HOPE YOU
PERSONALLY
LOOK VERY CLOSELY
WITHIN AT WHY YOU ESPOUSE THESE
THINGS AND ARE SO INSULTINGTO WE
WHO ARE ONLY HERE TO SERVE.
WOULD
YOU HAVE ME LEAVE MY
GROUND-CREW
AS WITH THE POW/
MIAs? You have claimed to be one of my
ground-crew-hall
I just leave you while
I snatch up those who do not wish to
GO?
Further, I thought it was YOU who
wanted a great show-and-tell.
What is
this taunting now, about some “...show
of bravura .. ..and wave bye-bye to screaming billions!“? And, “...wait and see how
many more nitwits decimate each other
and, exactly to the tune of some else’s
prophecy....”
My ones work around the
clock around the week and around the
year-to
tell you how to not be a nitwit
and be left waving bye-bye--why
don’t I
just choke you or torture you bodily
until I MAKE you see and hear? Why
don’t I just go ahead and kill you because
you are not able to pass through a frequency beam and then taunt at YOUWELL, YOU MADE ME DO IT! You insisted I SAVE everybody whether they
liked it or not-now,
look what you have
done and look how you make me look to
those others on the hill waving sweetly
with extended middle finger!” Which is
exactly that which I have gleaned from
you towards me and my brothers from
this letter!]

tion and you have destroyed itdnly
now to complain like the child who eats
his own chocolate bunny at Easter (stupid habits and excuses for religions) and
now has it not.]

I assume your calculations include a
healthy measure of dissatisfaction in the
response of Americans who one day may
come to learn what was unfolding all across
their beloved land, as they grapple to understand why the knowledge ofyour awareness of the One World Government plot
and your decision to remain at arm’s length
from the- battle lines or the negotiating
table or TV screen eluded their discovery.
Might these and future generations see
this as nothing less than a cover-up on
your part, as accessory to crime? (H: What

makes you think I “stand at arm’s
length”?
Besides, “arm’s length” is
very CLOSE INDEED. What makes YOU
think we attend not these negotiation
tables?
What, for that matter, makes
you believe we are NOT on TV? (333)
Would YOU know?
How dare you to
assume anything about US? Just because YOU do not experience--does that
mean that someone in Washington D.C.
does NOT? Oh, I think that surely you
must jest! Future generations?
I shall
have future generations-1
wonder if
YOU will? And, if you teach those possible “future generations” what you represent, what care I what they think of
my accessory to your crimes? If YOU
care not-why
think ye that I should?]

I cannot speak for the rest of the
crew at America West enterprises nor for
the readership of The Liberator and much
less for the Command, [H: Ah, but I see

that you will put in your preferences and
input at any rate.], but I certainly would

not object to a little interference now and
then out of compassion for the slaughter of
innocent babies and the nearly 7 billion
people who do not receive their weekly
God-send that is the Phoenix Liberator/
Journals. Besides, how many attempts at
Now I ask, who is being more cruel, Dharma’s life do you tolerate before you
the elite Earth controllers and their bag of strike back, with your pen, of course, not
. tricks and zero population antics, etc., or with your photon blast vapor gun; wouldn’t
Space Command, who, in full knowledge want you to confuse the two-it might just
and with ability to deter the outcome, are solve too manwroblems at once! Seems to

me if “my money is where my mouth is,”
ongoing murder attempts on my scribe’s
dear life would justify entirely the use of at
least non-lethal force as retaliatory action
by any good Commander’s standards. [H:
Obviously it becomes apparent why YOU
are NOT the Commander! Do you write
all this insulting assault upon the senses
and then proclaim to wish to PROTECT
my scribe? Or, is it just other attackers
you wish put down? I shall be happy to
vaporize you ifthat is what you wish but
you might only be simply “confused”
about it and denounce the actions as
being unfair. Why don’t YOU uinterfere
now and then out of compassion for the
slaughter of innocent babies,....etc.?”
You obviously have no concept of how
many of those very babies %laughtered”
that I DO bring home to safety-ALL
OF
THEM1 Nanu-nanu! And, Uattempts on
Dharma’s life”? Most I, or she, stopsthe ones that are carried out successfully-bviously
have not been permanent so I would assume you know not a
thing about that which you write! What
“other” problems would be solved? If I
get rid of YOU, Bush and Kissinger (all
are robotics anyway-except
you and
even YOU cannot be sure of self) what
would I gain? What would be gained for
the slaughtered millions of babies? GOD
created perfection-you
destroyed itHE has again created it, how many of
YOU will be there?
Are you actually
worthy or just “talk” a good game? I
thought not.]

A bout of “negotiations” with added
blackmail of my own such as perhaps a
self-invitation onto ABC World News Tonight would certainly be included in my list
of permissible priorities/confrontations. [H:

Oh, is that MY network? Why don’t I just
destroy all of YOUR property and see if
YOU still like it-or would you just call
it vandalism, theft and breaking and
entering? Would it make you a believer
or a greater enemy? Whose side are YOU
on, P.C.? It certainly is NOT mine or the
beloved JUST GOD I serve.]

However, since I gather you are on
orders to await the destruction of fully 3/
4 of the world population before making
contact, no matter what I write herein will
change the course of history, but I’ll try
anyway:
Dear Cosmic CounselJH: (sic, sic),
do you want the head lawyer (counsel) or
do you wish to petition the Council?]

Seeing that there are things we-thepeople cannot do ourselves at this late
stage, I therefore take the humble liberty to
request help from the Command to which
I proudly belong and obediently obey and
under whose written princi#a of conduct.
based on God’s Laws of Love and Balance
I effort to live my life, in
assistance of crewmen
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technology enabling me thus to accom- of the gargantuan sentencing will shed
plish my personal goal and worldly objec- light...] . . . ..in light of the fact that this
tive of spreading forth The Word to the four reasonable request for assistance is not to
corners of the globe, which I understand, be mistaken by the charming adversary for
for some reason beyond my ability to com- outright Pleiadian interference, since it is
prehend at this moment in my evolution is purely and simply a request for hardware
the mandate of my “contractA and the being granted to an Earth person. [H: You
principle purpose. of. my embodiment in already have all the hardware you need
this manifestation on this planet this=timez t9,blow away and destroy the rest of the
around, in however manner and in what- world*hy.
would you ask the Council
ever way I choose as long as death is not for such trivial accomplishment as to
involved, specifically to take over opera- giving you the means to destroy and
tions for an unspecified period of time all slaughter the rest of the babies and
major US media with a view to uncovering God’s creations-r
is your pulse systhe grand lies and unbelievable distortion tem and nuclear bomb only going to
of truth created by the elite hoodlums, as a “get” the ones YOU are ticked-off at?
service to fellow neighboring Americans And you are still angry at why I won’t
and my own brothers in Earth Command, turn over original paper Uplate6” into
the consequences
and repercussions of your hands? If you would petition unto
collective and individual actions involved the Cosmic Council for such thingsIn this ‘equal opportunity” endeavor, such would I be a good steward of my task to
as pursuant arrest for whatever reason, turn over the very WORD into your
etc., being safeguarded from the start and keeping or sharing?
Humor is one
graciously provided by members of your thing-what
you are doing here, P.C., is
outstanding Command.
quite another and I would petition you

be lonely?
If you are attending your
business and others who claim total
loneliness-how
could YOU possibly be
ulonelyn? Whose fault is uyour loneliness?)” Hatonn’s? Sananda’s? God’s?
WHO denies the visitors who would enter and keep you company and if you left
the self-pity aside you could fill up that
time HEARING how not to be lonely!]

Dharma, there is more but we need a
mv personal goal and worldlv obiective
break,
please, as there are so many
of spreading THE WORD to the four
corners of the world.” WHY? You don’t urgent things to attend. Thank you for
believe nor do you practice that which your patience for this one knows not
are the laws
as is evidenced by your what he is doing1 When we finish we wiIl
asking US to BREAK THEM ALL. I think simply continue on here and start a new
I would consider carefully that which program with a new subject.
you jest about, friend, for you have
S/30/92 W2 HATONN
invoked the UCounciln and you petition
for personal gain in worldly matters, ask
(From Yesterday’s Letterfiesponse to
that we break the laws of Universal truth
P.C., Continued)
and then lay forth a sarcastic rendition
I
of u. ..your outstanding Command”.
QUOTING:
have a rather high “rank” on the CounSecond item on agenda: I find it
cil, old friend, and you have just insulted
immensely
difficult in my loneliness to
me and mine for three pages of fun and
games. You spend hours typing garbage accept the belief that impeccable geniuses
which you do not mean and then whine the likes of Sananda, Hatonn and Germain
that you have no time to do your work to do not at least have a fundamental recolearn your own goals. I WouZd 6249-9eti lection for “space and time” consideryou attend the content of .your petition ations enough to formulate a roughly more
accurate estimation of expected arrival time
a bit mom catefullw)

readers? What be those? What do you
think has possibly been averted by our
little indiscretions, in your opinion, of
stating probabilities and possibilities?
Areyoustillaboardornot?
Youwouldn’t
have been!
Are we, Hatonn,
God,
Sananda, etc., the idiots or might YOU
be lacking in clarity? We are doing our
job nicely, thank you-what
be ye do-

Would you enjoy it if you invite me to
dinner at 6:00 pm on Tuesday and I show
up 10 years from now, even though I said
I’d be there? [H: I thought you just said

and complained that we don’t tell you
WHEN! Besides I would not ask you to
dinner at any rate, for you would simply
insult my food offered as insufficient
and not to your liking.
I would be
ugenius” enough to NOT ASK YOU TO
SUP WITH ME! Show up any time you
like and if we are eating what pleases
you, you will be welcome-if
not, don’t
annoy me with your problems.]

Hence permit me to remind you that
%oon’ means in a minute from now, or at
@: Whew--running
for contest win- to look at it most carefully-you
jest and the latest in 2 weeks. Very soon” means
nqr of longest sentence or just avoiding play with something that is most criti- almost instantaneously and “rhe time is
a Uthinkingn session? What makes you Cd t0 yOUr Vq Survival Of SOtll4oeS it near” means you hardly have time for a
think you can’t change it? Late stage? mean 60 VeZJ7little?
complete pulmonary inhalation. [H: %EWho let it get Qte”?
Are you saying
If the elite madmen can initiate a MIND" ME? YOU ategoing to Uremindn
that you get no help from %ommand”?
technology, etc., then it certainly stands to me? of ‘%ims” meanings??
YES INDo you insult me and the Council mem- reason that members of the same non- DEED,SON,YOUAREMOSTCERTAINLY
bers by claiming to u...proudly belong aligned command can contract and ex- QUITE “CONFUSED”!]
and obediently obey and under whose change among selves. I thank you Cosmic
Seriously, I imagine this is also provwritten principles of conduct based on Council in advance for your kind assis- ing frustrating to readers as you continuGod’s Laws of Love and Balance I effort tance and eager participation as I await ously raise our expectations and then drop
to live my life, in calling forth the assis- your instructions. New York 7hes here we us like a bomb. This let-up/let-down vacillation must not sit well with apprentice
tance of crewmen and appropriate tech- come!! (See page 10 for drawings.)
readers I imagine either. [H: Apprentice
END QUOTING
nology enabling me thus to accomplish

WPI

Moreover, as I understand it, you
will not make contact until well after the
Earth %hakes out”, after our entry into
the photon belt or Great barrier, sometime
in 20001 You call this soon?? From the
first Journal onwards, I kept saying to
myself, “Better I read this fast, the spaceships might well land tomorrow.”
Hohumm, and 57 Journals later. [H: Ho-

humm, and what a waste of your precious time-for
I see no further input
and insight than before you read the
Since I am a fragment of you in than the margin of error of a decade, or so first-if this ‘cute” letter be expressive
service to God, I see no reason you should it would seem, presently allotted. p: And of sincerity. Do you ever think of ANYdeny me whatever technological assistance what difference would it make? So you ONE OR ANYTHING other than yourthe task at hand will require... p: Oh? IN could SIT on your assets until lift-off? self? Could it be that you blather and
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS TIME OR chide, check and thrust and make a fool
light of the foregoing I can see severs
of Self in SpOUting off THAT WHICH IS
reasons NOT to allow you much of any SPACE EXCEPT IN YOUR PERCEPTION!
NOT GIVEN BY US??
PONDER THIS
NONEIN OURS! Lonely? Whywouldyou
say whatsoever. Perhaps the remainder
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CAREFULLY! MY, I WEEP FORYOU AND
YOUR HO-HUMM
LONELINESS
WHEN
MILLIONS
ARE STARVING,
DYING,
HOMELESS, ADDICTED AND PERISHING FOR LACK OF SOUL FREEDOMINDEED, I DO WEEP FOR YOUR SAD
PLIGHT.]

Third item this morning on my agenda.
No doubt you will enjoy hacking this one to
death, but here it goes anyhow: You emphatically state that Earth war games,
being somewhat primitive and nauseously
repetitious make for too boring Liberator
content, in which case you personally prefer to speak about God and matters concerning our soul-evolvement into the spiritual dimension and so forth. Seeing that
Germain has completed these teachings
and you yourself having spoken at length
on same, is it too excessive to politely request
a diversion of sorts before the invading armies
conquer, seeing that ones are working on a
movie, perhaps produce abook describing all
aspects of Pleiadian life to satisfy reader
curiosity and keep people like me at bay? p:
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is not interested in your personal objettions or cox&ontations of human inputthere is a UNIVERSAL COSMIC ORDER to
be attendeddot
your ho-humm bored
seIflshness. They do not attend PIefades
or Earth Shari any differently than any
other pIacement and your fun and games
are embarrassing to me who has represented you as a comrade in service. If I
have given you no more insight than you
demonstrate herein after three years of
concentrated offering, writing and teaching-thenItruIy
havefaikdmiserably
and
have no hope of awahening a planet ftied
with uho-humm bored” humanity! Why
should I want any of YOU aboard my craft
to bring you into a society wherein there
isNOWAYTHATYOUCANINTEGRATEOR
FIT? SPARE ME, SIR, FOR NO UFRIENDn
WOULD BEAS CRUELASAREYOU!
FOOLISHNESS CAN BE ABIDED BUT STUPIDITY
AND DIRECI’ED ABUSE (VERBAL HUMOR
OR OTHERWISE) IS INDEED SHOWING
At this point of
LESS THAN WISDOM.
evoIvementYOUA.RETHEDARKEST,most
un czi#bed and least GODLY planet in my
1ocaI portion of the Universe. I and my
brothers vohmteered to bring you home,
those who wouId come, and breah the
illusion and terror that binds you-do not
make me wonder WHY I made that offer,
sir-for I have ones who appreciate and
serve who are most worthy of aII I have to
givwhich
is aII that I and my brothers
ARE!]

Just as soon as YOU finance it, Mend. A
mde
IS being made, and you certainIy
didn't read all 60 JOURNor you would
knowaboutPIeiadianIife-indetaiI(whatever possible difference it couId mahe to
You or MY Earthkn in this particuIar
experience).
I am not here to %atis@
reader CURIOSITYORKEEPPEOPLELIKE
YOU, AT BAY”. When worhs of Germain
are NOW BANNED BY INJUNCTION-BE
CAUSE YOU ONES DIDN’T SEE TO THEIR
Feel free to include some clear photos of
FREEDOM AND I NOTE NO-ONE PAYING reptilians, greys (alive and uncut), and other
THE $2 15 MILLION DOLLARS EQUAL TO lovable critters as well, as part of the package
WHATTHEADVERSARYISPAYINGTHEIR
deal. [H:Whyme? Idon’thnowany.
Why
ATTORNEYS, TO HELP FIGHT IT. JUST don’t you go to Bill Cooper, Lazar, LearLEAVE DHARMA AND OBERLI TO DO IT or the Feds and get your own? Why would
ALL? IS THAT IT, P.C.? GET SOMEONE YOU want such pictures? At this moment
EMETODOIT??
WelI,theynolongergive
Pleiades AND appreciation are so far from
adamnaboutYOURcuriosityorwhereyou
your focus as to be totalIy unimportant.
“bay”.
They certajn@ appreciate your ReptiIians? LittIe greys? mv
and
abundant help to this point-but if this is Indians? YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE
ubIachmaiI” as you suggest uwen should
ORDER, WORKING ORDER AND SYSTEM
use, there is not enough money iu your OF THE UNIVERSE, LIGHTED GOD AND
whole world!! The expression right now, THE SECRETS OF HUMAN EXPRESSION
fkomDharma, isthatyou can”gofIy ahite AS MANIFESTED-AND
YOU CAN THINK
and hope it makes it to the first low OFNOTHING BUT HO-HUMM BOREDOM.
INDEED, YOU EMBARRASS ME.]
cIoudl”]

CLEARYOURSPACEORITWILLDEVOUR
YOU!] If you think I’m not, you may wish to

sham this letter.

[H: Point unnumbered: YOUR UGUIDE”
MOSTCERTAINLYDIDNOTEXPECTTHAT
IWOULD”SHARETHISLETTER”.
THISIS
THE ADVERSARY AT FULL-BORE WORK
ANDITBEHOOVESALLWHOWILLREADTO TAKE A HARD, LONG LOOK AT WHAT
YOU uCLAIM”, HOW YOU ACT-AND,
WHAT KIND OF THOUGHTS ARE POURINGTHROUGHYOURMIND.
IFITBETHIS
KIND OF DRIVE&IT
IS EVIL AND YOU
ARE A USED “TOOL” FLAPPING IN THE
DARK. GET CONTROL OF IT AND SELFORTHECONSEQUENCESARETERRIBLE
INDEED. THE POINT IS TO PULL YOU
ENTIRELY AWAY FROM YOUR PURPOSE
UNTO LIGHT-AND
MOST OF THE TIME
THE PRESSURE WORKS-WILL
IT WORK
WITH YOU, FRIEND??]
Signed: P., August 1 lth.
‘111be seeing you soon now as the time

draws near* (snicker, snicker).

(H:MayGODgiveyoustrength,brother,
for my heart enfoIds you as you slxuggIe
withthisbeastandburden.
Gowithininto
your silent place, quiet yourself, and SUIUmonGOP-IpIeadwithyouthat
youSEE
and HEAR.
Love surrounds you, our
strength is offered through this the of
chaos and endless, seemingly, time of
WaitingupontheLord. Youare human and
you cannot hnowthat which IS going oneven within seI&but, son, you overstep
your bounds with this allowance of evil
guidancefIauntedintothepresence!ofthe
Cosmic CoundI and your %Ider” brothers. YouhaveONEchoice-getthisunder
control or withdraw. The hand is offered,
the petition made-1 CAN DO NO MORE!
SALU.]
***

Thank you, crew, for your time and patience whilewe confront thismatter. ONE is
worthy of the attention when he/she loses
the way. I think the heart did not mean the
slings and arrows but I ask you to abide the
need forone is no greater than another-only
different in circumstance.
You are all weary and discouraged,
overburdened and anxious. This isnot lostbut it ISthewayit IS. Getcontrolofselforlose
My scribe is tired. Am I the only one self-the choice is up to YOU-NOT MEmildly frustrated or are there others out YOU! If you somehow think I am going to
then+actually ‘sown” here--with similar pluck YOU out of YOUR experience-think
repressed feelings too shy to share? [H: YOU again-1 WILL NOT! UNDER m CIRCUMWERE RIGHT THE FIRST uSLIp- “OUT STANCES. NO CIRCUMSTANCES! NONE!

Since you are not pompous and dislike undue idolatrous attention, I assume
you wereawaiting this request to begin this
work, or you are too careful to detract from
the focus on the # 1, greatest, most civilized
planet in the Universe. It would be nice of
you to share some wonderful past heritage of THERE” IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE
the Pleiades Star System of Planets, would it PICKINGUP-YOUHAVELANDEDAMOST
not? (H: Why? WouId it not make me EVIL ENERGY,
P.C., TO EXPRESS

ZIP! ZERO! ZILCH! GET YOUR OWN ASSEI’SOFFTHEDIMEANDGETBUSY!
YOU
WILL CHANGE YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES
appear pompous? I would further note THROUGH YOU AND YOU HAD BETTER OR YOU WILL BE LEFT IN THEM!
that this is not worded as a request but a GET IT INCHECKBECAUSE EVERY NOTE
And,-one last thought: THERE MUST
most sarcastic demand of insulting na- ANDCARTOONTHATYOUSENDISWORSE
HAVEBEENSOMEREASONTHATSUCHA
ture. REMEMBER, P.C., YOU ARE STILL THANTHEONEBEFO-IFYOUDONOT
RUMOR AS AN “ANGRY GOD” MIGHT
ADDRESSING THE COSMIC COUNCILCLEAR THIS EVIL PRESENCE OUT OF HAVE GOTTEN STARTED.
MAKE MY
NOTJUST OLD BROTHER, HATONN, STU- YOUR SPACE-YOU
WILL BE LOST AND I DAY?!?
PID OAF THAT I MIGHT BE! The CoundI CANNOT ?IX IT” FOR YOU-YOU
WILL
Hatonn, to salute and clear. Good ox?-
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IDAHO CRIME SITE
THANKYOU FATHER, FORYOURGUIDANCE AND STEADY HAND AT THE HELM.
WARS SOLVE NOTHING AND WE MUST
SEEK, FIND AND METE OUT JUSTICE
THROUGH

TRUTH.

Mr. Weaver is in Boise, Gritz will also be
there at arraignment alongwith other supporters who have been involved in great
and wondrous acts of patriot brotherhood.
I ask that Paul Harvey be required to pay
legal fees (which, of course will be the
federal criminals). Bush is Yout” of the
bargaining stream on this matter-Baker
is the contact who had wisdom enough to
THIS IS THE WAY,
halt arrests, etc.
CHELAS-GOD, NATION AND BROTHER
CAN BE SERVED IF WE ASK GOD TO
SHOW THE WAY AND STAND STRONG
TOGETHER-FOR EVIL CANNOT STAND
THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND WILL BACK
AWAY-BUTYOU HAVETO PROVIDETHAT
LIGHT AND FLINCH NOT FROM THAT
WHICH IS NECESSARY AND FRIGHTENING TO SELF.
THIS WILL ALL BE COVERED IN DETAIL IN THE L~,?Z!AToR READYING FOR
PRESS. MUCH IS IN THE IMMEDIATE
RELEASE TODAY, AND, SORRY READERS-TODAY’S LIBERAToRIS
PAGESPLEASE READ IT ALL IF YOU ARE A SUBSCRIBER. IF NOT-I CAN ONLY SUGGEST
YOU BECOME ONE-IMMEDIATELY.
Any who witnessed our Patriot leader at
service are humbled by the teamwork and
daring-with a federal machine gun pointed
directly at his BACK. Once, one of YOU
moved between a federal officer with weapon
at ready and finger on the trigger directly at
G&z-giving
orders. God bless you, son.
The media reports are mean and deceiving-filled with lies. I believe you will note,
however, that attention will be quickly
distracted and already the media presentations are being greatly softened in presentation-and
it is impossible to hide the
multitudes of campers and motorcoaches
that moved to the scene in point. The final
transfer was done with great dignity, including God, and gentie thanks for allow;
ing more time to order this nation instead
of revolution. The Feds and administration
ARE ON THE LINEAND KNOW WHAT HAS
TRANSPIRED.
THERE SEEM TO BE TWO MODES OF
ACTION WITHIN THE REPUBLICAN
CAMP-ONETO SIMPLYTAKE-OUTBUSH
(ANY INTERPRETATION WILL BE CORRECT). But, the most important thing, and

UNDER TEHACHAPI. Mmy of you desert
dwellers and locals will I#EAR AND FEEL
the apparatus constantly.,., There is desperation in the adversary’scamp, friendsAND A LOT OF HELP AFOOT IN YOUR
NATION’S CAMP.
Gritz will not yet know this--THERE IS
FURTHER: I remind you of ComOPEN DICKERING WITH HANOI TO SEE
mander Gritz’ directive: =IF YOU ARE
WHAT IS REQUIRED TO RELEASE THE
CATcHmrG FLACK-YOUARE
ON TARPOWs. GOD RARELYANSWERS PRAYERS
GET. *
AS YOU EXPECT. THIS MEANS THERE
WILL BE MUCH COMPROMISE ASKED OF
PLEIADES/“WALTER RUSSELL
MATERIAL”
THOSE WHO ‘KNOW”’ FACTS-let us cross
that bridge when we arrive at it.
Court was a FARCE as usual, but you
JAPAN VULNERABLE
who have honored and served and loved
the Walter Russell courses and informaJapan is gearing up for a massive hit on tion-HARKEN.
In the words of the lawthe market and for a massive earthquake. yers in court yesterday-%hey said: “. . .WE
Either one, it is expected, will end Japan as DO NOT AGREE THAT THIS INFORMAapower broker. Worse, Japanese interests TION IS TRUTH AND FACT, AND ‘PHOEin the U.S. are intended to be mostly taken NIX” HAS UTILIZED IT IN T-HEIRFICTION
over by the U.S. Banksters through black- BOOKS TO MONETARILY DAMAGE OUR
mail. Watch this closely.
CLIENTS(UNIVERSITYOF S&P) THROUGH
UNFAIR COMPETITION.” When rebutted
FLORIDA AND LOUISIANA
there were only sneers. Mr. Tipps said to
the Court: “Your Honor, these people canThere is nothing to add-it is unfolding not have it BOTH WAYS-IF MY CLIENTS
HAVE UTILIZED THEIR MATERIAL AND
EXACTLYASWETOLDYOUOVERAWEEK
AGO. IT IS CHAOS IN THE HEART OF THEY, THEMSELVES CLAIM IT TO BE
BUSH INSISTS ON FALSE-WHEREIN DOES THAT LEAVE
CRIME-LAND.
REBUILDING HOMESTEAD BUT CIVIL- THEM AS TO FRAUD AND PUBLIC DEIANS ARE GOING TO HAVE TO LEAVETHE CEIT?”
AREA OR PERISH FOR EVEN-IN TENTUS&P (Walter Russell’s own people) said
ING-MOST ARE HOMELESS YET. DIS- he DID NOT GET HIS INFORMATIONFROM
EASE IS BEGINNING, VERMIN INFESTA- E.T.s-HIS WAS SOMEHOW “GIFTED”
TIONISALREADY PRESENT-THE PEOPLE IDEAS. I ask you: “Wherefrom are gifted
ARE HELPLESS. WHATYOU ARE SHOWN ideas flowing FROM? Is not everything off
IS “NOTHING” OF THE WAY IT Is. YOU of the ‘terrestrial’, extraterrestrial?” It did
HAD BEST GET OUT THERE AND MAKE give quite a stir in the courtroom and the
SURE EVERY LIVINGAMERICAN KNOWS Judge actually hushed the opponent to
“BO” GRITZ-AND KEEP HIM ALIVE AND make an observation (humorous) about
WELL! GOD WILL HELP YOU AND WE his own interest in the matter. IT MAY BE
WILL HELP YOU-BUT WE WILL NOT DO EXPENSIVE, CHELAS, BUT IT WILL FAR
ANYTHING FOR YOU.
BETTER SERVE GOD AND TRUTH IFTHIS
CAN BE CONTINUED IN CONFRONTACONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER
TlON UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE CLASS
ACTION SUIT CAN BE FILED. GOD HAS
Thank you who heard the line and re- GUIDED A FRIEND WE WILL SIMPLYCALL
sponded to the CLC. It is reported that ‘LEO” TO PUT THE CASE TOGETHER AT
there were immediate responses from you THE CLC and it will go swimmingly!
wondrous friends and brothers. The ‘FairIMPORTANT AND URGENT
grounds” have been opened to the ones
passing out information and the PEOPLE
are responding. But look what you have:
FROM TAOS, N.M.: Dear PHOENIX
you have a Governor with orders to NOT LIBERATOR.
SIGN THAT BUDGET. This can only mean
You are the only ones I can turn to for
that it is desired to have total chaos, no help in getting this information out confunds and no way to attend the State when cerning the underground burrowing that
the San Andreas is broken. That indicates is going on under Picarur Mountain. The
a very near future happening as it is roll- sound of the machine they are using was
ing. There have been over 50,000 ‘?e- recently measured by an acoustical engiported” tremors since Landers as within neer from Denver who found the frequency
the last two days, the ground has NOT of the sound from 17 hertz where our
STOPPED TREMBLING. There is a massive hearing begins, to about 70 hertz.
amount of tunneling in the underground
This kind of sound does something
facilities-right
to the periphery of the to one’s mind and it is starting to affect (or
‘CRYSTAL” communications center and something), for people are coming (or it is
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imagined) and warned us to not say anything about this. Information is offered
that the noise IS coming from under Picarus
Mountain and isdrillingequipment.
Ones
are being told that it is an alien group with
advanced drilling equipment being used
on a drilling site which is part of a very
ancient civilization which aliens are digging to establish an earth base.
.
[There are now subsequent visits
which indicate ‘realitv”.l Peonle in Taos
are afraid and the authorities won’t take
any of this seriously, as I found out when
I tried to get City Hall to investigate.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I am frightened and so I ask you not
to publish my name or address.
[There is editing in the above for
protection of identities involved.]
IF “AUTHORITIES”
ARE DENYING
PRESENCE
OF OPERATIONS-KNOW
THAT “SOMETHING”
IS VERY DEFINITELY GOING ON. I MAY NOT COMMENT FURTHER THAN TO TELL YOU
LISTENERS AND READERS-IT
IS GOING ON FROM ONE PART OF YOUR
NATION TO THE OTHER AND IT CANNOT BE HIDDEN
FOR VERY MUCH
LONGER. BE WISE IN PERCEPTIONSKEEP YOUR FREQUENCY IN LIGHTED
RANGE AND YOU WILL BE FINE. THE
LOW FREQUENCY PULSES ARE VERY,
VERY DEBILITATING.
MAY YOU ALL
WALK WITH GOD ON THIS WONDROUS
JOURNEY.
SALU.
9/l/92
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HATONN

RUMORS TO REST. PLEASE
No, just because three of our most
precious young ladies in this location,
along with other very nervous ones, are
now pregnant-AFTER HAVING STARTED
USING ‘LIFE CRYSTALS” drops under the
tongue. It is NOT the way humans get
pregnant! Neither is it DIVINE intervention.
Kathy, Jenny and Diane are all
suddenly happy and radiant and ‘blaming” sub-lingual drops. The fact that the
originator (of the crystals) has a wife also
expecting may have something to do with
the concern. We are overjoyed to consider
the arrival of some of our new crew and
especially into such loving homes.
What IS in point here is that bodies
become balanced and WELL, organs begin
to function correctly and healing is accomplished.
OVERDONE?
We do have another important crew
member who is overdoing it by quite a bit,
however.
Our beloved attorney (many
would say this serves a lawyer right) was
having some problems in attaining preg:nancv for his beautiful wife who felt it time

(in life) to seriously consider possibilities.
(They wanted a child very badly and gave
much thought to it.) So they went through
all the misery of medical methods and
found 9 viable little life-forms survived the
procedure. Their hopes are that the body
will be a bit selective, as their idea of ‘a
child” did not include “litter” transactions. We shall monitor this situation most

carefully for we may have to put ‘Dad” on
high intakes of something to steady the
nerves as we go along.
I am just highly relieved that, in these
instances, Hatonn is not blamed for any of
it. We do appreciate and have gratitude for
the willingness to allow places for GOD’S
energies and the Light shines upon you.

“John Coleman”
Strikes Again
with these legal actions, as well as being
separated from Dharma. The expenses
This is no longer “rumor” fodder. I am are horrendous
and, without Green’s
getting calls, letters and petitions for an- assistance, it is very, very difficuIt to
swers as to O.... .what is going on?” I am keep alive at all-but
they now have
told from many sources by attendees at expenses of their own in a different State
recent and current lectures and seminars to attend. Our purposes are not to have
that John Coleman is denouncing George a paper which is an advertising sheet
Green and America West and quoting and the burden was too great on the
Hatonn. Well, I would suggest that he is publisher.
As to the stories of Dr. Coleman’s
not quoting what Hatonn has said recently
directly TO HIM and others who have read recent attacks against both George Green,
the LIBERATOR. (See pages 32-34 of last America West, Criminal Politics, Eustace
Mullins, Patterson and on and on and
LIBERATOR.)
As a publisher-THERE IS NOTHINGDIF- on-1 am only pained greatly to be inFERENTINANY MANNERWHATSOEVERIN cluded in any manner in such blatant
THE JOURNAL PUBLISHING. Greens put destructive behavior.
I have always told you readers that the
their actions where the advice was best utilized and MOVED PHYSICALLYTo NEVADA. book in point (on the Committee of 300) is
THIS CAME AT THE SAME TIME AND WAS excellent and the costs of press and pubPARTIALLYBASEDUPONTHEMAJORLAW- lishing was covered by these groups herein.
SUIT FROM THE UNIVERSITYOF SCIENCE Dr. Coleman was originally attended with
86PHILQSOPHY(The old ‘Russell” Founda- housing, payment for services to the LB
tion, I am told). There was not anger and the ERATOR, furnished computers and now,
separation was most expensive emotionally even utilities are being billed to ones in this
group who originally signed in order to
and economically, to all involved.
Dharma, etc., had never taken anything allow Colemans (Clarkes) privacy and asfor any work and, further, with the massive sistance when it was badly needed.
Dr. Coleman has apparently given a
expense of such quantities of publishing and
most
disreputable story to the author of
processin~reens
put hundreds of thouDECEPTION
which has
sands of dollars into the project for which IMMACULATE
they have not yet even begun to receive brought great discomfort to that author as
well as George Green. I still tell you that it
reward financially.
America West divested itself of ALL of the is the BEST volume you will ever have on
Pleiades ‘series” in dispute at great loss to GEORGE BUSH, ETC. It is now off the
them as Distributor and Publisher. This press and I know can be obtained from
cannot be recouped because of legal fees and America West and, for convenience, Phoeloss of ability to continue handling the vol- nix Liberator, Inc. carries it.
Dr. Coleman is telling you who attend
umes in point. The courtroom antics are a
total comedic experience if the subject were his speeches that George Green is somenot so incredibly important. When you have how beating this (I...little Grandmother,
a ‘big brothei” from the Committee of 300 Dharma, out of everything they have. She
and some $250 million to keep the work from is on food-stamps, etc.” This is true to the
the public--it is at the least, interesting--and extent of food stamps and no return for
work. THERE IS NO RETURN FOR WORK
VERY, VERY EXPENSIVE.
TheLlBERATORwasseparatedENTIRELY BECAUSE THE EXPENSES ARE TOO
from any press association with America GREAT. THE ONLY ONES WHO HAVE
West so that it would not be enioined EVER RECEIVED ANYTHING SINCE OUR
9/l/92
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PARTICIPATION ARE OUTSIDE AU- Street, Carson City, Nevada 89706. Dr.
THORS-SUCH
AS COLEMAN-who
re- John Coleman
Dear Friend and Loyal Supporter,
ceives a great royalty and had no investIt has come to my attention that one,
ment whatsoever in the costs of publication. I know not ofwhat he says or does to Lawrence Patterson, intends to attempt to
damage my credibility in his next issue of
the contrary.
Dr. Coleman is also reportedly saying his “Criminal Politics” newsletter [H: This
that Bo Gritz does not agree with George writing has no dateline so is obviously
Green and/or the PHOENIX material. I, several weeks past in disbursement.]
Hatonn, through Dharma, have a warm Mr. Patterson is a protector of the charlaand totally respectful relationship with Bo tan James K. Warner who misappropriGritz for he always acts with great discern- ated money sent to me as contributions
ment-on
visible fact and actions based while I was abroad, and refuses to pay me
solely on God input. He has no reason to the more than $48,000 he owes me.
sanction or denounce the material-HE
Warner, Patterson, and Warner’s long-time
WILLBETHEFIRSTTOTELLYOU HE HAS close friend, one Eustace Mullins, have
NOT HAD TIME TO STUDY IT-EXACTLY been engaged in acampaign of slander and
THAT WHICH ALL AND EACH OF YOU vilification against me which has gone on
SHOULD DO. BO GRIT2 believes in and for the past three years. Mullins claims
serves GOD. IF WE, HOSTS, ARE HERE, that I copy his work! There is nothing
HE IS TOTALLY ACCEPTING-BEYOND
current about the books Mullins writes,
THATHIS STAND IS EXACTLYTHATWHICH and of course I have never copied his work,
IT SHOULD BE-NO UFO GARBLED SEN- which I consider to be but of little value to
SATIONALISM OR RUMORED FOOLISH- me. [H: I consider Eustace Mullins to be
NESS. IF WE ARE WHO WE SAY, WE one of the authors who will historically
ARE-ACCEPTABLE-BUT
UNNECES- be placed alongside Tesla, Russell and
SARY FOR GREATER ATTENTION, PUB- other great patriots in uncovering the
LICLYOROTHERWISE,THAN AS RELATED lies of established viewpoints. I further
TO GOD OF SOURCE. These childish do sanction the VZommittee of 300” as
tactics of Dr. Coleman to bring discredit being anintegratedvolume
of excellent
material-but,
also
stated
it was the
are obvious signs of an ego in desperation.
I know of no way in which any from this same message as presented by other
group could have better assisted and served writers-and
specifically that work of
one John Coleman (Clarke) nor could I Eustace Mullins. We ceasedntilising Dr.
picture a more disresnectful or downright Coleman’s work and that of A.N. Other
false attack against those who went be- because it was always outdated by the
yond all expectations (at my [Hatonn’s] time it came to us having already been
request). This, only to be called a ‘fig- written of by myself. Further, we were
ment” of creation by America West and giving payment (as is only right) for the
other most unkind accusations after hav- use of the material utiked
and exing partaken of constant interaction and penses were simply too heavy to bear
circumstances.
support.
I believe the problem may well be otherwritersunderthose
rage against one Eustace Mullins who is However, do not allow misunderstandgreatly respected and revered by George ing-Dr.
Coleman DID NOT INSIST ON
Green.
SUCH ARRANGEMENT FOR SERVICEI have had to pull back al1 other than WEDID. Dr. Coleman was quite gracious
publishingrelationshipswith AmericaWest in most instances as we would find it
in protection of the material and the pro- necessary to edit and change, or delete
tection, actually, of the beings in point. opinions, etc., as not being agreeable
There isnochange in my supportofAmerica
with that which we offered as I KNEW
West, the publisher’s output regarding the TRUTHTO BEIN CONTRADICTION. This
material or any other nonsense being gos- is not untoward
reflection
on Dr.
siped about.
Coleman for the expectation is fully,
From Canada, we received a copy of Dr. and seemed recognized, that MY vision
Coleman’s World In Review, and a request was far greater as is my access to data.
to run it in the LIBERATOR SO that ‘both Nothing, however, was ever changed or
agreesides” of the issue could be aired fairly. I deletedwithoutfullknowledgeand
know not what that means, exactly, and I ment as would come in any paper anyIwould surmise all readers would prefer where with guest writers.
If we ran
NEWS-but there are so many inquiries articlesby anyone-we&d
and do, honor
that I have to now assume otherwise. I exactly what is written and, as in this
remind ALL of you-TRUTH IS TRUTH IS instance, comment on same. It is anforTRUTH-AND
QUARRELS
DO NOT tunate if Dr. Coleman took aception
CHANGE THAT TRUTH SO I ASK THAT against George Green for such for “1”
YOU REVIEW WITH WISDOM-NOT EMO- ustop the buck” as to content of writTION.
ings included. Distributor information
QUOTE:
was usurUy left entirely to the smand
America West is no longer
WORLD IN REVIEW, 2533 North Carson publisher.

the publisher so the content of those
items are decided by the Editor-in-Chief,
Dr. Edwin Young, who has so many
academic credentials as to make almost
anyone else’s seem quite boring and
unimpressive.
THIS IS TO GIVE CREDENCE TO OUR WORK FROM AN ACADEMIC AND “PHYSICS” STANDPOINT
IN FACT. HE, ALSO, DOES IT FOR NO
REMUNERATION-24
HOURS AROUND
THE CLOCK DEDICATION TO AWAKENING THE PUBLIC AND AS A PATRIOT
WORKING TO SAVE AMERICA AND THE
CONSTITUTION-IUSTASALLOTHERS
HEREATI]

Patterson makes the ridiculous claim
that I won’t give him my credentials, hub
does not say why I am under any obligation
to do so. He also claims that I tried to
‘bankrupt” his queerfriend Warner, and a
whole lot of other trash, so puerile that
those who know will recognize it as such.
Warner filed false copyright claims to my
work. In my opinion and based on very
strong circumstantial evidence, he was
aided and abetted in the commission of
this crime by Eustace Mullins, and when
that was ineffective in stopping my publication of my own work, he plagiarized it by
publishing
it under the names
of’
‘Bradbury” and ‘Parke?, stating these
two actually wrote my work and that i
merely “narrated” the tapes! I am presently talking with counsel on whether to
proceed criminal1.yor civilly against Warner.
If I charge him with mail and wire frauti
(clearly provable) my chances of getting m,s
money will diminish if he is found guilty.
By proceeding civilly, I would stand at leas;;:
some chance of getting something.
[H::
Beware always, when the only intent te
bear Truth is for reward, i.e., “...getting
.mymoney.........chanceofgettingsomething”. Fraud is very difficult to PROVE
at best and Uwith TRUTH” involved4
Again, what is under
but impossible.
argument? Was that which was offered
true OR false? If utilizing ufalse names”
is libelous then how do we account for
“Coleman” vs UClarken and these are:
two of many assuming the story of BritishIntelligencelevelofserviceisTRUTH~
If so, there would be dozens of false
names involved. I can only suggest ta
John that he be most careful before he
move on with this confrontation
for
statements being projected are indeed,
under question as tovalidity-ifindeed,
that which is touted as to your telling
about our situation be evidence. There
is no separation, for instance, between
the publisher, America West and our
JOURNAL8

which

lished regularly

contin\le

to be

pub-

about every 3 weeks.]

Patterson is incensed because I declined to accept an offer to become a board
member of the Committee to Restore the
&nstitution.

I wrote!&&

Rob&s

saying
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that because Mullins and Patterson were
on the Board of the Committee, and since
I did not wish to be associated with these
two people, I regretfully had to decline the
offer. Since then Patterson, Mullins and
Warner have gone berserk in trying to
harm me. In a letter to General Jack Mohr,
Warner accused me of calling myself”Jesus
Christ” and Patterson has gone all over the
country saying I am *Hatonn”, the alleged
commander of a space ship. ‘Hatonn” is
a creation ofAmerica West Publishing, and
my only relationship with it was to allow
the publication ofmy book. In fact America
West, without my permission and or consent, left out five pages of my book in order
to make room for their ‘Spacecraft Cornmander” books with which I am in no way
associated. [H: Sic, sic, John, YOU KNOW
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unwillingness to do other for the hand that
helped than bite it, and further, it is a
totally negative reflection upon the work of
Eustace Mullins if the public was not informed enough to obtain his work. I care
not of the personality of persons in pointTruth is precious and research into Truth
is priceless. Respectful thanks unto God
for allowance to give forth such information would seem to be the very least for
allowance of such a gift.
I suggest that you may well be quite
sorry to denounce “Spacecraft
Cornmander” books as stated above-especially after having supped and shared with
me personally. Now you see fit to renounce
my presence as ’ . ..a creation of America
West Publishing....” Is THIS the reflection
of CHRISTIAN GOODNESS which you so
this is NOT TRUE!
In view of these touted over and over again? Which, John,
allegations and having no association
is the LIE-THENor NOW? Ifitwas”THEN”,
with %s”, then I suggest that post- then you deceived in order to gain materihaste our staff GET OUR EQUIPMENT
ally from the relationship and admitted
BACK INTO CUSTODY-NOW!
George security protection, from at the least, a
Green has and continues to state that he secured location for habitation.
If it be
made no agreement with Dr. Coleman now, how can you continue to hold our
regarding the equipment belonging to
and set forth for use for purposes of the
LIBERATOR
and the transcription
of
this book which is no longer valid for no
other material was nor is sanctioned for
use in any format whatsoever. The staff
at the paper is working short of equipment in order to further accommodate
Dr. Coleman’s needs and, now, our own
staff are receiving personal utility billings from Dr. Coleman’s use. I believe
that ones who offered and signed for
things to provide %ilencen and Uprotectionn to Dr. Coleman in the onset and
continuingly-are
NOW BEING SORELY
AND TERRIBLY USED! We have offered
help, love, assistance and the hand extended is being not only bitten but “wellchewed”.
We must never damage another-but
we must reclaim that which
is in God’s intended service.]

Mr. Patterson has shown a flagrant
disregard for the truth and he, Mullins and
Warner, are beside themselves with jealousy and rage over the success of my book,
especially since it is outselling any and all
books by Mullins. Copies of all relevant
letters etc., are available upon request
where specially required.
_
Most sincerely,
J.C.
***

EGO STROKING FOR OWN PURPOSE. IF
YOU TAKE THAT WHICH IS GOD’s MD
CLAIM IT AS THINE OWN-YOU
ARE
THE GREATER LOSER FOR EVEN THE
WORK IS THEN LOST TO HUMANITY.
THIS IS EVIDENT IN FULL, IN THAT
WHICH HAPPENED AFTER LAO TOOK
CONTROLOF WALTER RUSSELL’S MOST
GIFTED mOWLEDGET0
MANKIND AND
GAVE IT INTO THE VERY HANDS OF
THE ADVERSARY
TO BURY, HOPEFULLY, FOR ALL TIME TO COME. FORTUNATELY,
MULLINS
AND OTHER
GREAT WRITERS
HAVE GIVEN AND
SHARED
THEIR
INFORMATION
AS
GATHERED AND THIS POLITICAL GARBAGE WILL NOT BE LOST FOR THE
REMEMBERING
OF u WHAT WENT
WRONG” WITH A PLANET.
YOU CAN
LEAVEHISTORICALLEGACYOFGREATNESS OR BRING IT DOWN OF THINE
OWN ACTIONS-THAT
ALWAYS
REMAINS WITH THE INDIVIDUAL. YOU DO
CLAIM,HOWEVER,TOCAREFOR”FAMILY”WHAT
ARE THEY TO DO WITH
THIS OR IS THAT, TOO, A LIE AND
equipment claiming it to be your own COVER OF SOME KIND?
INDEED-I
when you publicly renounce any rela- REQUEST, RESPECTFULLY, THAT YOU
tionship OTHER than for purposes of LEAVE US OUT OF YOUR BICKERINGS
“allowing” your book to be published? I AND GRIEVANCES FOR WEHAVE GIVEN
personally published the same material YOU NOTHING BUT HELP AND INCLU(substantially) from two other sources SIVE LOVE AND SHARING-FROM
BEat the same time of your publicationGINNING.
***
for your own protection against this
very day. YOU CANNOT HAVE IT BOTH
Enough, Dharma. Please allow us a
WAYS.
break. I also need to write a memo or two
MOREOVER, I WILL NOT HAVE OUR before we return to regular writing tasks.WORK ILL-RECEIVED BY SUCH PUBLIC Thank you.
ATTACKS AS YOU ARE GOING ABOUT
913192 #2
HATONN
THE COUNTRY,
MAKING AT EVERY
OPPORTUNITY.
I HAVE NO INTEREST
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3. 1992
IN YOUR QUARRELS-WE
HAVE A MAMMOTH JOB TO BE DONE AND I ASKYOU
20 QUESTIONS REVISITED
NICELY, TO PLEASE LEAVE US FROM
(If
we ever can get around to it!)
YOUR BICKERING FOR I SHALL NOT
LONGER TOLERATE THE USURPATION
It is most difficult to stay on a subject
OF TIME AND SPACE FOR SUCH MATERIALWHEN HUMANITYAWAITS
INFOR- with all the interruptions but remember
MATIONAND NEEDSINSTRUCTIONS
AS this exPlanation: ‘Life is that Which hapyou
ONE8 pens while you are making otherplans.”
TO FUTURE JOURNEY.
I do owe you an explanation as to why
SOMEHOW ASSUME GOD WILL SIT AND
we
found no ability to write Hotline or
uALLOW” “ANYTHING” AND “EVERYTHING”- NOT so MD PERHAPS 1 ~ly~ anything else this day. Dr. Coleman now
ONE OF HIS “BULLIES”, IF YOU CARE claims I am Dh==,
E.J. and George

FOR THE DESCRIPTION, WHO 1s SENT
TO SET THE RECORDS TO STRAIGHT
ON THE UTTER-CTO um
kly
DAY?
At present YOU remind me of the
Yes, readers,. you have seen this beforemouse chipping and chewing away at the
You SHALL NOT SEE IT AGAIN, HOW- lion’s foot-IT IS A VERY, VERY DANEVER, FROM.THIS KEYBOARD IF WE CAN GEROUS THING TO PERSIST AT DOING.
RESPECTFULLY AVOID IT. In some in- MUST YOU DISTRACT FROM THE VERY
stances, such as with America West Air- VALUE OF YOUR FINE BOOK BY SUCH
lines-we
end up under court order to POSTURING?
IS YOUR FINAL INTENT
print various disclaimers, etc.
TO PULL DOWN THE WONDERFUL
PRODUCTION?
If the book on the “Committee of 300” VALUE OF YOUR 0~
has sold a great many copies, I would offer THIS IS WHAT IS HAPPENING-THIS
Is
a bit of rebuke to Dr. Coleman for his WHAT ALWAYS HAPPENS IN GREED AND

Green. He is planning to sue us now, for
slander in the LBERATOR.
Strange, I
thought I urged all of you to get his book.
He has also been giving legal advice to
others in the efforts of getting some assets
switched over into his use to fight all the

suits he is Placing against Patterso%

Mullins, etc., etc., etc. We me perplexed
Over this CirCUmstanCe and can only wish
him well.
Since I asked Ones here to
suppofi him and give him secu~ty ad

then, provided him and his son, John, new
computer set-ups and other electronic

.
eq!ipmeX% I fe!$.xrni~e .in.thSS.$ncp^unter.,
\
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I ask that you get assistance and recover
the equipment because it is part of the
collateral which-secures
the note he is
asking another to break and then fully
intends to utilize funds therefrom for self.
Perhaps Ms. Rubio will be better able to
retrieve the equipment than other LlBERATOR personnel have been able to do thus
far.
He says he has now gathered up ALL
court records on ALL the cases against the
Ekkers and somehow suggests blackmail.
My, it does sound like duplicate suggestions from “Ms. Rubio’s attorney” of last
evening in her personal blackmail letter.
I’m sorry, readers, AND John, there is not
one thing that is not already public and,,
moreover, would not be wanted to be even
more public. Now you threaten with some
“clandestine secret” attorney from Fresno
that ‘will surprise” us?
There is not
anything or anyone in the “legal profession” or Judicial system which COULD
SURPRISE us. Perhaps, John, you do not
remember-I
SAID THAT PUBLICITY,
GOOD OR BAD, IS HELPFUL, FOR IN
GOD’S SERVICE, OPEN FORUM IS ALWAYS MOST BENEFICIAL. GOD NEVER
PROMISED THESE ONES A ROSE GARDEN-HE EVEN TOLD THEM UP FRONT
THAT DECEIVING ONES WOULD COME
AND “TAKE” AND CALL THEMSELVES
“FRIEND”, WEEP IN APPRECIATION FOR
ASSISTANCE (IN FRONT OF A LARGE
GROUP) AND THEN ATTACK AS WOULD A
FOX IN THE NIGHT INTO A CHICKEN
COOP WHEREIN THE CHICKENS WOULD
HAVE BEEN ‘GIVEN” TO IT. WE PROMISED THEM ALL OF THIS IN RETURN TO
SERVICE UNTO GOD. THERE IS NOTHING THAT YOU CAN DO THAT SHALL
BREAK MY PEOPLE.
YOU sayyou cannot call E.J. because he
“hangs up on you”? John, you lie! E.J.
has never hung up on anyone-he
even
apologized to Ms. Rubio on Monday for
having to leave the phone in order to make
a court appearance in Fresno on Monday.
E.J. has NEVER BEEN ANYTHING BUT
GRACIOUS AND GMNG TO YOU EVEN IN
THE FACE OF YOUR REFUSAL TO RETURN PROPERTY IN HIS STEWARDSHIP.
It is demanded that “E.J. and Doris no
longer SLANDER me in the LBEIi!AToR”.
E.J. and Doris do not write nor run the
LBERATOR.
You will have to take up the
matter with Dr. Young and myself, Cornmander Hatonn. I find it totally wondrous
and delightful that with all your insiders
and sleuthing--you found only things that
can help us-but,
I also find it deceitful,
dirty and totally evil in intent. I am sorry
that I ever asked my people to assist you for
at my request they have had to endure the
gnashing and chewing. Do that which you
will, John Coleman (Clarke ‘or whoever
you are”), we shalI not mention you againnoryourbookinthe-LmERA?W?.
READ-

ERS MAY DO THAT WHICH THEY WILL
WITH THE BOOK-YOU CAN GET THE
INFORMATION FROM MANY SOURCES
AND IT WOULD BE MORE APPRECIATED
BY THE AUTHORSTHEREOF. BUT, WHAT
YOU ARE DOING TO BARBARA ANN
RUBIO, JOHN, IS UNTHINKABLE AND
WITHOUT CONSCIENCE. REMEMBER,
YE REAP THAT WHICH YE SOW. YOU
TELLALLONES IN PUBLIC FORUMSTHAT
GEORGE GREEN HAS DECEIVED AND
CHEATED YOU-HE HAS OVERPAID YOU
AT EVERY CROSSING AND YOU HAVE
FAILED TO KEEP AGREEMENTS AND APPOINTMENTS,SET HIS FRIENDS AGAINST
HIM AND MALIGNED HIM FOR HIS EFFORTS.
I have no interest in your petty quarrels
but to label one’s friend(s) as “queer” as
you have just accused others, in addition
to liars, and suggest that ones who rebut
you are simply ‘...beside themselves with
jealousy and rage over the success of MY
book...” BORDERS ON UNTRUEACCUSATIONS AND UNBEFITTINGA GREAT MAN.
Then to have to ask your son ‘...did I
write that”? smacks of very poor memory
since we received some six or seven copies
of your WORLD IZVREVlEW.
You say you want Ekkers to appear on
a radio show and ‘have this out”. They
have nothing to do with you ,or your radio
shows and they certainly have nothing to
“have out with you” and, further, you
certainly have managed to avoid all contact
and confrontation with me, Hatonn. You
are eatingyourself alive, John, and I would
petition you to consider that which you are
doing because hate will destroy you and
sour all around you. You have only been
blessed and well-treated in our companyI have no input to your relationship with
George Green and/or America West but
you have just overstepped your bounds by
attacking my scribe. you me correct in
perception, John, “a.*there should be a
limit beyond which I will tolerate it no
more.”
But mine is not to judge and
Dharma only has compassion for she sees
the desperation afoot.
Since these ones have never received
anything other than two bottles of wine at
Christmasayearago, and it be not openedI suggest it be returned. The flowers from
Lena were treasured but alas, are gone.
Perhaps my chela will learn to expect Trojan Horses asgifts, but I doubt it. There are
so many blessed, loving and sharing people
out there that these things cannot but give
more value to their love.
MAY

WE

REMEMBER:
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TO YOU, DHARMA, AND TO MY BEMOVED COMRADES: FAITH IS TO BELIEVE WMTYOUDONOTYETSEE;Tm
REWARD FOR THlS FAITH Is TO SEE

WmT

YOuBEL~EvE. FmTmR,

FAITH

WITHOUT
WORKS
IS DEAD-AND
WORKSALWAYSBRINGTHE
ONES WHO
WOUZD PULL YOU DOWN INTO THELR
OWNDESPERATION.
IT SHALL NOT BE,

CHEL4S-IT

SW

NOT BE.

Today’s Watch
g/2/92 Wl

HATONN

WATCHIT FOR TODAY
BO GRITZ/POW WATCHERS: I would
suggest you who rallied behind Crib/
Weaver stay on “RED ALERT”. POWs are
in worse jeopardy than EVER BEFORE.
Sweep is being made of POWs who have
integrated into communities, being pickedup in preparation for use as hostages.
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Taiwan/North Korea compact. POWs IN
IMMEDIATE DANGER AS DEMANDS ESCALATE AND “CRIMINALS” IN GOVERNMENTS ARE UNDONE BY THE RALLY
BEHIND MISTREATED CITIZENS(SPECIAL
FORCES CITIZENS) BY FEDS. CONCERN
IS AT ALL-TIME HIGH AT FEDERAL/INTERNATIONAL LEVEL OVER POWs/MIAs
AND EFFORTS TO REMOVE EVIDENCE
UNDER WAY! I SUGGEST ALL OF YOU
WHO HAVE RALLIED FOR WEAVER/
GRIT2 SITUATION, STAY ALERT AND GET
SUPPORT TO GRITZ. ARMITAGE TOP
OFFICIAL EXECUTIONER, AIDED AND
ABETTED BY SUCH AS KERRYAND OTHER
POW INVESTIGATORS.
DO NOT EXPECT ME TO DO ANY-.
THING-“FOR” YOU. If you do not respond to “alerts’, then uyou” care not
enough to save self, much less forgotten
POWs and missing troops. “I” DEAL IN
‘SOULS” AND ‘MEN”-NOT PROPERTY
AND QUARRELS.

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

building.
In other words, from onsetdestruction was “built in”. So be it.

off shore and devastating tidal wave IS ON
THE SAME PLATE RIFT AS ARE YOU IN
CALIFORNIA. FURTHER: THERE WAS AN
RUSSIA
ALMOST 6 POINT QUAKE IN SOUTHERN
UTAH-St. George area. Think NOTHING
Why do you suppose Russia has moved is taking place?
Sulfur emissions are
two carriers into the Persian Gulf? Per- increasing to dangerous levels. Evacuahaps you better attend it.
tion of military personnel and equipment
under way. Note, in the area affected,
MORE EVIDENCE OF “BREAKING”
massive trains with empty flatcars headed
ECONOMY
to area.
The shutdown of the “GM parts” company in Lordstown, Ohio is deliberate and
has already stalled out all fabrication plants,
tool and die plants and other supporting
industries.
OTHER ECONOMIC MOVES TO
WATCH

R.J. Reynolds/ Nabisco has just sold off
the “cereal division” to General Mills.
Please look up WHO owns General Mills.
GRIT2 ON TV ON INSIDE EDlTION
For that matter, look up who owns R.J.
Reynolds. You will find the answer in the
Please note that on major media release JOURNALS and other revealing literature.
of ‘Whole Story on Idaho Standoff” last The Elite Banksters are in full action for
evening-there
WAS ABSOLUTELY NO final take-over. If you don’t know what
MENTIONOFGRITZ-NOTEVENA“HINT”.
Banksters are, FOR GOODNESS SAKES,
Final insult was that a ‘...letter from a GET A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE LIBERASkinhead caused Weaver to surrender!”
TOR--AND MAKE SURE YOU GET THE
The next barrage of cover-up is under ISSUE RELEASED YESTERDAY. IF YOU
way-note that there is also again a mas- REMAIN UNINFORMED, YOU REMAINTOsive BLACKOUT of any mention of Gritz on TALLY HELPLESS.
ANY network reports-most
specifically
CNN. Further, the press has orders to
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER
“butcher Grit2 and, with their trick photography, skin-head stooges and “Nazi”
You who go back to sleep, now that the
salutes (they got a photo of Gritz waving to Calif. budget is signed, had better try AGAIN
someone he recognized and have turned it to keep the eyes open for far worse things
into a ‘Heil Hitler Salute”), to the not-soare now ready to happen while all is in
discerning among you-the-people they may turmoil of settling out, if you fail to give
well succeed. I suppose, public, that if you enough public attention to possibilities.
tolerate this insult to your senses-you
I SUGGESI’YOUTAKETHISWONDROUS
may well deserve that which is upon you OPPORTUNITY TO POUR ALL POSSIBLE
this day.
HELPINTOLAWCENTER. NOW, YOU MUST
HELP ON TWO FRONTS, THAT CENTER.
BUILDING AT HOMESTEAD
GEI’ENOUGH HELPINTHERETGSUPPORT
THE WEAVER CASE (GRITZ)AND DEMAND
Why the sudden urge to REBUILD.Home- THATTHECENTERTAKETHECASE-AND,
stead Base? It was one of the ones-which CONTINUEALL PRESSURE ON THE CASE
originally was to have been closed. Now, JUST FILED TO PENALIZETHE LEGISLAsuddenly, the Administration is #.. .going TURE AND GOVERNOR. IT IS ALL CONto rebuild everything destroyed in South- NECTED EVEN IF YOU CANNOT YET SEE
ern Florida--at taxpayer expense! I cer- THE CONNECTION. PLEASE, SUPPORT
tainly do hope that you replace all with THEM FOR THEY HAVE NO RESOURCES
good lightweight CEMENT DOMES as we AND YOUR VERY NATION IS AT STAKE
have under construction.
Winds of 150 HERE. [TauttledudblecOnmbutions
can
miles an hour will be piddling as you move be made to the COURT OF LA&T RESORT,
along through this morass of terror ahead. otherwise make to CLC itselfi Mail to B&t
Note that buildings destroyed are ALL 986, Tehachapi, CA 93581. For questions
simple ‘cardboard boxes” without even call CLC at l-9164857901.1
strapping and/or proper nails.
It was
known from building them that they would
EARTHQUAKES: NICARAGUA,
not stand sustained winds of half the veSOUTHERN UTAH
locity. Ones with integrity have tried for
decades to shut down such corruption in
The Nicaragua (Managua) earthquake
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REMEMBERING
‘Tl3ERALNSHALLFALLUP0NTHEJUST
AND VlWN THE UNJUST.”
IT IS THAT

WHICH EACH DOES WITH THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT SHALL WRITE THE HISTORY OF THE AGES.
AND PONDERING OUESTIONS
We have not room to place ALL urgent
and hidden happenings on a “Hotline”.
We will not even begin to cover them all in
a watch”, for each topic merits entire
JOURNALS for description. It has to be up
to you to glean information from ALL resources-not just that which you consider
UoursA.
There are myriads of happenings which
we have not mentioned and yet I see have
slipped through unnoticed as is 99% of
that which is occurring. When things ARE
mentioned, it is EXACTLY THAT-mentioned.
NUCLEAR PLANT DAMAGE
IN FLORIDA
How many of you are aware there has
been great damage to a nuclear power
plant in South Florida due to this ‘little
Andy” hurricane. Of course, nobody gives
a second look to it because of other major
distractions-IT
IS SERIOUSI YOU ARE
NOT BEING TOLD ABOUT IT.
ROCKET/SHU’M’LE LAUNCHES AND
OTHER HIDDEN AGENDAS
How many of you are aware of a most
important
rocket launch from Cape
Canaveral about three days ago. The craft
blew up but your media told you it was a
‘perfect launch in spite of damage to the
faciliv.
I don’t know how they are going
to cover ‘landings” and other next expected phenomenon.
I believe the plan,
however, is to simply not mention it again
at all-this will also be a good test of the
media control system now in place.
PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES
I am reminded that I did not speak of
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availability to get the volumes in restriction
under Federal Court order. The final outcome is not returned as Marshals have not
been able to serve warrants on the Greens.
However, the temporary order was worded
that u. . ..since the author, Dharma (or
“Ekkers”) have total control over the publisher in point a temporary confiscation of
all volumes in the author’s possession and
those in the possessio’n of the publisher are
given into the court’s impound.”
Since
neither had any copies save the personal
set, it was turned over to the Judge on
Monday.
The order further required that there be
no further publishing of the work by
America West and that Ekkers can not
promote or advertise the books in any
manner-NORgivepermission
foranyother
to do so. This has no impact one way or
another because the Distributorwho holds
volumes in point (if there are, indeed, any
remaining in possession) is separate and
apart from any determinations by authors
or former publisher. Moreover, prior to any
order being issued by any court-Dharma
released all claim, input, or author’s rights
to any of the volumes in dispute. These
ones may, but not legally, be held liable for
what any public domain citizen does with
the information contained in those volumes.
Further, any advertising as recognized
as such, in places such as the LIBERATOR
or other places by the Distributor who now
holds the work, is apart and totally separate from any control or determination by
the Ekkers or Dharma, as scribe. If not&
cation of how to get the volumes appears in
the LZBERATOR, FOR EXAMPLE, that is
between separate Corporations and per:
sons also totally separate and apart from
both themselves and business decisions of
any kind. Through inquiry, I am informed
that there will be some continuing notification to the public but it is through “PAID”
ADVERTISING as worked out through business arrangements having nothing to do
with Ekkers.
TRUTH SHALL GO FORTH
Since no-one recognizes the presence of
Hatonn, Germain, Tesla and/or Russell in
viable energy form, there is no restriction of
material from our resources.
We meet
regularly regarding these matters and,
hence, since we each have alternative resources we shall somehow work it out that
the material is not destroyed. Already new
presentations through different receivers
is placed in South Africa, New Zealand and
in many various places about your own
nation. These volumes, however, will never
be again issued under the Phoenix Logo as
presented on the original docuinents but
will bear recognizabIe forms easily recog. ,nized
for
we. also
release
of the
logo to
.‘A-,,‘+
_ a’_‘.
. ,I,, pear
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the extent of embellishment or removal of
symbols.
This means, chelas, that the
available volumes will be priceless. Thank
you for reminding me of my overlooking
details of this case in point.
The work of Walter Russell and the
original intent of Lao is being methodically
destroyed in 2an attempt to silence the
incredible Truth of the integrated work in
science which coalesced Truth in order of
the Cosmos and Source of God. The show
will undoubtedly get worse and more ridiculous before it is finished-somewhere
at the Supreme Court level is anticipated.
It is obvious that the vipers involved
overlooked some serious law-they have
taken property in PUBLIC DOMAIN and recopyrighted the volumes of a “dead” genius and claimed for self and stopped, for
all practical purposes, the work in point and
turned the ‘Universil$‘(???) into a New Age
carnival of metaphysical garbage and the
location into a very ostentatious “palace”.
GOD nor RUSSELL will sit still for such
abuse. This indicates that through the Class
Action Suitthat allproceedsgameredthrough
use of this clandestine .method of criminal
proceedings are subject to return to the
PUBLIC. This means, students of that “University”, who simply learned to meditate and
separate yourself from tuition money and
STILLHAVENT THE MOST VAGUE IDEA OF
UNIVERSALOPERATIONORWHATISGODHAD BETTER RESPOND TO THE CONSMTUTIONALLAW CENTER FOR THE CASE IS
ABOUT READY TO BE FILED.
I do not make overall categorizationsbut so far, all involved attorneys and Board
Members of the University in point-are
Khazarian who call themselves so-called,
self-styled “Jews” who actually disclaim
God and Christ and thrust toward ‘HUMANISM” in its most basic and fundamental form-Lao herself, stating her
own “HUMANIST” relationship when referring to “religionA and giving, likewise,
that assumption and label on Walter. This
is a lie and any time Russell ever mentioned (IHuman”or”Humanistic” was simply referring to the relationship of the
“humans to (Lenergybeing”.
Yes, Dharma and E.J., along with everyone else who is ground crew in this
place ARE BUSY. They appreciate your
support and loving energy beyond your
ability to comprehend on your end of the
cqnnection.
SURPRISE POEM TO SHARE

later. Therefore, when the words fell onto
the heart, “Think of Me”-Dharma interpreted ‘Christ as manifest”, stopped the
self-pity, thanked us for making it as easy
as it is-for at least “fear” is not involved in
the work-a little terror perhaps, irritation
and frustration along with fatigue-but
not “fear”. So let me share and see how it
would grab your conscience:
THINK

OF ME

When you ask yourself
Is it worth the pain?
When you ask, should Istill
remain?
Think of me.
When the hurt.1 words
Begin to fly
When the parties and holidays have
Passed you byThink of me.
When the workload
be-

.

CO?YU?S

Too much to bear
When you begin to wonder,
*Does anyone care?”
Think of me.

Dharma has asked me not to write
further for she finds it embarrassing. I,
however, know that the letter and thoughts
are not meant just for her-because
without the ones who TAKE THE WORDS SHE
PENS AND SEND THEM FORTH-NONE
WOULDBETOUCHEDFORNONEWOULD
GO FORTH. SO, AS WE FINISHTHE POEM
OF APPRECIATION-MAY
&,
BOTH
READERS AND WORKERS AT LOCATION,
UNDERSTAND THE APPRECIATION IS
EQUALLY FOR YOU. DHARMAS JOB IS
NO GREATER-ONLY DIFFERENT! THIS
IS WHY THE EMBARRASSMENT FOR
SHARINGISALLTHATWEHAVETO GIVE.
For I am that very one,
Who’s found her life h+ just
begun.
Through you my dear, can’t
you see?
Think of me.
For here I sit eve y night,
WithbookinhandandLOTS
OF LIGHT.
With your help I’m learning
to SEE.
Think of me.
So when you feel
That no one hears
Close your eyes and lose
your fears.
And think of me.

To share an experience, allow me to
pull, again, from an emotional encounter
here. A beautiful note came from one in
Indiana, on Monday. The first three verses
of the poem were on the first page and
Dharma received the input that the poem
Thank you, Angie. For when you honor
‘was calling attention to the ‘Christ” and the least of these so have ye honored me!
+ ‘t a
not the person in writing1 as became visible
1: .L.,
.I . .i 1!_’ _. , .I.. _‘I v-1I-. ’ -1 :: *..a...*:-.,
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This is but ONE, we receive many, many
such. as this and in our KNOWING, we
KNOW that-the way of each is as difficult or
more so than any of ours. For, we KNOW
that foundation upon which is based eternal infinity and it is only the Human form
that is battered and bruised. The soul and
truth only grow stronger and harder to
bend, as each blow strikes and, now, ours
learn patience-to wait upon God tounfold
the Plan and share the unseen. The having
to work in ?gnorance” becomes the comforter of safety for the way is given into the
hands of higher knowing and within that
circle of truth lies security. Ah, but it is the
sharing that allows the fuel for the journey-for each of us and know that each
thing, good or perceived ‘bad” is consumed eagerly and respectfully with alonging to be able to reach out and touch every
one. Ones who read a ‘bit” and ‘blast”read more and come back to ‘blessA. Never
overlook each lesson in all things for thus
is God’s way.
REMEMBER

BANNED

SONG

One addition portion to share because
of so many inquiries:
WE MUST

TAKE BACK

AMERICA

Let us simply share current update as
we received it in its best format: Thank
you, Deborah B&ton.
RCA PULLS PLUG ON
PATRIOTIC SONG
BACK TO IDAHO AND
20 OUESTIONS
Former RCA artist, Steve Vaus, wants
to know why the label recently pulled the
plug on his single a WE MUST TAKE
AMERICA BACK”. It debuted at 68 with a
bullet on the Billboard chart and was the
most requested song at many radio stations. Yet RCA killed it, abandoned plans
for a follow-up single, dumped his album,
canceled his contract and won’t allow him
to re-record or re-release any of the material for five years. Vaus was told by label
insiders requesting anonymity that the
move was in response to resistance from
big city radio programmers who objected to
nis material’s patriotic, conservative con:nt. Vaus responded, “Since when does a
ibe1 allow anyone to dictate the content of
its releases? Ice-T’s singing about killing
cops, and Sister Souljah’s rapping for genotide, and I can’t sing about God and
country?1

*Do you have to be a radical racist
before anybody defends your right to free2om of expression? Is it a coincidence that
“‘m white and conservative and nobody in
‘he media seems to care that IZre been
gagged? Vauscontinued, *Ofcourse RCA

and the stations deny that their lack of
support resulted from objections to its
content. They say, The song wasn’t popular,’ but in my opinion these self appointed gods of the music industry have
gotten out of touch with what the public
really wants. Every time a radio station
has let their listeners decide, my song has
been hugely popular. RCA did a good job
to a point, but as soon as they hit resistance they turned gutless. An now they
want to lock my music away in a vault for
five years. It almost seems like somebody
wants to make sure my message doesn’t
get too popular. So far they’re succeeded.
[H: Ah, but remember, son, it’s not over
until the you-know-who sings and, this
times-it is NOT some poor overweight
lady! This time it is that LADY STANDING IN NEW YORK’S WATERWAY!
You
had best get your act into the Gritz gearworks and LET’S TAKEBACK AMERICA!]

But Vaus is hopeful the public won’t
allow RCA or radio to silence him. “Ipray
thatpeople who feel sbrongly about my
material and its themes will call RCA
and their local country stations-and
demand answers and air pZay. Those
coqpanies
need to feel the heat”

While fans talk of boycotting RCA
and stations refusing air play Vaus himself
has issued an unprecedented challenge to
country stations who determine chart
position...let the listeners decide. He suggests the stations play the song and solicit
listener comment on the air. Vaus will
donate $100 to charity if more than 10% of
the listeners don’t like the song. If 90% or
more favor the song, the station must
donate $100 to charity & add the song to
their playlist. ‘My music is for the people,
and they’re the ones who ought to decide if
it gets played. In a very real sense, in order
to take back America, we first need to
regain control of her art forms and airwaves. Otherwise, the battle is lost before
it has begun,” Vaus concluded.
[H: Old buddies, I think you KNOW
what I am going to suggest. You MUST
join hands, share talents and gifts-get
Nelson
and
Tomireso
Willie
Hagendefendorf
ON THE TEAM.
This
song is outstanding
in content-so,
change the tune, rearrange the wordswhatever you have to do to overcome
the BAN (but I prefer you stand tall and
leave it AS IS, and make it the Bo Gritz
themesong). Demand it everywhere the
man goes and in-between.
Make it so
popular, citizens, through demandsthat the little guys can gain some backbone. YOU CAN DO IT, AMERICA!
IF
YOU ONLY WILL!

VOTE FOR BO GRIT2

WE

MUST

LIBERATOR

TAKE

(Wordi andZMusic
6y Steve Vaus, lggz)
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.
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You must, ftuther, realize that one of the drift of what is happening in Florida
the reasons his songwas BANNED is that and the ‘tent city”? Do you not notice that
he is proclaimed to be an ANTI-SEMITE.
ones are BEING ORDERED OUT AT GUNDoes this tell %ou all you need to know?
POINT, AND EVICTION PROCEDURES,
(3333)
Just WHO do you think owns INTO RELOCATION FACILITIES, FROM
RCA?
THEIR BROKEN HOMES TO LEAVE ALL

work under another name.
‘I’m not adirt-ball,” he ad,

[H: ?JO,

more like a scum-sucker
if facta be
known.] ‘and I don’t pretend to be doing
this for any notoriety.” w: I wonder how
many “pieces of silver” he got for beLITERALLYTHE PEOPLE trayal and false testimony.?]

FOR INFORMATION:
DEBORAH TO LOOTERS.
BRITTON, STEVE VAUS PRODUCTIONS, ARE BEING ROUNDED UP LIKE CATTLE
l-800-448-7664.
[I ask fhat you at the AND HERDED BY ‘LAW” INTO “SAFETY”
LZBER47’OR MAKE THE FIRST CALL, WHILE THEIR HOMES WILL BE BULLPLEASE. Probably, following that, you DOZED AND DESTROYED. THIS IS FEMA
can also get some information from the AT WORK, CHELAS, AND ONES WHO
LIBERATOR. LElVSGETTHlSJOBDONE,
“RUN” FEMA ARE ASTOUNDED AND
AMERICA. Dharma, make sure the addi- COMPLAINING AT WHAT IS GOING ON,
tional information sent, goes with this DELAYS, FAILURETO ACT, ETC. IN FACT
writing to the staff.
Perhaps Brent THE MAIN CALL OF COMPLAINT IS THAT
would have the most common ground “FEMA IS NOT PREPARED FOR ANY
for contact.]
EMERGENCY
OR DISASTER-THEY
We have to work when we can get the SPEND ALLTHEIRTIME PREPARING FOR
time, even if days flow past and interrup- NUCLEARWAR DISASTER!” YOU SHOULD
tions of our ‘point” subject in writing has HAVE HEARD IT FOR SELF-IT WAS DIto be ‘worked in”. These are days of need RECT AND ON CNN THIS DAY.
So, let us just share this article from
for flexibility and clarity of thought.
I
suggest that if YOU are a heavy drinker or The Spokesman-Review,
FRIDAY, AUG.
‘user” of any substance which dulls your 28, 1992, Spokane, Washington. MOUNthought processes or ‘supposedly* en- TAIN STANDOFF CONTINUES: [H: The
hances same-taper off-like STOP using opening portion of the article is missing
same. The point of the adversary is cause but we will take up where it is continued
you to hide and seek solace--not think on page A9 of the paper. I’m sure we
clearly and/or ACT accordingly. AMERICA have it but this is the important portion
NEEDS CLEAR HEADS IF SHE IS TO SUR- at any rate.]
VIVE.
AND YOU ARE AMERICA AND
INFORMER
HENCE, THE WORLD. IF YOU DON? DO
IT, AMERICA, THE REST OF THE WORLD
CANNO77 THETIMEISNOW,THEPLACE
.....*The informer, fearing for his
IS WHEREVER YOU ARE, AND THE PER- sa.f&y, was contacted for an interview
Thursday. He agreed to discuss the case in
SON IS YOU:
Close this so the team can have it to general terms only if his real and underbegin contacts as indicated, then we can cover names and the location of the interwork for a while on RUBY CREEK, IDAHO view weren’t divulged. w: Starts off as
really honorable does it not?]
INCIDENT.
‘Yeah, I’m a little bit scared,” he
said after being told by authorities that he
and his family should be ready to be relocated within minutes. He was armed and
Weaver-G&z
Incident
has a bullet-proof vest.
‘I’ve hurt their cause as other informants have hurt their cause,” he said.
g/3/92
#3
HATONN
‘And in today’s world, the way you deal
with someone who hurts your cause is you
20 OUESI’IONS REVISITED
harm them violently.”
(If we ever can get around to it!)
Unlike many other informers, the
In laying game plans and information it man who provided federal agents with inmakes difference if you have some various formation about Weaver has no criminal
inputs and, of course, all we have are those record and said he has pursued th” work
things which are printed and shared. So for nine years “mainly for the excite[H: Does this not sound like the
let us have a look at some other writings menr.
and articles regarding the Weaver/Grit2 young man who was taken in by Ekkers
At this point we shall and a place made for him and h& tells
Idaho incident.
consider the “INFORMER” in point (or one another that he was set-up by the CIA to

More On Idaho

of them) who sold out his friend and set plan an attack time and date when they
esthim up. Worse, he lied and altered the would come and raid the place
guns involved and then placed blame on ing him also for protection. Oh, when
Weaver for same. America-you have come the enemy wants to get you-you really
a long way down into the pits that your own find what uFRIENDS” you a&ally have.
servant government would do such das- ‘...forthe excitement”. Well-they also

tardly and evil things to you as citizens.
I wonder how many of you are catching

Pay11

He also does business

consulting

He met Weaver in 1985 while undercover at the Aryan Nations, near Hayden
Lake, Idaho. Their friendshipflourishedat
the Aryan World Congress, an annual July
gathering of Skinheads, Aryans, Ku Klux
Klan members and other white supremacists and separatists.
w: What HOG
WASH! AND, WEAVER NEVER ALIGNED
HIMSELF NOR JOINED THE GROUPHE WENT AS AN INVITED GUEST.]

By 1989, Weaver had developed a
friendship with the man who he had no
idea was a federal informer. ‘Randy felt
he could trust me, that I was a white
patriot,” the man said. [H: Is there somethingwrongifyouhappentobe“white”3
I heard it was an act of GOD as to what
color you happen to be.
Further, a
Upatriotm? Is there something wrong
with being a Patriot and loving your
nation and wishing it to function in
Truth under the Constitution your forefathers fought and died to attain?]

Weaver often would wear an Aryan
Nations belt buckle [H: LIE!] but the man
who posed as his friend wasn’t certain if
the fugitive ever became a member. [H:

Watch the clues for this is a big One: you
have a paid informer and he Udoesn’t
know” whether or not the informed-on
became a member?
How many of yea
readers believe this?] Weaver later had a
falling out with Aryan leader Richard But-

ler after Weaver supposedly supplied Aryan
youths with beer.
During the course of the friendship,
the informer ate dinner with Weaver and
his wife, Vi&i, and their children in a home
the family rented in Naples before moving
to the mountain above Ruby Creek. [H:
Oh, readers, wait, it gets worse.]
‘Randy and Vi&i seemed to feel
they could TRUST ME, and 1~
them
no mason not b trust me,” said the

informer.
“I didn’t try to entice him by offering
him money or anything,” he said in referring to the weapons sale.
“Sawed-off shotguns are built simply to
hurt another human being,” the informer
said. “You don’t shoot ducks with them,
and you don’t shoot deer. You kill hu-

mans.” [H: Perhaps THAT is why the
guns were untampered
until AFTER
THEY LEFT THE CONTROL OF RANDY
WEAVER!]
Their Mendship [I GAG AT THE
USE OF THE WORD] lasted. until Weaver

was indicted by a federal grand jury in
December 1990 for selling illegal f-s.
One shotgun was cut off six inches ,
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below its manufactured length. The other
Much of the violence has been diwas shortened by 12 inches. w: What a rected toward several confidential inforclever way of expressingwithout
telling mants who have infiltrated Aryan ranks
you a confounded thing about the length and provided federal investigations with
of the gun in point11
vital inside information. [H: I just wonder
“Randy is not a folk hero,” the in- how many paid informants are inf%
former said. “He is a man who broke the trated into the ADL or Jewish League?
law.”

How about the Catholics? I guess you
‘He may not be one of the 10 Most willfiid quite a few in the Pentecostalor
Wanted criminals, but nonetheless he pro- Baptist sects?
Those Seventh Day
duced weapons which were meant to kill Adventists are unusual also, do you not
people,” the informer said.
Well, you WILL FIND THEM
agree?
Randy and his wife were both armed infiltrated into the Native American
when arrested in. January 1991 by the gatherings, Christ Identity services and
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms certainly any group dealing with E.T.‘s.
(ATF)agents who blocked Ruby Creek Road Of course, you must hold uppermost in
offterra-you
are
with a disabled truck. But after being yourmind--ifyouare
arrested in that ruse, Weaver was released EXTRATERRESTRIAL.]

by a judge without bond.
He retreated to his mountain hideaway with his armed family-defying
a
federal judge who issued a bench warrant
for his arrest.
Until the FBI and federal marshals
ringed the Weaver cabin a week ago today,
friends have supplied the family with food,
delivered mail and offered moral support.
Weaver is charged with assaulting a
federal agent, and family friend Kevin Harris faces the charge of killing another federal agent one week ago today, igniting a
costly standoff involving 200 federal and
state lawmen. [H: Boy that sure must

***

Next let us look at ‘backup emphasis
material in this same paper:
FEDERAL FIREARMS LAWS
LABELED VALUABLE TOOL

matic weapon to fully-automatic or-like
.
Weaver is char$red wtth doingoff a shotgun barrel to shorter thsaanw%
inches. [H: Big clue, readers,]
Weaver is charged with selling two
such guns to a federal informer [H: NO HE
IS PIOTI] in October, 1989. He was indieted ;2y a grand jury in December, 1990
on the charge. Weaver was arrested and
set frtL on bond. [H: Clue #~-YOU just
read that he was released without bond!]

He became a fugitive when he missed his
court date in the spring of 199 1. [H:
Actually the only legal charge, since he
purchased
and
delivered
guns
untampered-war
.ot paying a fee.]
Although Weaver had no criminal
history prior to the .federtzZ STING,
Hvslop did not agree that Weaver was
not violent. w: And just HOW would Mr.
Hyslop-slop base ANY OPINION regarding the person of Randy Weaver?]

“Certainly the killing of the federal
law enforcement official, by any standard,
is violent crime,” he said. [H: Mr. Weaver

U.S. Attorney William Hyslop told a did not shoot a “federal law enforcegroup of Rotarians on Thursday that fed- ment officials although I’m sure he sure
eral firearms laws-like the one that made as hell tried to after his child lay dead

alongside the pet dog.]
Randy Weaver a fug&iv-e
a valuable
tool in fighting rising violent crime. )H:
By targeting criminals for federal
How many gang children are killed by prosecution, which carries longer sensawed-off shotguns, do you think? Do tences, Hyslop said violent people will spend
you actually think that “crimes” are more time in jail and less time on the
have been some MAN who would hole up committed with a shotgun as the weapon streets, committing crimes.
with a wife, three children, a friend and of choice in this day of Israeli uzis?]
“We can do a lot of things at the
“All of us know that violent crime is federal level that states simply cannot do,”
an infant.-200
swat team members for
one legal shotgun and one l/4 inch too up in the Spokane area,” said Hyslop, U.S. Hyslop said. pi: They sure can!! Like
short? Come, come-is our intelligence
attorney for the Eastern District of Wash- murder, treason, arson (we’ll get on to
“By not having (criminals) go both of those attempts also)]. “So if we
being somewhat insulted here?]
ington.

An examination of the case against
Weaver suggests the ATF was targeting
illfzgal weapons transactions
involving
member and associates of Aryan Nations.
[K: Really?
No other research
any such information!]

offered

The Weaver informer said most of
the Aryan followers expressed a fascination with firearms [H: So does any hunter
or member of the National Rifle Association. I do not defend same, but this is a
bit much, don’t you agree?], including
illegal machine guns and sawed-off shotguns. [H: Gosh, it is almost a shame that
he didn’t have a few of those “illegal”
machine guns-he
might still have a
wife and son.]
[H: Ah yes indeedy-NOW
WE GET
TO THE JOURNALISM
IN FINEST
FETTLE.]

In the past, members of the white
supremacy sect have used illegal firearms
in murders and armored car robberies.
In 1984, JEWISH radio personality

Alan Berg of Denver was gunned down
with a machine gun that later made its
way to a Hitler shrine discovered by the
FBI in a Sandpoint home of an Aryan

.?w-?!T*
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through the revolving door system, we can
do something to address that violence.”
Citing FBI figures that six percent of
criminals commit 70 percent of all crime,
Hyslop told the luncheon group the way to
cut into crime is to lock violent criminals
up for long periods of time.
Using four federal statutes, Hyslop’s
district has become 10th in the country,
out of 93 districts, to prosecute criminals
for weapons violations.
U.S. laws make it a federal offense to
conduct a drug deal or traffic illegal drugs
while armed and to commit aviolent crime
while using a gun.
[H: Oops-Randy
Weaver couldn’t even abidegiving youngsters “beer”4oes
he sound as if he is a

work closely with local law enforcement we
can use the best tools we have.”
t**

Enough clues for this session as it is
late but I would like to give you a bit of
confirmation.
In Bakersfield the other day, Dharma
and Oberli were approached by a lady in a
neighboring car, asking about the Bo Gritz
sticker on the car. In the process of conversing it came out that the husband was
a long-time member of the Bakersfield
police. E.J. just asked him, “Are you the
ones getting to train with the KGB?” In
irate response the man replied-“NGthat is the sheriffs gang, right down through
those in Tehachapi.” Well, just thought we
hardened drug dealer? No, we leave that would share a bit. Rest well, chelas, in the
sophisticated game to the Feds, don’t care of your ‘caretakers”-may
you live
through the Yare”. Salu.
we?]
Under other federal statutes, acriminal who commits three violent crimes using a gun is labeled an armed career crimiIt is not tolerance that one is entitled
nal and sentenced to additional prison
to in America. It is the right of every
time. [H: Watch +e bouncing ball or you
citizen in America to be treated by
may miss the disinformation inserted
other citizens IS an equal.
next.]
-Wendell Wilkie
It is also a federal crime to alter some
/)
such,
5) ~,p+~~o-,
, + L.‘, i I ..‘i I..,)-* ,I_.,f-!.,.-‘._I- i ’ )-*,I-.: ‘_‘_‘.~_:_
I,weapmt
..(rl-,l,,,as m-mrJ&
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Today’s

Watch

g/5/92

#l

HATONN

WATCHITS
My assumption (33) is that Editors are
pulling out pertinent information from the
writings which are suitable for the
“Phoneline”. We have not time to daily
write a special output unless there is something most urgent underway of which you
all are aware and awaiting instructions
and update.
We have so many ‘hot potato/
potat(o)
in our own laps to handle that
I ask understanding and patience. Our
small crew (which gets smaller and smaller
daily) has about all it can handle with the
adversary’s workers from right within our
household-firing
death rays at us. This is
not %ewn news for I have stated it continually with the ones right in the room at
the time-drowsing
off or looking wideeyed and innocent and exclaiming ‘atta
boy”. Most are simply “tools” and are too
sleepy to realize what they do, others act in
need for self involvement and others are
simply downright evil-wishing to live off
the work and assets of “another” and will
do anything in the name of greed and need.
MORE

ON “JOHN

COLEMAN”

It is apparent that ones at Cn’minal
in the
midst and now that person has turned full
frenzied attack upon us as we seem to be
the last bastion standing between him and
totally deceiving some of our own people
who had come here originally asking for
‘protection” and ‘guidance”.
I have no pick with that which transpires between men-unless
it involves
our work or our people. This now does
BOTH and will not longer be tolerated. In
the threats to blackmail us in some perceived fancy that there are hidden agendas
and criminal actions of some sort, this
person hasdefiled every confidence ofworkers, employees, courts and even stolen the
LIBERATOR
mailing list and that of
AMERICA WEST and then fingers one of
the office persons as having arranged it.
This is to somehow cause him to appear
more righteous in his actions.
I must now soon make public that incident for our promise to you was that NO
ONE would go onto anyone else’s mailing
list and we have had inner battles over that
point on several occasions. Now, there is
no earthly way to track what this man and
his “insiders” have done or utilized-and
I have to inform you of this theft. This is
NOT “accusation” -the man told US he
had it and ifwe did not do what he required,
Politics saw fit to unmask a “use?

he would mail to ALL on the listings and property. This was pointed out to Charles
Neil who simply went to pick up his own
“blow
YouOuts.
I have confidence in the LIBERATOR generator on loan to this family. When
readers to understand our situation and ones went to exchange original computer
we shall do all possible to retrieve the equipment (repaired and useable) to get
information but once claimed to other com- two computer set-ups on loan to this man
puter discs, it is hard to be sure you have and son-the neighbor said he was tending
retrieved all stolen information. It is turned the house and had instructions to CALL
over to Mr. Tipps (attorney) and the Consti- THE POLICE. This was yesterday and we
tutional Law Center but resolution has not shall now have to turn it over to the legal
yet begun.
procedures to retrieve the equipment. The
The man, further, is efforting to cause material was loaned in order for this perones to cash out their gold reserves (collat- son to work directly on LIBERATORlayout
eral) in the “Institute”, demanding full and production-HE
NO LONGER IS IN
payment when prices are lower than when ANY WAY ASSOCIATED WITH THE STAFF
purchased-causing
other participants to and has not been for almost 4 months now.
have’loss”. ThiswillNOThappen-toyou
The other was purchased and loaned when
who have such security in the Institute.
the man in point had failure of his own
A splinter “group” has decided to make system. A new computer was purchased
atrek to Colorado to form their own ‘group”
by the Institute and loaned while the Instiarrangements-at
the expense of a poor, tute had the original apparatus repaired
misguided and confused person who had and parts replaced at no cost to the indioriginally placed her funds with us to PRE- vidual.
VENT JUST SUCH FOOLISH ACTIONS
Knowing the person in point was having
SHOULD OPPORTUNITIES ARISE. WE DO great difficulties, the issue has not been
NOT, HOWEVER, HAVE AUTHORITY TO pressed into legal retrieval because it has
PROTECT HER BUT SHE SHALL NOT seemed so atrocious to all >senses. The
CAUSE DAMAGE TO ANY OTHER PAR- equipment is now necessary for the task it
TICIPANT AND I MAKE THAT CLEAR. E.J. was purchased to serve AND the ones in
and Dharma have, prior to this, made point plan to take the equipment and leave
loans to cover ‘calls” and other “shortthe area with it. That, or they are lying to
falls” to insure the security of every partici- the splinter “group” who is planning to
pant. This will not longer take place as I am serve their money needs.
I can only remind all of you--“IT IS NOT
weary of my people, who do naught save
serve, bearing the burden in a crumbling NICE TO TRY AND DECEIVE MOTHER
world because of persons who have no NATURE--OR GOD.” GOD WILL ALLOW
Godly intent-only
use of our system to YOU TO WORK IT OUT RIGHT DOWN TO
further their own greedy desires. This man THE LINE BUT WHEN IT BECOMES DIis desperate for fundsand this child will RECT ASSAULT AGAINST HIM, HE WILL
lose everything. I cannot help what she UNCOVER THE LIES AND, THEN, AGAIN
does, further-but
she will not take win- ALLOW ALL INVOLVED TO WORK IT OUT.
nings and gain when she has created loss I HAVE LAID OPEN THE PLAN IN POINT OF
and chaos. Et Is an excellent sating
DECEPTION TO ONES INVOLVED AND
CAN ONLY HOPE THEY WILL REGAIN
too2, ho-r.
One in the group, after over a year, still CLARITY OF PERCEPTION.
IN THIS PERSON’S FRANTIC THRUST
drives an automobile
which is the
TO DISCREDIT, DESTROY AND DAMAGE
Institute’s.
I ask that it be retrievedblackmail and infiltration with intent to do US AND OUR WORK-HE
HAS ONLY
harm is not a ticket to longer using that GIVENABSOLUTECREDENCETOUS FOR
which is provided by and for God.
THAT WHICH HE CLAIMS IS NOT AND
The man behind this is recognized by OTHERS HAVE SUFFERED FAR LONGER
you as ‘John Coleman”. He goes in his THAN HAVE OUR PEOPLE FROM THIS
.gated” community (where America West PERSON IN POINT. IFYOU OFFERTRUTH,
and the LE&?ZAToR paid all expenses to THE ADVERSARY SENDS IN HIS HONORmove him in and stabilize his family, along GUARD TO FOOL YOU-HOWEVER, THE
with publishing a book at my request) and ADVERSARY ALWAYS DECEIVES HIMthere calls himself@William Clarke”. I find SELF AND REVEALS HIMSELF IF LEFTTO
that at Criminul Politics, he is known as UNFOLDING OF CIRCUMSTANCES
What will America West Publishers do?
‘John Clarke”. The facts are that the man
has been “sheepdipped” so many times I don’t know but it would appear there are
that even =He” cannot remember who “he” criminal actions involved herein in thievis supposed to be at any given time.
ing computer data, mailing lists, searching
I hope you will all understand that I through private documents and files and
must keep my scribe and associates in in holding property unlawfully. Since the
total security because the man projects mailing list is held by America West both
“violence” and even has a poster on his for our JOURNAI C_ (magazine) and the
door warning of explosives ready to deto- LD3lWAToR (paper), I do ask that some
nate if ‘uninvited” persons come% onto action be taken, for this allowance of en-
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trance by one so unscrupulous is reflection
on our own readers and violation of their
rights to privacy. These things above are
NOT hearsay or assumption-this
man
says he has this information and is using
threats and ‘blackmail” with them. My
first suggestion is that HE THINK AGAIN! I
have sent yesterday’s unveiling of the full
plan as he had struck it, to many, many
locations-I will not print it in the LIBERATORuntil such time as he has time to read
it and look carefully at that which he has
been caught in the ‘doing”. So be it for he
had immediately sent a representative to
retrieve a copy from boxes as offered to
local participants for sharing of information as we write daily. Ah yes, it IS painful
to our workers to realize that the enemy
has been within and continued to feast at
our table and sit with our communion. But
this, chelas, is TYPICAL of the adversary
who uses and destroys,
Do we cast these persons to the winds?
No, but if they willingly go into the whirlwind, they shall be left to the whirlwind. I
would believe that most will see the truth in
the situation and not allow ego, guilt and
discovery keep them from seeing the Light
in the truth of the actions in the moment.
WHAT

NUCLEAR

WAR 313131

Have all of you taken NOTE of what
Senator Barbara Mikulski has been crying
forth about FEMA? She has been most
active in Labor and Human Resources and
states that the actions of FEMA in recent
emergencies are atrocious and unthinkable. She goes on to say that they have
failed in every way to meet the people’s
needs timely or materially. She then wraps
up her assault by saying *...they are
totally unprepared to meet any emergency
needs of natural disasters or instances as
they were set forth to serve. They have
spent a22their time and mames
prepringfotNUCLEAR
WAR.‘@ Yes,you had
better read this again or if you are on the
phone--you had better ponder it carefully.
Are YOU seeing those “preparations for
Nuclear War?” Do “they” not tell you the
‘threat” is over? How so it is that truth
comes in such strange passages.
TOBACCO COMPANY FIRST BIG
BUSINESS IN RUSSIA
Does this not make you a proud American and Malboro Man: a. ..the first major
industry in Russia will be an American
CigaretteCompanywhichwillputout
‘umpteen’ million cigarettes
for the local
economy!“??
This and the guaranteed
subsidies now promised by Bush to the
Grain Cartels (not the growers in America)
for shipping grain off to these =needy nations” should about do it, brothers.
. -1fkyouare unable to see WHAT they are.

doing to you by viewing Florida, Los Angeles (where not one thing has been done
following the riots) and in other places
where damage has been so massive that it
is only shadowed by the more disastrous
(used for publicity for the politicians)-just
wait! What they have in store for your
confirmation of destroy and gain controlis on the execution boards NOW.
TAKE YOUR PICK OF
DZSINFORNv1TIOiU SOURCES,
INCLUDING SPOTLIGHT

Just as every time there is going to be
massive upheaval in the world over Israel-there is some show ofdistancingand
irritation with Israel-only to end up giving
away MORE than was originally asked for.
THIS Is Ta GAME. IT IS UP TO YOU TO
BE DISCERNING AND SEE BEYOND THE
SHROUD. LIKE ALL NEWS, AND IN THIS
INSTANCE EVEN BETTER, THERE IS
GOOD NEWS TO DISTRACT. You do not
stay in business blasting the Establishment and New World Order and work and *
publish RIGHT UNDER THEIR NOSES
WITHOUT MORE THAN “TOKEN” PROBLEMS WITH THE ADL. COME, COME. The
ADL is but a working faction of the British
Intelligence Community-that
they have
filled with Israelis to confound the Jewish
Community.

Now I’m told by some that it is easier to
believe from places such as Spotlight.
PLEASE, I said read such Journals with
discernment.
Spotlight offers as much
disinformation, no information and mixed
information as does the Establishment New
York Times.
THE JOURNALS,
LIBERATOR
AND LESSONS
‘How can we know that?” you ask. This
last edition brought to my attention tells it
all. There is open attack on Republicans
As more and more readers come to
(which means nothing as all Elite are work- share, we get bunches and bunches of
ing for same goal) and any =negativeA letters asking questions and demanding
spurts against Clinton are buried “in- responses and explanations of something
side” -while the topicoftheldaho incident said in, say, Journal number 56. Why
with Weaver was covered - WITHOUT would you expect to understand Calculus
ONE MENTIONOF BO GRI’IZ!!! This would, ifyou never went to third grade arithmetic?
at best, be hard to do since the entire event If you start at the end lesson of a home
ended up revolving around Bo G&z-but if study course-do
you expect to skip all
you note the FULL MEDIA BLACKOUT lessons prior? We are constantly blasted
ORDERS AGAINST I30 GRIT& it makes up one side and down another for some
quite a lot of sense. If anyone can remem- perceived indiscretion only to have the
ber far enough back-the
Spotlight origi- next line read like this: ‘...and I’ve read one
nally pushed Gritz in every possible way of your JOURNALS and three LlBERAincludingadvertisinghisbooks.
Theyrefuse TORS....” or, worse, ‘...a friend loaned me
to write on the subject or on any involve- your last LIBERATOR and I.....”
ment with POWs and/or allow his books to
These JOURNALS are written in sebe mentioned in the paper.
quence and dated-just like a study course
So, do I say ‘Don’t read it’+? NO-No!
or magazine. These are factual pieces done
Read it and then COMPLAIN, COMPLAIN as quickly as we can get them to you. while
AND RE-COMPLAIN-TO THEM, not me. every effort on your place is put forth to
Theybettayatrustwhich
was built much STOP THEM. Mostly, they integrate that
as the Man in earlier subject did hereinwhich is available, has at some time been
build trust, give many truths, suck you available or that which has directly been
in-and hang you. By what they ‘do not banned or removed from your ability to
say and do” tells it all. They WANT you to attain. We are spiritual in truth-but we
know about the Bilderbergersand the Elite must cover that which is ‘WRONG” to
Strongmen so you will recognize the power allow you to see WHERE YOU ARE, and
and strength when it is unleashed ON then we can talkabout where you are going
YOU. They have told you that Clinton is and HOW to get there.
Most of you wish me to write you indigroomed BY THESE ONES to serve-that is
why Bush is blasted right and left. Are they vidually and give you information that is in
mad at Bush? Probably, but it matters at least a dozen of the JOURNALS-l cannot-FOR
THE ADVERSARY AND ALL not do that to the regular readers and,
WORKERS TOWARD GLOBAL CONTROL therefore, ask you new participants to be
HAVE THE SAME GOAL! How they get to patient and do your own homework. I am
that goal is supposed to be totally confus- not in the business of giving private reading and it is depended upon that YOU- ings and tutelage to individual seekerTHE-PEOPLE DO NOT WAKE UP IN TIME the information is FOR ALG-6-l/2
BILTO REALIZETHETOAST HAS BURNED OR LION of you. Neither am I responding too
THATYOU DONTEVEN HAVEANY WHEAT apologetically to you who claim no ‘time”
TO MAKETHETOAST! Most often, as these to read. We have, throu’gh one scribe,
papersandperiodicalsseeminglypourforth
produced 58 full JOURNALS and parts of
inside information-they are only manipu- two additional and written a weekly paper
lati.ng.you into-false -impressions.- I... ISI ,L of aaywhere :frorn 28:to- 48 page-in..:36
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months. This is not to make you
for my scribe or myself-but to
that it CAN BE DONE. And to you who
thrust nastiness at Dharma by, ‘...well
maybe, but you don’t have to do anything
else like work, tend kids and the other
problems we ‘people’ have to face.* Oh?
She and E.J. have nine children, 9 and l/
3 grandchildren, a houseful of people constantly, offices in the home which means
people ALL the time and who do YOU think
does the things of living? She even cuts her
own hair AND E.J.‘s. So, is this some kind
of “miracle worker” or something? Ne
just like YOU with a willingness to serve, a
desire for knowledge (of which she now
finds she had practically NONE) and a love
of nation and brother.
This is, however, why it is so difficult for
her to have her own ones who claim such
abiding and deep friendship and understanding, giving gifts and then shoot with
poison darts in the back at the directions
and in the hands of a Charlatan from the
world of undercover intelligence brokers.
I say the foregoing because I have to ask
indulgence and patience from you as we
effort to get to responding to your inquiries
and demands. Few are demanding-most
are loving and ask only *if you have time”.
Know you are beloved and every contact is
accepted as a gift and treasured. Each
item sent is treasured and has special
meaning, forever lasting, between we who
receive and you who send. We never object
to objections and disagreements for they
most often give opportunity for the best
lessons. This is often difficult for ones to
understand while undergoing the attack,
but the water clears in the unfolding.
As with the o.pening discussion this
morning-we
will be most happy to print
both sides of the arguments ongoing with
Dr. Coleman and others-l
do, however,
feel the time and space is too precious for
such unless the lessons worthy and the
information worthy. My intent is always to
offer all, petition you to read ALL on ALL
subjects and THEN, ONLY THEN, discern
intent and judge actions. Without all evidence there can be no honest discernment.
THIS AFTERNOON’S MEETING
Dharma, you do not walk alone into the
den ofjackals. The meeting was offered for
the sharing and we have visitors and loving
friends who have traveled far to meet ME.
I thank you for walking into the target zone
but I promise you, chela, that if the house
be filled with the enemy-we shall clear it
THIS DAY. Ones who come in effort to
regain footing are welcome--those
who
work as has this splinter group to damage
and destroy, shall not en$er into MY HOUSE
AND REMAIN. These meetings are not
some cult gathering. These are gatherings
ofmy-workers and, people with.a job to.do,
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projects to discuss, business to share, help
to offer or ask and an opportunity to share
questions, answers and speak of that which
bonds us together-GOD and our purpose
in service unto that GOD.
Please trust and understand my actions of allowance to this point, of these
ones, in order to pull the viper from the
den-but it shall not continue with your
enemy in your very room as guest. I have
warned over and over that I WILL NOW
USE NAMES AND PLACES of the deceivers
as appropriate and thus shall I do.
Release this now that we might go over
this. Thank you.
g/6/92 ii1

HATONN

MUSLIMS
The most important “inside” information (as you ones like to say) is regarding
the war in Bosnia, etc. It is going to blast
forth like a time bomb which feeds power
from itself.
The surveillance of Southern Iraq is an
excuse and cover for what is at hand.
The biggest lie put forth as a mere
passing tid-bit is about your Largest aircraft carrier, the Independence, being in
the Persian Gulf. This is how the media is
staged to give false information according
to that which they want you to hear and
believe.
That Carrier is stationed as close to
Yugoslavia as waterways will allow-along
with the Sixth Fleet at ready. The other
#cover-upb allows the United Nations and
the United States to operate in secret.
(Remember that YOU fill the needs for
money, equipment and gun fodder-your
babies-FOR THE U.N.-see last issue of
THE LIBERATOR.)

So what is afoot?
The entire Muslim world is rallied and
ready to step into that “little” disagreement in Bosnia. NOT ONLY ARE THEY
READY BUT THE TURKISH FORCES ARE
ALREADY INFILTRATING AND .ARE AT
READY TO MOVE IN IN MASS-WHICH,
DEPENDING UPON HOW THINGS “THEN”
GO-COULD
BREAK INTO A MASSIVE
WAR. IT IS ALREADY IGNITED-JUST
WAITING FOR THE FUSES TO BURN.
IFTHIS KINDOFPUBLICITY DOES NOT
SET THE PLANS BACK, THEN IT IS MASSIVE WAR!
This is another reason the Weaver/
Gritz/Idaho ‘war” is postponed, the U.S.
Administration could not handle an internal revolution AND the mess they have
staged in Europe. Believe me, chelas, you
have equipment and soldiers already in the
sector and you have them also scattered all
about the U.S.
You are in DEADLYcritical times. Meanwhile we will take up actions on the most
local level, please,,I,knowof n,o,bettcr way.

to help you in mass than to clear out some
of the rot sent in to destroy you, my people.
PEROT’S FUNCTION
If you cannot see the purpose of Perot’s
placement by the Establishment into the
fray-get your confirmation now. They are
saying that Perot put up around $12 million and ‘the people” put up the other
couple of million for the campaign?
I think anyone who worked in the campaign KNOWS BETTER THAN THAT. You
cannot have that large a movement and
only have a couple of million put in by the
workers--unless the entire thing is a total
fraud. Perot didn’t even help the local
offices out with phone bills. He is a part
and parcel of the manipulation plans afoot
and you are going to have to see that or you
are going to go down, purely and simply.
GRIT2
You keep asking about Gritzand, “...well
I saw him give a ‘Hitler’ salute....” That
acknowledgement may SEEM a bit weir?
but, actually, there WAS a note sent in by
the leader of the Skinheads-to
Weaverand in response to acknowledge receiving
of the note the requirement was that Col.
Gritz acknowledge with the “hand sign”.
Now, children, THAT IS NOT A NAZI SALUTE. That signature salute is a Native
American greetings/acknowledgementwith fist closed, a symbol of unity among
Black-d
in English(American) the hand
“in motion” is a simple greeting of hello
and/or goodbye.
The Skinheads had a large rally to attend in California and wanted to get the
heck out of Idaho. I do not sanction the
Skinheads, Klu Klux Klan or the AntiDefamation League or the Black Majority
or Archie Bunker. I just tell you to get off
your foolish kicks and perceptions fed to
you by the media or you are going to ‘fold”
as a nation. Those Skinheads WERE SENT
IN TO IDAHO TO CAUSE ERUPTION 01
WAR; I think an acknowledgement wave is
by far the better course of action in ANY
event. P.S.: YOU DO NOT KNOW WHC
WAS INTHE SKINHEAD‘HEAD-DRESS”m
DOYOU? YOUONLY “THINICYOUKNOW
SOMETHING WHEN YOU ACTUALLY
KNOW NOTHING!
HOMESTEAD, FLORIDA
There was a massively BIG reason that
the Homestead I’ase and southern Coastal
areas were hit, chelas-massive!
stop
your %econd guessing’ about finger signs
and get on with SEEING what is about tc
happen half a world away that will DESTROY YOUR GLOBE! WHILE YOU ARE
AT IT-SEE HOW THE GOVERNMENT
(YRUpS) HAS SU&XEPYQU.IN AND WILL
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USE YOUR BABIES AS SACRIFICE IN
ORDER TO DEMORALIZE, HYPNOTIZE
AND DESTROYTHE WHOLE OFYOU CITIZENRY IN AMERICA (THAT INCLUDES
CANADA AND MEXICO-AS WELL AS THE
WHOLE OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH
AMERICA). “AMERICA” IS NOT JUSTTHE
UNITED STATES,YOU MUST REMEMBER!
A major part of the Homestead/Miami
‘strike” was in response to Bush’s great
public acclamation that “I will be the first
President to visit in ‘free’ Cuba”. Ah, and
the whole plan is and has been for the Bush
Cartel to OWN all of Cuba and then the
Elite Pepsi Cola cartel gets sugar free AND
the real estate thugs, including the Bush
“twigs” (those who aren’t running the funny
farm in Bahrain) will get IT ALL! I suggest
you all go back and catch up on the JOURNALS AND LIBERAlDRSl
THANK YOU.

THE PHOENLX LIBERATOR

More Insight Oti Recent
~~Natural~TDisasters

Bush has wasted no time at all declaring a
disaster area and activating FEMA and
Soltec present in the Holy Light of Radi- sending in the military. On the surface, it
’ ant God. In the quiet hours we find peace looks as though FEMA ami the military are
and ability to reflect upon the events of the serving the people but, if you look beneath
day. The hustle and bustle of the daylight and understand the truth of it, FEMA is
hours at times are over-powering to the little by littlegainingcontrolofyour
nation,
senses with phones ringing, visitors and making you-the-people totally dependent
working. May this writing touch the hearts upon the government coming to your resand minds of our brothers and sisters of cue and ultimately taking control of your
Earth-Shan, for truly the hour is serious lives totally. You see what happens when
and precious time is passing and there is you have been stripped of all your power?
“WILLIAM CLARKE”
much to be done.
There is no way for those people to rebuild
aka “JOHN COLEMAN”
I have promised to continue with writ- without the aid of FEMA, since most will
ing about Mu, and this shall be; however, never be able to collect from their
Dharma, take this off please forwewill turn at the present there are current affairs homeowners insurance policies because
our attention to handling the John Coleman afoot that we need to address.
that would bankrupt the insurers. But,
amusement game for today. I shall be readying
There have been, in recent days, certain like obedient little children, you have paid
a statement Actually, the statementis already ynatural* disasterswhich have come upon your premiums in goodfQithal1 theseyears,
made and resting in secure placement and your world that are not at all ‘natural”. I just in case something like this would
hands to insure no foolishness takes place speak of the hurricane in Florida and Loui- occur. And, where has all the money gone?
WHICHWOULDINSUREINSI’AIVIRESFONSEsiana, the typhoon in Guam and the tor- Chelas, there was never enough to cover all
GF IAW AND COLLQ’SE OF THE EVILPIAN nado in Wisconsin and, just yesterday, an the expenditures to begin with! The Elite
UNDERWAYFROM OUR ENEMY. I AM CON- earthquake in the ocean that produced are counting on your dependence upon the
SIDERINGHIS INVITATION
TO COME FORTH earthquakes in Costa Ricaand a tidal wave governments because dependence equals
ON RADIOWITH HIM SO HE CAN “FIX ME”! in Nicaragua. The battle heats up, and powerlessness.
You have been forced to
WELL, I AM NOT’TI-IEONE WHO IS BROKEN you, dear ones, are caught between the swallow the lie hook, line and sinker!
There are some very good lessons which
AND I DO NOT BELIEVETHATKINDOF EN- rock and the hard place as the ‘evil emcan be learned from these experiences for
COUNTER IS EXACTLYWHAT HE HAS IN pire” struggles for control.
If you take the time to look upon the God will always utilize that which is availMIND-REALLY1
ALL OF YOU ARE GOING To COME TO destruction of the hurricane in Florida, it able for the good. The greatest lesson is
KNOWTHATIAM EXACTLYWHO I CIAIMTO looks more like a war zone-nothing
was that of attachment to material possesBE-A HOST IN SERVICE’IOGOD OF LIGHT, left standing in its path and people are left sions. The Master Teacher explained that
AND AM NOT A CUl’E LIITLEE.T. PIAYING with nothing--no home, no food, no cloth- the treasures of Earth would rot and spoil
GAMES WlTH THE INTELLIGENCE
COMMU- ing, no personal possessions of any kind. and not to lay up Earthly treasures, but to
You will also note that George Bush has lay your treasures in heaven. In other
Nfl”YOFTHIEVESANDLIARS.
IS COLEMANS BOOK CORRECT? IN- made two trips to Homestead to survey the words, those things of the Earth experiDEED-THEINFORMA’lIONISJUSTASFILLEDdamage and just today vowed to rebuild ence are only temporary, and can be gone
WITHTRUTHNOW AS WHENONES SUCHAS Homestead Air Force Base, and #at the as quickly as you acquire them for this
MULLINS,ETC., WROTE IT FIRST. I THINK, Federal Government would provide 100% experience is only temporary in itself. Your
JOHN, II’ WAS A BAD, INSIPIDIDEA TO AT- rebuilding of their town. And why wouldn’t heavenly treasures, the knowledge of GodTACK THROUGH U.S.P. AND ESPECIALLY he? Homestead Air Force Base is his own of the Universe-that is where eternity lies.
THROUGHTHEIRATI’GRNEYS.THE LEITER personal clearing house for the drugs com- It is from whence you have come, and
4 OFYESTERDAYWHICHYOU FAXEDEVERY- ing in from the Golden Triangle in South- where you shall return, and all that is inWHERE TO “MAKE SOME KIND OF CASE” east Asia1 He isn’t interested in the plight between is merely for the experience, for
AND UPON WHICHYOU SENTlN ALLYOUR of the people whose lives have been de- the learning. For what is the life experiLHTLE VICTIMSOF IATE TO EXPERIENCE stroyed but he is very interested in his drug ence, except lessons?
The other lesson which comes out of
YOUR TRIUMPH,IN COW, BACKFIRED,MY business being interrupted and his reGOOD OLD BUDDY-ABOUT AS BADLYAS election to the White House. Only since the this devastation is self-reliance (self-reYOUR WORST DREAMSCOULD CONJURE. I political scene this year has he spent so sponsibility). The lie you have been told is
SIMPLYCAUSED MY ONE?3m OVERLOOK much time onyourdomestic issues. Please, to trust in man for man will take care of
E3U?F3VALuNIIL”~THEFACT”
AND don’t be pulled into the lies that are going you. CHELAS, ONLY GOD PROVIDES
YOU CEMENTEDYOUR OWN COFFIN LID. about. Once re-elected, he will again turn ANDITISUPTO
POUTOACQUIRETHAT
THANKYOU, WE NEED ALL THE HELPWE his attentions back to his New World Order PROVISION FROM GOD. NO MAN, BE HE
CAN GET FOR THIS NATIONAND MANKIND. and intemationalissuesandyou
the people PRESIDENT, POPE OR KING CAN PRO-,
will again be turned out into the cold. The VIDE FOR YOU FROM GOD.
GOD
SALU.
DWELLS WITHIN EACH OF YOU, AND
m*YPes tn&a&IW~thzs~ontme
spots on this leopard have not changed.
Also note that everywhere there has THEREFORE, IT IS YOUR RESPONSIphoneJbhn -~-ml
oFvname-~3m*
,. been a storm or any kind of disaster, Mr. BILITY TO ASK OF GOD.
for-w
912192 Wl

SOLTEC
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Putting faith in governments, insurante companies, etc., is believing the lie.
We realize that you are required to have
this insurance for it is part of the games
that they play with your money but, please,
know that there are no guarantees which
come attached and in the final counting
you have only God upon which to rely.
It is sadness to say, however, that what
you are seeing is just a sampling of what is
being planned for you. As the election
draws near and the opposing teams become more desperate, the more of these
types of things you can expect. Your best
defense at this point is to be prepared for
just about anything. Stay close to God,
keep the protection about you and stay
informed as much as possible.
Just because the emphasis is now on
the East Coast, do not take your eyes and
ears off other places. For most times the

aftermath of these disasters will be used as
decoys as the Dark Forces work quietly in
other areas. You must be able to out-think
the Adversary-to
anticipate his moves.
And you who are in the Light and hearing
the TRUTH are becoming wiser. You are
learning your lessons well. It is imperative
at this most critical time that you stay close
to God.
May you come into the full recognition
of your inheritance, and may you keep
yourselves in the peace of God throughout
these tribulations, holdingtheTRUTH above
all fears for, in the Truth and the Knowledge of God, fears shall vanish as rain
before the sun. We honor you, precious
ones, and you honor us with your work and
searching for the Truth. Together, we shall
accomplish this mission.
Soltec to clear.
salu.

While People Sleep On
(Continued

sives near the Randy Weaver home in
Idaho? This could then be detonated by
radio. Then, in full view of cameras, two
barrels of diesel fuel were loaded onto a
military helicopter-to
douse the house
with living beings, ignite it by high heat
explosives (napalm) and bum the evidence
AND THE INHABITANTSALIVE? This was
captured on film and the mission had to be
scrubbed-after
the helicopter took off
anyway, circled and again landed. The film
is in NICE, SAFE KEEPING. YOU ARE OUT
OF TIME, AMERICA, TO PLAY YOUR
“PROVE ITT0 ME” GAMES--IT IS PROVEN
AND IFYOU MISSED IT-ITISYOURPROBLEM AND NO ONE ELSE%. YOU MAY
WELL A& GO DOWN FROM THE IGNORANCE BUT IT IS NO ONE’S FAULT SAVE
YOURS.

from page 1)

NEW KINDS OF WEAPONS

A mere “whoofb of toxic substance was
introduced into the breeze. Dharma and
Ed were simply looking up at the stars. Ed
is still almost bedridden from the assault
against him and it only struck his face and
neck. Dharma was protected by a LifeCrystal lotion over which she wore regular
makeup. Her symptoms were three days of
total inability to get ‘hay fever” under
control for the substance adhered to the
inner lining of the nose and throat. Now,
chelas, this was a relatively HARMLESS
substance-just
testing and playing. YOU
ARE NOT SAFE ANYWHERE. If, in fact, it
had been any of those workers of “Dr.
Coleman”-they
would be desperately ill
for the substance is a very high frequency
crystalline substance-highly irritating and
FLORIDA
affects the “nervous system”. This, played
upon by the following pulse system, causes
LOOK! Those people are as “under the tiny bits to act as receivers, thus encontrol” according to FEMA as if the bayo- hancing and amplifying the pulse units. I
nets were “fmed” and the grenades pop- have NOT yet been able to get Ed’s attenping. The diseases have been introduced tion that when I suggest nicely to get out of
and all you have to do is wait.
the vicinity for a respite-he does so. I hope
that he will reconsider for if you risk too
LOCAL NASTY ATTACK
greatly to get out ONE paper you may find
you NO LONGER HAVE ANY PAPER AT
How elusive is IT? Well, lets just say as ALL. Miss a paper, have its subjects out of
example, that Dharma and Ed Young (our totally proper editing or misaligned print?
Editor-In-Chief) were standing in a parking I remind you-to miss a paper deadline or
lot at a recognized restaurant frequently a printing for a week is fine-it may well
visited so that the workers can “visit” allow you to still have capability of function
without surveillance teams on their necksnext week or next year.
but that is foolish for it now is the “favorWhy did ‘I” allow this to touch two of
ite” eating establishment of the County my most critical people? So that they will
Sheriffs trained by the KGB.
LISTEN and attend it-NEXT TIME. A

small dose of mutant male chondrions.
Now, what does that mean in simple English? It means that there is a substance
of crystalline life form called mitochondria
which has its main job of converting glucose to usable ATP (never mind-it means
a molecule which goes through glycolysis
and ultimately gives energy production.
I’m sorry, I am not now interested in giving
you lessons on chondriana).
These life-forms existed myriads of eons
past and are now being reintroduced.
They come in the form of male and
female. The male is very aggressively active, is in constant motion-courting,
energizing the female. The female, on the other
hand, is a passive, single-layered membrane creature that becomes energized by
the male during this courting ritual.
The male protects the female from any
virus, bacteria, or cancer cell and if placed
within the chondriana’s environment, the
male gives rise to militant chondrianettes,
or killer cells. These are the ancestors of
your lymphocytes, the T cells, etc.
The “wholen of a complete DNA structure balances cellular life and, once in the
body, they convert the microbes present to
food for reproductive energy.
ENEMY OVERLOAD
In absence of the female, the chondrion
is most abusive to the system and to the
contact point-but on a delayed reaction
basis. The best treatment of the rashes
and other reactions is to, of course, introduce the female chondriana or a whole
form and allow the mutant cells to be
absorbed, balanced or killed off.
The other protection is the ‘LIGHT” as
WE can produce it-or YOU-through
mental control of self in frequency manipulation. Dharmaalready has that capability
without conscious thought about it and
still, she had days of discomfort as if ‘something” was embedded in the nasal membranes. Had she not been looking upward,
she would have had no reaction for the
substance fell on her but could ‘do’ nothing. Ed, on the other hand, produced a
nasty allergic rash similar to a bad case of
I use that substance,
poison Sumac.
Sumac, because poison oaks and ivies
produce blistering, etc., wherein Sumac
does so also but mostly produces a bad
rash with neuronic impact and dry crusting which in itself is debilitating because of
the itching and stinging of the ‘drawing”
or ‘shrinking” of surrounding tissue.
A lot of this substance has been introduced into the wind patterns in many
areas to monitor reactions and wind currents. This reaction causes people to go
purchase out of season antihistamines,
etc. And, these 6~~help. Dharma uses
quite a lot of ‘Contact” antihistamine compound and this also heIped keep the
.
(I--.sympr
*.
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toms to a minimum.
You who feel an
aspirin is not great for you under any
circumstance~are
indeed as foolish as
are those that overdose.
If you have a
headacheforgoodnesssakes,takeaheadache stopper and don’t come complain to
me or to God that your head hurts. If you
play silly games, you get foolish results.
Can you control it through the mind?
Of course+ALL is controlled through the
mind-but you ones are trained to NOT DO
SO and there are FEW, FEW, FEW who can
conjure that kind of mind control.
By the way-a photon blast reaction is
going to often manifest exactly in that
manner described above. In fact, the introduction of choice of the substance will be
introduced most easily and silently through
a photon pulse which is totally invisible as
an x-ray and yet has pinpoint effectiveness.
One reason for the reaction is that the
photon frequency most preferred is one of
such high frequency as to kill the female
chondriana finding its way into the beam
stream.
You ones are no longer playing in a
visible world.
The world about you is
hidden by deliberate manipulation and the
assaults are from macro and micro’things”
which are also outside your comprehension and realm of sight and other of your
physical senses. For instance, you look up
and HOW DO YOU KNOW YOU ARE NOT
LOOKING AT THE UNDERSIDE OF AN
ENCAPSULATINGCRAFTOFSOME SORT?
YOU DO NOT! You have no way, for
instance, to know whether or not you are
ACTUALLY walking and experiencing on
the INSIDE OF THE GLOBE and playing
stars and suns with the very CORE. Ponder these things and perhaps REALITYcan
be a bit more acceptable to you.
NOW TO LAWYERS
AND INFORMATION
I continue to be annoyed that you of the
legal profession who work in my service
continue to avoid, seemingly at all costs,
that which we give you with which to work.
WHY do you go to court to argue on the
basis of ‘copied” diagrams and ridiculous
non-existent bases? The JOURNALS are
EXACTLY as expressed-JOURNALS.
Regular, dated MAGAZINES. We are not in
the novel-writing business-we
are into
the compilation of TRUTH from ANY and
ALL resources. If persons wish to track
further the information,
i.e., Walter
Russell’s material, then they CM go forth
and jolly well get it. I am not in the seminar,
meditation or piddle-de-winks business.
We are M information%view” type ofdocument produced as dated, regularly distributed material integrating many myriads of
topics into the ability of the public to garner
truth from the mountains of garbage.
Perhaps the work of Dr. Russell is not a

good example after all, for his wondrous
and perfect work has been exploited into
metaphysical garbage heaps in an attempt
to KEEP THE TRUTH OF HIS REAL AND
VALID WORK HIDDEN. Through ones
claiming his production and work it has
been destroyed and melded into NEW AGE
trash of HUMANISTIC ORIGIN-BY THEIR
OWN WORDS! IT SHALL NOT PREVAIL!
(I!!) Walter Russell AND NikolaTeslain the
same physical presentation timing, were
given from a higher dimension the work
presented and brought forth-and
no
“Binder”, ‘Coleman/Clarke” or the Devil
himself shall longer hide the magnificent
Truth of his unveiling of GOD! Lao made
sure he is remembered as a ‘Humanist”he WAS NOT! HE WAS A GIFTED RECEIVER FROM THEHIGHEST REALMSOF
THE GOD DIMENSION AND MAN SHALL
NOT LONGER KEEP THE TRUTH OF HIS
ORIGIN AND CREATION, PURPOSE AND
FUNCTION, FROM MANKIND.
If this is unacceptable to the legal counsels involved, then THAT is unacceptable
to me and our mission. It goes beyond
‘Constitutional Rights--it goes to the hiding and deception against God Himself
who now again sends HISWORD AS PROMISED AND IT SHALL NOT BE STOPPED.
The books in point of argument are of no
consequence-we
can rewrite the books a
thousand times over and BETTER present
the material-BUT ATTENTIONMUST BE
FOCUSED ONTOTHE CULPRITSOFYOUR
INTENTIONAL DOWNFALL AND IGNORANCE THROUGH DECEPTION, STUPIDITY AND FALSE TEACHERS. I SIMPLY
APOLOGIZE TO MY OWN LAMBS WHO
MUST BEAR THE FINANCIALBURDENS,
IMPACT, EMBARRASSMENTS AND DAMAGES SEEMINGLY ALONE. THIS, ONLY
TO HAVE ADDED POURING ON OF EVIL
BURDEN BY ONES THEY THOUGHT TO

CALLED

WBERQTOR

BE FRIENDS AND WHO CLAIMED ONLY
DESIRE TO SERVE AND SHARE AND BEFRIEND. MOST LESSONS ARE PAINFUL
IN THE LEARNING-SOME ARE NEVER
LEARNED IN A GIVEN EXPERIENCE-I
would ponder this last statement most
carefully and consider wherein you may
have gotten OTHER information AND PERCEPI’IONS!
Am I, Hatonn, a afun* ‘host” to job
about with and play cops and robbers?
NO, I am saddled with a mission to enlighten MAN OF EARTH TO TRUTH-not
half truths, smoke rings, flower petals,
beads and/or bangles. Please think of IT
this way: I DON’T LIKE IT SO MUCH EITHER! YOU ARE A SPECIES OF PREDOMINANTLYMEAN, VICIOUS, GREEDY,
SOLEY PHYSICALLYORIENTED, PUSHED,
CONFUSED AND HELPLESS, EVZZ-CONTROLLED
CHLLDREN,
MANY
OF WHOM
ARE STILL SEEKING
DESPERATELY
FOR
GOD, BALANCE, PEACE AND TRUTH. IT IS

FOR THESE THAT WE CONTINUE.

Responsibility,
unlike instinctive
pursuit of pleasure, proceeds from inner
conflict,
fought on a battleground
stretching from man’s brain to his soul.
From this individual struggle emerges a
sense of values expressed through physical activity. May you come within the
ability to see and hear and glean.

TO

.

.

7?ie function of ttie press is
very hiI&. It ii dimost holy.
It ou lit to serve as a orurn
d
~~~g~~~~Z;~:~
what isgoing on, 2% misstate
or sup ress the news is a
i6reacKof trust.
SERVE

BY
JAMES

“80”

GRITZ

‘This is the definitive account of a nation betrayed A spider web of ‘@&iots for profit, ”
operating from the highest positions of special trust and confidence, have successFtllY
circumvented our Constitutional system inpursuit of a New World Order. They have infused
America with drugs in order to fund covert operations while sealing the fate of our
servicemen left in Communist prisons.
At the very least this book represents a factual, true-life adventure that will take you on a
riveting journeytim
the White House, down a heroin highway, to Bunna’s Golden ‘I)-iangle
where you will meet General Khun Sa - undisputed drug overlord. You will infiltratethe
You’ll be taken
jungles of Communist Asia to rescue U.S. POWs, and in turn be pursued
behind the veil of U.S. covert operations to view deceit and betrayal. At best, this will
produce a crack in the facade of 20th - century American government, through which
concerned citizens can view the loomingperil and act in time to reserve
our course while God
gives us time. ))( --from CALLED TO SERVE)
“ft’s not just the title o/my book, it’s thepuqose

see back page for ordering

of my ii/e. ” -Bo

information.

Gritz
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More On “John
Colenian” Attack
(Editor’s note: ?“hetwo FAxs to the tight,
plus a threatening telephone call in front of
seueml witnesses, allfmm “John Coleman:
haue necessitated that we share with our
readers the following materials that otherwise would have remained private.
These
cun be wnsidered as an Appendix to the
matter that was intmduced onpage 12.)
g/3/92

#l

HATONN

I

RESPONSE TO BARBARA ANN
RUBIO. PATRICIA YOUNG and

” “JOHN COLEMAN”. and John
and Jane Does. 1 through 7.

E.J., You are to immediately get this
letter of threat to do harm and damage to
persons and property, to Mr. Tipps, Mr.
Dixon and other attorneys as deemed appropriate.
Next, have legal “recovery of property”
warrants drawn immediately to recover
automobile from Alan Fazie, computers,
Fax equipment and whatever other property is held by John Coleman as well as
clearing up all properties with the Common Law Service Center.

2533

North Carson, Carson City, Nevada 89?06.

September 3, 1992.

Mr. Don Ecker,
UFO Magazine,
P.O.Box 1053,
Sunland, CA 91041.

Dear Don,
I was pleased to be able to talk with you last week on the sub-

ject of the

people up in Tehachapi. I look forward to seeing

your article in this month's issue of UFO, which I understood to

be the second part in a two-part series on them.
I would be most happy to meet with yoa in Los Angeles for a
discussion on the same eubjeot, and to be a guest on your national radio show. There would be a great deal to talk about, much of
which I don't believe you will havs heard before. I will bring
documents along for you to see, which I believe you will find
.most convincing,
These people have been slandering me in their Liberator n'ewspaper
and I have had enough of it. I have told them to cease and
desist
for once and for all and not to make any more problems for
me. Let UEI see if they do-if they don't, then we will most certainly have a deal. There will be enough material for a third
follow-up article and a radio talk show.
I will communicate with you again when get back from

which will Monday September 14.

Yours Sincerely,
J. Coleman.

All work on the fabrication plant shall
be stopped immediately on the agreed upon

I~ERPACU

housing project in Keene and Arvin-until

we secure funds to insure payment of
architects and developers for services already rendered. If project can be placed on
‘hold’, please do so for funding is indeed
close but immediate problem with legal

situation with Ms. Rubio is too binding on
resources this date.
Also, cease all work under way on greenhouses, hold generators and tractors in
‘hold” until coverage can be assured of
LIBERATORpublication and mailing.
Transfer the gold in point immediately
to Ms. Rubio’s address in Tehachapi, the
courtesy of shipping it to the Colorado
address is now inappropriate due to demand.
I can assure all participants and interested parties that we do not work through
YhreaP or %oercion* by such blackmail
tactics. Every effort has been made to meet
Ms. Rubio’s demands and this assault is
without merit, inappropriate and any damages to characters of either persons or
projects
willbe responded to immediately
and by authority.
All contracts and agreements are fully
legaldocuments,boththepromissorynotes
ami side agreements of any transaction.
AU parties participating in the Institute

Dall&s;

bZORPOMTEO

F&X:

(817) 732-7206

e. 02

@zmPv
.
Process Servers c/o 5250 North Palm Avenue Suite 402 Fresno CA93704.
Thsnks

for your phone call advising me of the fax you Sent me on Saturday. I am still in Dallas until zext Sunday, but can respond to your
fax re home address George Gree9 in Carson City even though not at w
office. The,situation is 1 :qantto give the Liberator and Green a
chance to mcnlltheir ways. I told ther not to publish anything abou?
me whatsoever in the issue o?'the Sibsratar going to print on Tuesday
:tomorrow). I anicut of patience with t!leirslander and calumny that
has lasted for four months. If they stop publishing attacks on me- and
it will have to be on 8 permanent basis- then I will not be able to
help you-1 must keep to my side of it. BUT, if they put anything at
all in the Tuesday issue of the Liberator. 1 will give you Green's
private address in Carson City and if he evades service there, Z will
tell you exactly where to find him in Los Angeles next weekend, at the
locationwhere he is due to speak at a seminar, and have someone point
him Out to you. It all depends on ths behavi.crof the Liberator and '
Green as to whether I can help you or not.

Most sincerely,
John Coleman.
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through gold collateral investment ARE
FULLY INFORMED AND KNOW WITHOUT
ANY HEDGING THAT MONEY FOR
PROJECTS IS BORROWED AGAINSTTHAT
COMMODITY.
I WILL NOTALLOW COLLATERALCOVERING OTHERPARTICIPANTSTOBE SOLD
AT A LOSS TO SATISFY A TANTRUM AND
FOOLISH
CLAIMS
TO
MISUNDERSTANDINGS AND/OR INPUT AND
ADVICE FROM ONES WHO ARE AS
DEADLY ENEMIES TO OUR WORK AND
SELVES AS ONES CAN FIND ON THE
FACE OF THE EARTH. IT MATTERS NOT
WHETHER IT BE IN IGNORANCE OR IN
FULL-KNOWLEDGE.
WITH JOHN
COLEMAN IT IS WITH HATE AND MALICE
AFORETHOUGHT (AND BY THE WAY,
BARBARA ANN, HE IS NOT AN A’ITORNEY-NOR IS HE ALMOST ANYTHING
WE
HE CLAIMS TO BE. NEITHER IS
PATRICIA YOUNG A COUNSELOR AND/
OR BUSINESS ADVISER).
I most certainly invite you to go to the
State Attorney General, Ms. Rubio, for you
will prove our point far more quickly than
we can do it by simple recounting.
I find it interesting to note that you
come and partake of gracious inclusion
into our midst and then you ask, ‘Guided
by Whom”? Why came you to this place in
the first place whenyou were told ALL prior
toyourmovingand/orpa.rticipation?
Nothing in our midst has changed-therefore,
the assumption must be gained by obseIvers that you were insincere, lied in the
beginning and never wished more than to
cause trouble, be an authority of some
unknown kind and cause endless trouble
for any who would try to accomplish tasks.
There is thorough explanation of ALL
TRANSACTIONS-to ALL. It is not the
business of ones such as Patricia, for she
has nothing invested nor bears any responsibility to counsel any other on ANYTHING THAT TRANSPIRES
IN ANY
PROJECT OR BUSINESS INVOLVED BY
ANY OF THE PERSONS HEREIN NAMED.
This has been an ongoing problem from
onset-the tongue disconnected from reason and truth is the most damagingweapon
available to mankind.
Stirring through
gossip is deadly and is, now, too painful to
be allowed continuing.
I assume you have no insight into reality of my, or any other higher energy form,
for you seem to think that I know not who
is responsible for such uprising and chaos.
John Coleman holds equipment that is
collateral for YOUR LOAN, Ms. Rubiowhy not demand that he turn it over to
YOU? Why do you not go to Sacramento
and pick up your collateral from Gary
Anderson?
Perhaps you can reclaim the
generator and equipment at Sandy Enz’s
place where the water system is being put
in for the greenhouses?
I am going to take your demand letter
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indeed. Perhaps you checked with the
wrong advisor.
The note states that ‘on demand for
value received...“, you say, but you fail to
also include the side agreements and understandingagreementsthroughwhich
ALL
ones are fully informed.
You have ‘repeatedly demanded my
money back*. Indeed, you have changed
as the wind blows and the chimes dingdong. Is this WHYperchanceyou demand
How are these
that no one call you?
transactions to be made without CONTACT? What do you desire be done with
your gold that you asked to have sent to
Colorado next week, directly, and now you
demand cash transferred into your bank
account by last evening (with banks already closed for service). Do you actually
think a court and jury would give credence
to such indecisions?
If by your demand to see notes and
transactions regarding your property-I
discern that you feel there are no such
things. THERE ARE NO SECRETS, MS.
RUBIO. These are as reputable instituAT8&TFIBER OPTICS
tions as you will find. We are insulted by
Go talk to the persons at Capital Hills your accusations and suggestions.
You
and if you do not do that-1 suggest you will find the arrangements for the gold
READ THE SIGNBOARD outside of Bakers- return on “hold” at your own request.
In the beginning you told Mr. Ekker that
field which states AT&T. All ones who
attended
for you wanted to place your funds into the
the
ceremonies
groundbreaking on that project (which is Institute to invest in projects and *to keep
the entire group present at the time) KNOWS me from doing something stupid with it”. I
AT&,T, through spokesman Robertson, suggest you reconsider your actions at
Austin, Thomas, City Mayor, etc., made a present. You are gettingjust about as BAD
BIGTHING of that development. There are advice as can be gotten.
I suggest, further, that if Dr. Coleman
still hundreds of dwellings to be built on
that site, along with a *Motion Picture/TV can get you to get your fund-HE
WILL
complex. At the same program was the OFFERTO HELPYOU USE THEM against
President and developer of Pea Soup perhaps winning his suits against his perAndersen resort hotels and dining rooms ceived adversaries. Ones in the circle here,
(nationally recognized) having come to re- such as Cort Christie, are having to pick up
port that through our project there would utility bills because he ‘helped” by signbe developed an entire Complex. I DO NOT ing in their stead-?0 maintain ~ecuritf’.
BELIEVE THAT UNDER ANY CIRCUM- The last meeting Colemans attended at
STANCE DID ANYONE TELL YOU YOUR Global Sciences, he did not pay agreedFUNDS WOULD BE FUNNELLED INTO A upon workshop monies and left the people
FIBER-OPTICS CABLE;1 REPEAT:UNDER in charge with bills for John, Jr.‘s room and
ANY CIRCUMSTANCES FOR WE WERE other charges. He holds our two computer
NOT PARTICULARLY EVEN INTERESTED setups hostage and has threatened that he
IN SAME. IT WOULD BE AVAILABLEAND has it rigged so that anyone ‘entering
WE WOULD UTILIZE IT TO ASSIST THE without permission” would be ‘blown up”
DEVELOPERS OF OTHER CONSTRUC- by planted devices. This was to Charles,
who simply went to pick up the emergency
TION.
‘...The attorney says, in his opinion, generator loaned. Does it not begin to
the foregoing is CLOSE to deceptive prac- appear that some of the charges against
tice.” An attorney said ‘CLOSE to decep- John Coleman as made by Patterson and
And George
tive practice?” There is either deceptive Mullins might be correct?
practice or no deceptive practice-there is Green, who did nothing but pay for his
no CLOSE and attorneys in my attention upkeep, publish his book, distribute and
are usually far more careful than this in “push” his book, etc., is now the brunt of
a hate campaign nationwide?.
what THEY say.
Certainly you do not need to “believe in
“Also, the promissory notes does not
meet the legal definitions of a promissory me, Hatonn” but 1 would think you might
note.” Oh? Did this attorney tell you this look most closely at that which IS going on.
also? The notes have been “tested” by I think you might inquire as to WHY AND
attorneys prior to this and stand very well HOW IT IS THAT THERE ARE TWO TELE-

from top to bottom. Readers will have to
refer to attachment. “rhat of an attorney”
youconsulted?
Good luck. Dr. Coleman,
I repeat, is not an attorney-he is an unlawful holder of some of YOUR collateral.
Patricia is hardly an attorney-and other
ones, such as Jason Brent-DO REQUIRE
PRE’ITY HEALTHY REI’AINER FEES. NOR
WOULD ANY ‘A’ITORNEY AT LAW” EVER
SUGGEST THAT A TRANSACTION THIS
SIZE BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF
THE DAY WHEN THE PAPERS DID NOT
APPEAR IN MR. EKKER’S HANDS UNTIL4
PM OF THE SAME DAY. ALL BANKS AND
GOLD DEPOSITORIES IN POINT ARE IN
THE NORTH EAST AND CLOSE THEIR
WORKING DAY AT 3:00 TO 4:00 PM (their
time).
I believe you would consider it PRETTY
BAD BUSINESS if Mr. Ekker or anyone else
was holding your cash in HIS OWN BANK
and, for your information, all wire transfers must be made early in the afternoon (to
clear back East) from Bakersfield.
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PHONE SURVEILLANCE HOOK-INS TO
THE OFFICES. WHO DO YOU THINK SET
THOSE INTO ACTION? WE ARE ALREADY
OBSERVED IN TOTAL BY EDWARDS, CIA,
FBIAND OTHERINTELLIGENCE GROUPS.
DO YOU NOT THINK THE OBVIOUS SETUPOUTSIDE IN THE SHOPPING CENTER
IS A BIT TOO OBVIOUS?
You nxsay
that ‘Failure to comply
with this demand by the close of business
today 2 September 1992 will force me to
take further action, which action will be an
approach to the District Attorney to ask for
an immediate investigation into what you
are doing and court proceedings against
you. The attorney has these instructions.
I am writing this letter to you simply to save
costs.* DO YOU NOT THINK *WHAT YOU
ARE DOING” HAS BEEN INVESTIGATED
AND INVESTIGATEDAND INVESTIGATED
AND INVESTIGATED? (333) THIS IS WHY
WE DO EVERYTHING ABSOLUTELY
WITHINALL LAWS! THIS IS WHY I POUND
ON YOU ONES TO DO EVERYTHING
WITHINALL LAWS-EVEN DRIVE WITHIN
THE SPEED LIMITS AT ALL TIMES.
I realize that you are concerned and
confer with friends such as Patricia who
has preferred to stir from Hawaii to Sedona
in just about everything thought of or not
thought of. Is this intentional assault?
Yes, indeed, for some perceived wrongdoing against her. I can think of no one here
who has been given opportunity upon opportunity in this setting and yet continues
to cause such untold confusion and problems. Does this mean I have no compassion? No, it means that all of you need
lessons in discernment and self-growth
management and I do not butt into your
business or affairs. We do not have a
church, group, cult or anything else, and
yet we have welcomed allinto our meetings
that might be held for all purposes. We
hide nothing for there is nothing to hide.
The Elite Government itselfgives us far less
trouble and pain than the very ones who
claim to be brother and twist the knife
every opportunity.
Why ones stay in this location and,
especially, continue to participate as if on
demand, is beyond me. For you are either
with me or against me-and there is no inbetween. We are not M open place wherein
ones have a “right” to be, somehow.
Further, WHAT DO YOUTHINK WOULD
HAPPEN IN SUCH A TRANSACTION WITH
BANK OF AMERICA? DO YOU THINK
THEY WOULD TEAR UP YOUR AGREEMENTSAND BEABLETOTRANSFERYOUR
THINGSASFASTASWHIMS STRIKEYOUAFTER CLOSING TIME??
I also find it interesting that you would
write this letter ‘to save costsn when I will
not allow others to stand loss because you
demand above that which was agreed upon.
E.J. has NO RIGHT TO AUTHORIZE SUCH
A TRANSACTION. IF YOU WITHDRAW

FUNDS, THAT IS ONE THING-TO WITHDRAW FUNDS WHICH YOU AGREED
COULD BE UTILIZED AND LEFT UNTIL
COSTS WERE RECOUPED, THEN YOU
SHALL STAND THE LOSS. THIS WAS NO
MISUNDERSTANDING-YOU FULLY UNDERSTOOD-TWO
OR THREE MINDCHANGES AGO AND IN THE VERY BEGINNING.

the reporter who said he would interview
me allofthe detailsofhowyou conduct the
gold business togetherwith the documents.
Be assured, no delays, subterfuge, wavering, or any and all other excuses you may
put forward will not be accepted.” Thank
you, go for it, chsla.
This gives us
opportunity to fully explain the -sac-

tions and we will also present all docu-

ments-signedby
youdssumedto
have
been done in full mental capacity.
You sign off, Tours faithfully,‘.
I
‘HORRIBLE ABUSE I HAVE SUFFERED guess we leave that line alone.

HORRIBLE ABUSE

AT YOUR HANDS.. .’ Horrible abuse? (333)
IT MIGHT WELL BE UP FOR GRABS AS TO
WHO IS PRACTICING ABUSE.
‘I have asked for and obtained a watch
(monitor) on my telephone. I hereby advise
you that I do not wish you to telephone me
under any pretext...” Who has ever called
you? Why would anyone call you now? If
you are receiving calls, I suggest you are
NOT RECEMNG THEM FROM ANY IN
POINT HEREIN. I CERTAINLY DO KNOW
ONES WHO PLAY THOSE GAMES-BUT
THEY ARE NOT HEREIN NAMED BY YOU.
‘...nor will you contact me in person.
Failure to honor this demand will be treated
as a further example of abuse by you. THIS
APPLIESTOALLPARTIES NAMED HEREIN
AND ANY AND ALL ASSOCIATES.”
And just how do you expect to get your
property, Ms. Rubio? “All associates” is
EVERYBODY.
&Please be assured that failure on your
part to refund my money in the full amount
of $87,042 [by g/2/92] [letter written and
faxed sometime around noon on g/2/92
and received by Mr. Ekker via Mr. Green
after 4:00 PM g/2/92 as Mr. Ekkerwas out
all afternoon.], will mean that the matter
will be turned over to the District Attorney
forthwith and summons issued against
you without any further warning.” Summons issued? Without any further warning? Do you have any idea of the implications of what you just threatened?? And,
what in blazes do you expect these ones to
do with the gold already being held for
shipment to you at People’s Bank-AT
YOUR REQUEST?
‘I have already contacted the ‘Bakersfield California’ newspaper and told them
that I might have a follow-up story to their
article on you, one which will be of real
I
interest to them and their readers.”
assume this is a threat?
Blackmail?
What in the world difference could it
make to anyone here? Publicity only
clears this work and rebuttsls become
necessary and your “attorney” will become involved if you do such as will
such as Patricia,
other uadvisers”
Coleman, etc. This is fme with us because that gets publicity that we cannot
seem to be able to purchase at any price.

‘Ifyou do not refund my money TODAY,
Wednesday, 2 September 1992, I will give

Now, you have prattled this all over to
everyone you can talk to-including other
business establishments such as the lmail
servicel. You have indicated that there is
some sort of clandestine @oup* involved
here when there is NOT. You made a valid
business arrangement and now you do not
wish to keep your portion of the agreement-purely and simply. You who would
continually tear us down continue to come
within our sharing and ones here understand it not. I DO understand it and I am
quite filled up with the subterfuge and total
deceit.
All ones are told at onset that we are
NOT in the gold business, we are not in the
investment businesswe
are serving as a
security place wherein ones who wish to share in the projects and work can also ’
find security for their assets. NEVER has
it been a solicitation for investment-only
an opportunity for safety and sharing of
building safe placement and protection of
both self and assets. How dare you utilize
that which is structured for those who
want to participate for your self gain and
then expect to gain at another’s expense.
How dare you ones come and TAKE and
give only pain, threats and blackmail in
exchange.
YOU HAVE COME TO THE
WRONG PLACE FOR I COME AS A HOST
OF GOD IN GOD’S SERVICE AND I DO
NOT BLACKMAIL NOR DO SLEAZY CORRUPTBUSINESS. YOU HAVE SOME PROBLEMS AND SOME BAD ADVISERS. THEY
ARE NOT WITHINTHIS NAMED CIRCLE. I
ANTICIPATE A MOST SAD AND. LONELY
JOURNEY FOR YOU, CHILD, FOR YOU
TURN AWAY THINE STRENGTH AND BANISHTHOSE WHO WOULD SUPPORTTHEE.
WE HONOR THAT REQUEST FOR IT BE
FREE-WILL CHOICES. WE WILL NOT,
HOWEVER, CAUSE ANOTHER LOSS THAT
YOU MAY GAIN UNDULY BY AFFRONTING
ACTIONS AS OFFERED HEREIN.
ALL DEBT DUE AND OWING WILL BE
SATISFIED INTIMELYMANNER-BUT NOT
WITH LOSS TO ANOTHER. YOU MAY
LEAVE YOURTRANSACTION AS IS UNTIL
YOU ARE SETTLED OR YOU WILL TAKE
THAT WHICH IS VALIDLY DUE. THERE IS:
NO WAY TO ADEQUATELY RESOLVE THE:
SPINNING TOP TYPE BREAKING OF
AGREEMENT&WRITTEN ORVERBAL. IT
BE TRUE, LOVE OF, AND GRASPING
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GREED OF MONEY AND GOLD IS THE THAT IS SIMPLY THE WAY IT IS-I WILL it is housecleaning day.
ROOT OF ALL-EVIL AND THE DESTRUC- NOT DEPART AND IF YOU-LIKE ME NOTTIQN OF SOULS. SO BE IT.
YOU SHALL DEPART. IS THIS QUITE
EVIL INCARNATE?
E.J. and George, I expect you to please CLEAR? MY MISSION IS MAMMOTHAND
handle this in the business manner ex- I WEARY OF SUCH PETTY PERSONAL
I said yesterday that I would not refer to
petted. We have no concern about attor- AND SELFISH ATTENTIONS. YOU SHALL John Coleman again-I shall not. I shall
neys because we shall ask for recovery of RECEIVE EXACTLY THAT WHICH YOU use his alias as last used to destroy lives
damages and legal costs involved in this GIVE FORTH-YOU CAN DEPEND UPON and characters of unsuspecting people in
confrontation. The District Attorney’s of- IT. YOU WHO WOULD GET RID OF ME this community and who have lied about
flee will not take lightly such abuse of the SHALL SURELY FIND IT SO-AND I HAVE their association with ME and our worksystem and all funds, etc., are easily ac- GREAT PITY FOR YOUR LACK OF DIS- ereto remain infiltrated in order to gather
counted. It is time-consuming4
ask that CERNMENTAND JUDGMENT. I NOT ONLY information for one WILLIAM CLARKE.
FIRST OF ALL I SAY FULL BORE
these problem people be kept from Dharma ‘RELEASE” YOU-I ASKTHATYOU GO IN
because we have now wasted three days of PEACE FROM ME AND FROM THIS PLACE AHEADISBEINGIUADETONOWCHANGE
this week in this type matter.
FOR WITHOUT &IE IT IS NOT A SAFE THE “GOLD* THAT BARBARA ANN
My instructions were to simply stop all PLACE IN ANY SENSE OF THE CIRCUM- RUB10 DEMANDED-BACK
INTO CASH.
This is a time-consuming task which brings
meetings of public nature beginning with STANCE. SO BE IT.
this week-end next. I will withdraw that
Dharma, I am sorry that the barrage in several brokers, the house which stores
request and await resolution of this mat- continues and continues from those who the gold and People’s Bank which already
ter. This must be nresented to all nartici- have claimed to be-friends. You shall not has the gold ready for shipment to Colothe rado.
pants as is, I said &at henceforth i would be bought by pieces of gold-return
bring these things public to ones who do purchase price to Barbara Ann and be
VEIL REMOVED
attend meetings and I meant it. I do not done with it. She is confused and I am
threaten or coerce-I mean exactly what I greatly sorrowful for her plight, but what is
I am a bit annoyed that you who have
say. I will not ask any more of Dharma and done is done and there CM be no undoing
meetings are most certainly one thing I CM ofthat which is past. We do that which CM claimed to believe in me and my status
relieve her of bearing. Neither do I intend be reasoned and then we must allow re- have blundered so badly-I would hope not
to air Ydirty laundry” in any more meet- lease unto God for that over which we have to the point of no return-but that will rest
solely with YOU.’ I will not, however, longer
ings wherein ones come to truly share and no right of input.
‘I
must
ask,
however,
that
you
ones
who
have
traitors, informers and liars in my
learn and co-experience.
I believe that there should be some are relying on “receivings” as received by house.
Attached you will all find a written
arrangement made wherein the scattering another in your group each day-be most
is NOT of LIGHT any document of the material offered by Wilof readings and writings every day is careful indeed-it
stopped. There are too many who only more than the “receiver” is a counselor for liam Clarke on the speaker-phone of yesparticipate for the social function of it from good mental balance. May you be ever terday with all its threats of blackmail, etc.
fringe gossip range. We will not longer discerning and if you cling to those things (See data/discussion starting on page 27.)
This, of course, is the same tactic used
despoil the “family’ by the ones who choose
after having gone through all these sesagainst
Patterson, Mullins, Green and othto tear down the “family” unity.
sions with me-then
I CM help you no
There are others involved in this than further for you are still playing at ‘fix it” ers who deigned to be kind enough to
Patricia and John but these are the two games and ‘searching” for THAT WHICH include him in their friendship and confidence.
having been openly named and I do not like IS NOT.
Why did I offer his book with great
to offer demerits to ones yet unnamed by
Hatonn to clear, please.
the parties involved.- There are other ones
Dharma, take a break and go and col- shoving? Because it contains a compiled
who are active and receive M earful at lect yourself and commune with me for a and integrated layout of the information
every opportunity-I can only suggest more minute while we clear the hurtful frag- YOU needed badly. By handling it the way
discretion. We are nothing not presented ments. We CM allow the Hotline to go this we did, I, Hatonn, could monitor exactly
none of the
as being and you who assume or act oth- day for that is another DEMAND that shall that which was included-and
information
was
original-nor
from
insiderwise, are in error, not we who openly not hold us hostage. Perhaps we should
repeat: we are not a commune, group, cult, put it on earth level that all understand. ers of the variety Mr. Clarke presented
them to be. Please remember that Mr.
church or any other ‘thing”. We write and Those who petitioned and suggested,
share that writing to any who wish to nagged and demanded this hotline-I note Clarke had his son John, Jr. doing the
receive it. If we meet, we share with any no funding for same. I weary of demands LZBERATOR ‘for us, to ‘help out’ -‘. Since
the name I may not say again, is not validwho wish to share, we are about securing for more and more ‘give me”, ‘give me” in
the Constitution that we might be pre- expectation of another doing all ‘for”. Bless then you must also deduce that John
pared for other higher events to follow.
you who continue to serve, and work, serve Coleman Jr. is not any more valid than is
IfYOU do not wish to walkwith us in the and work-and
get so little, but ye be Clarke’s alias.
pathway-then
I again ask you to -GET
blessed and you SHALL have reward. It is
SO WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL?
OUT OF THE PATH. IF you do not under- the promise of GOD!
stand this message-then
you are in the
Mr. Clarke has given so much erroneg/4/92
Wl HATONN
wrong place at any rate. How dare you sup
ous information as to be a disinformation
at my table and then denounce me and my
whirlwind. He stated that “I CM go back
THE VEIL REMOVED
food. Oh, you say, I was just denouncing
into South Africa because of my British
#your workers”?
No, you denounce ME
Don MCA~VMY
cqnot
and through me, GOD! Whether or NOT
This will be as hard adocument to write, passport”-but
under
any
circumstances
go
back
into
POUbelieve me to be who I claim to be (and and read, as we probably will have to give
if I be not so-why in the world are you here you, Dharma. I ask that you not question South Africa.” NO? Within weeks of the
in the first, second and/or third place?) I me until we are-through. I AM Hatonn, I statement we had ones reporting on-ATAM WHO I AM AND I AM OF GOD AND come in the Light of the Radiant ONE and TENDING DON MC ALVANY’S LEC-
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TURES--IN SOUTH AFRICA!
Beware,
Don-for the intent of this man is to now
move his gullible entourage to Coloradc+
AT THEIR EXPENSE, OF COURSE.

stolen (or had his innocent victim steal
and/or aid and abet) (a felony offense) the
mailing lists of both the LIBERATOR AND
America West. This is WHY I MUST make
this public for Mr. Clarke said he is going
PLANTED INFORMERS
to mail everyone on the lists information
against all of us and blow us out. E.J.
His major informer was set up in the asked if he would mind including a flyer or
form of Patricia Young (also alias for some- two for us, to save postagehe
about went
thing or other). She has remained involved berserk.
with our work in EVERY niche and cranny
(still) as long as she came uninvited into
NOW FOR THE MOST PAINFUL
this community. She is also the one who
finally drew Colm-, er, Clarke, into the
He has talked thislittle splintergroupof
circle.
gullible children intogetting Barbara Ann’s
This person has truly gathered informa- money and gathering up what the others
tion of great abundance-to
assume CM have to input-and
ALL MOVE OFF TO
THEIR EXPENSE, OF
be used as blackmail against us. There is COLORADO-AT
even this stupid allegation as to, “I will tell COURSE. The reason for the immediate
everyone where you got your massive sums assault is that Green stopped supporting
of money.” Now, that was a dead give- the man and there were no funds to help
away for there: is NO money and not one from this crew and he refused to return
thing in the past of either E.J. or Dharma property belonging to the LIBERATOR, so
is the least hidden. The point, of course, is he is without resources and plants stories
to allow assumption of some kind of crimi- with ones like Cort constantly about NEW
nal con job, involvement in illegal drugs, equipment and then the sad story ofGreens
etc. This is fully transparent because stealing from him and therefore he has
Dharma’s daughter has M addiction to a nothing. Sad? How many of you writers
man who is a drug user and M alcoholic. have made anything to speak of, on your
These ‘infiltrators” at every opportunity
books?
We will not include Shirley
effort to *counsel” the child involved. (sic, MacLain-I speak of factual disclosure of
sid)
shadow governments. How many millions
This course of spying went so far as to have you made, Mullins? George Green is
take a young man who was befriended By in the hole by thousands and thousands
these ones and ask him to inform on all on JOURNALS and those are but regular
activities of this child and her mate-to pay Ymagazines”.
Indeed, this con-liar has sucked-in befor information leading to arrest and public
display. Then, when there was nothing to loved seekers of truth such as Don and
find there-he tried to get the young man to Ellen, Buddy, Alan F., Penny (who receives
infiltrate a local motel complex wherein he great strength and truth from Germain),
cut the lawn, etc. The offer made by this Ellen H. (who actually is not so sucked-in,
‘CIA” agent, was to set Brian up to infil- but stuck with these things. taking place in
trate the household/office
of these ones her very own house, for Patricia lives there.
and, on cue, call and inform, and the IRS
SISTER THEDRA AND ASSK
and CIA would ‘raid the place” at which
time BI~M ‘would also be arrested but
Patricia has given a whole bunch of
immediately ‘released’ for services rendered.” That didn’t work either because stuff to Clarke and he thinks, which I find
there wasn’t anything hidden and nothing amusing, he is somehow going to blow us
to report. Do you not think if anything out with ASSK disclosure. Seems to me
untoward were going on-these
people that I was asked to stop printing the stupid
would still be alive and well? The military quibbling of ASSK. It is unfortunate that
intelligence, CIA and FBI all have direct Dr. Clarke never took the time to READ any
Go for it, groupie,
lines into all the equipment, TV and elec- of the information!
tronic, in this place as well as the place because Sister Thedra is dead now, and
where the LIBERATOR is put together for you can pick her bones without resistance.
This Clarke has prodded and probed
handling at the home office workshop in
and stirred up the University of Science
Nevada (Las Vegas).
This Mr. Clarke even tried to gain infor- and Philosophy to fever pitch--only to find
mation from Cort Christie, who handles themselves making total fools of themcorporations, efforted to get him to ‘in- selves in court by the stupidly erroneous
form” and give private information, etc. information fed them by Dr. Clarke (alias
Cort told him where to go and how to get John Coleman). [I had to say the name
there for his integrity toward you, whom he (forgive me) because I am having a copy of
this information sent directly to the Presiserves, is unwavering.
This man, who had stolen mailing lists dent of that so-called University.]
from ones such as Warner and Patterson,
now, by his own threats of blackmail, has
-‘<‘,1 -_ 11.1~ A,-. _~A
I i:.. _ to <tilt
,I if : .I\, .,‘. , .*,,, .‘l.l.
.A>,- II_ .a 1 *II.;
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RENT AND STUFF
Clarke is OUT OF MONEY and, therefore, is pressuring Barbara Ann to do rash
and confusingly foolish things in order to
get immediate money to bail himself out,
move (taking with him stolen property)
AND, as they can do -move
this little
bunch of traitors for it is assumed they will
have no place here to share. This is NOT
the way it will be-he does not want, nor
can he handle, a group-YOU
WHO
DREAMED BIG DREAMS OF GROWTH
ARE INTENDED TO BE OUT IN THE
FREEZE-ONLY STRIPPED OF ALL ASSETS IN THE PROCESS.
BAD, BAD POSITION
This man has placed Ellen B. in terrible
circumstance for the taking of Mailing Lists
(and you, precious, are the one being fingered for aiding, knowing and abettingoh indeed, by the Clarke “gurus of undercover). This is a criminal felony offense and
I do not know what George Green will
choose to do about the situation.
BO GRIT2 RALLY
You who pitched in at “his” suggestion
really did us a great favor and I am most
appreciative. I think, however, that the
glider port people are less than happy with
you. WHO do you think stirred things up
at Edwards and NASA? You got it! This
man plans to leave you holding all the
bags, with nothing left to holdonto. He has
kept spies in places trying to glean information regarding project funding sources,
such as keeping Patricia attending ones at
alocal motel wherein some contacts comeBUT ARE BRIGHT ENOUGH TO MISLEAD
RATHER THAN GIVE FACTS--THIS IS
OBVIOUS BECAUSE “WHAT COMES
BACK” IS NOT WHAT IS HAPPENING!!!!!
All this information, along with all prior
information of the past few days-and the
threats made with five witnesses presentby speakerphone with full identificationis turned over to the Constitutional Law
Center AND the local police and District
Attorney. Indeed, the same D.A. that Clarke
threatensand advises Barbara Ann to utilize. Barbara Ann, love, are you just about
to heave your cookies yet?
INFORMERS WITHIN
I have told you regularly that you have
enemies right in your own midst-does
anyone still question me about that? But
does not evil rout its own self out ,and
devour itself if left tQ its own course of
actions? Stay in the Light of Truth and
God, and the adversary will reveal himself-EVERY TIME!
I have compassion for this person,
<.r,*. ‘-rl., 3.; .vr I -.‘.1. ,<’ I LS”‘i* 14’13
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Clarke, and his family-because
he has
pulled so many %ctims” into his trap that
they would feed him for a year or so.
Patricia came originally ONLY looking for
inclusion, loveand participation-now
she
is fallen into the trap. She is now ‘receiving;l from most dark energies and pronouncing herself a counselor which will
cost her EVERY SHRED OF ACCERABILITY. DOES THIS NOT, AS THE INFORMER
AGAINST WEAVER, SMACK OF SHAME
AND CRUEL DECEIT-TO COME WITHIN
ONES VERY HOME, EAT AND PRAY TOGETHER-AND THEN BE STABBED IN
THE BACK FORTHE LOVE GIVEN? HOW
MANY OF YOU WHO ARE FIRST TO PICK
UP YOUR DAILY WRITINGS-LIKE THIS
ONE?
Think ye not that I KNOW? I watch you
ones in the clandestine grou.p-being first
in line to get the daily writings and your
3wn “gurus tattled on you. He said: ‘I
already &now @.nd that writing had not
been out five minutes) what youplantoput
in thatLIBERATORand
Iamgoingto take off
the gloves if you print it. B All this with five
?Nitnesses. E.J. quietly suggested that he
take them off at which point he was briefly
stunned and then said, ‘This is war?“.
E.J. responded something to the effect of
“Fine, you’ll be seeing me soon.” This
further “threw him”.
At every subject of things such as “computers” the response from Clarke was “I
don’t want to talk about that.” This was
repeated on every subject brought forthIS THIS NOT INDICATION OF DAMAGED
PROGRAMMINGIN A ROBOTICALLYCONTROLLED MIND? Bush “moves his lips”,
Reagan “can’t remember” and Clarke
‘doesn’t want to talk about THAT”.
FRINGES
There is another one that is sorely used
and I hope will see strength in this knowledge. This is ‘JM# for you are being sorely
used as a battering board, precious. Sandy
was also a tool of the good Dr. Clarke and
has now moved on from America West (but
keeps her claws in the flesh) because there
is play on your personal frustrations and
pain. Be cautious, little one, for you are
about to make some most horrendous errors.
Penny and Russell, please understand
why it has taken long for me to respond to
your petition and offer of assistance in the
work load. This festering cancer had to be
cut away before it became deeper and more
deadly for any involved.
THREATS
I take the threats totiZZy serious&
Further, Urepolice wiZZhave this information inaZZcuses, withcopies

ineuery

set of havrds which can be mardepubzic.

ThisincZudesPatterson,
IlbuZZins,men,
Charles and all you others, stay within my
DavtS, Bohr and w,
marty others. shield and don’t ‘test” it. Ed’s face tells
This isforsecurity.
CZarkehas nothing you what CM happen when simply exto be angry or ill toward us-for
zue posed to ‘attempts” at clandestine ashaue done nought s~v8 heZp the NIL sault. This time it is relatively harmless
whenheneeded
help. Iwouldhtzue kept though incapacitating-KEEP
WATCH
siZenthadInotbeenpushedZysucheviZ
MOSTCAREFULLY-THEASSUMPI’IONIS
intent b destroy OUT mission and ti
THAT YOU COULD BE PULLED AWAY
bmthers I Zoue undpnotect
Iam asked FROM THE TASK AT HAND AND BRING
fotprWect3on
and hedn I @m it b a22 DOWN OUR WORK BY SHEER’FEAR” OF
who will mcelm it. Therre is nothing to POSITION IN MANAGEMENT. I’M TRULY
“forgbe”
for fwZishness
and fgno- SORRY THAT THERE HAS TO BE SUCH
mnce-but
I z&Z2no Zo~e~toZetrrte the HUMOR IN THE CIRCUMSTANCE THAT
TXE YOU HAVE TO PAY YOUR OWN SALARY
wry enemy in my famtly mm.
CHOICES ARE POLIRS. There are some, JUST FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF BEING
however,whomustTHINKmostcarefullyATTACKED. PERHAPS IT CAN BE CON-

for I cannot see how you CM recover confidence and again be content and at peace
within this place. When you have SOLD
your brother-ye
become like the infamous Juda-too
burdened to enjoy thine
wealth. Takeyourgold, yourwineandyour
deceit and go away from me, please, for
yours is NOT WITH GOD, it be with the
adversary and ye have been unwilling to
learn and see. Most of you are simply
dupes at the hands of a genius in action.
Obviously, I have not been able to teach
you discernment.
Each ofyou involved had best go within
and remember exactly what has been told
to you-for I see some of you holding back
in KNOWING that something is terribly
wrong and it is NOT with Ekkers or the
work under way herein. I only ask that you
go into your silent place WITH GOD OF
LIGHT and ask direction-for
you have
been sorely and horrendously deceived
and USED.
BARBARA ANN

Do that which you will, little sparrow,
for it is of your own choosing. Arrangements are being made as quickly as can be
done to now get that gold turned back into
“money” as you demand. There is no way
to meet your demand, obviously, as to
Wednesday last, but this is now turned
over to our lawyers and all haste is being
made to meet timely actions.
I DO SUGGEST THAT THE SPEED OF
NEED WAS NOT YOUR OWN BUT THAT
OFWILLIAMCLARKEANDHISALLEGED
FAMILY. ONE REASON HENEEDS THAT
MONEY IN CASH-FAST,
IS THAT HE
OWES CHIROPRACTORS,
DENTIST,
UTILITIES AND ALL OTHER BILLINGS.
SO BE IT.

POLICE DOCUMENTATION
The reason for Police recording and
holding of this information is that there
have been actual physical threats, inferred
threats of violence and I desire that such
behavior and actions be carefully covered
in protection. Dharma and E.J., Ed, Rick,

SIDERED ‘INITIATION” INTO THE FOLD
OF GOD.
GEORGE GREEN

You ones who are flopping back and
forth because you ‘?eally aren’t mad at
Ekkers” or at least, weren’t” but were
bearing great animosity towards George
and Desiree’-I suggest you see what happens when that anger is expressed in the
hands of “experts”. I CM only hope that
this will be good lessons for the Greens, as
well, for you were just now on the brink of
destruction and total discredit. I thank
you for not questioning God’s actions or,
seemingly, lack of action. We each and all
must GROW and temper enthusiasm with
wisdom and humble service. It was necessary that the things take place, including
your move-1 hope that you CM now see it
more clearly than at the painful time of
transfer.
Hold the lamp carefully, little ones, and
allow Sananda to heal the wounds-it
is
most hard, indeed, to see thine enemies
when they dwell within thine house, so to
speak. I ask that copies of this with all
attachments be sent to the various appropriate persons.
Dharma, the wound in the heart will
heal and you ones will be stronger for it. I
see there is nothing to ‘forgive” and I am
grateful that you have grown so much,
dear ones, as to see the assault for that
which it is and put it aside.
I do ask that faxes of this information be
sent to the Constitutional Law Center for
keeping as well .as to the attorneys. Mr.
Tipps may well wish to see to it that attorneys for the “University” get copies. Do
not miss what Col-er, er, Clarke SAID: “I
have M attorney in Fresno that will SURPRISE YOU!” Indeed, that University, I
recall, has $2 15 million (minimum) to stop
our work. I think you now know how to
spell Mr. Buchanan’s name or at least
check out his law firm for interesting connections.
Low blows? I think it quite interesting
and I have picked up a whole bunch of
“believers” this day. Indeed, God does
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work in most mysterious ways HIS wonders to perform-while
Dharma is tucked
away in a secluded basement room hour
after hour, day after day. It becomes a bit
apparent, does it not, that she must have
either infinite vision--or HELP? Thank
you.
Now, for those terrific “blasts” going on
outside. I believe Penny will get a little
confirmation of insight herein. I believe
that Germ& has told her to expect the big
quake this week or next. I believe he would
not specify-which
is good confirmation of
energy speaker, child. The day simply
grows more close.
NOTICE:
It is now public record that BEFORE the
earthquake in Southern Utah-there were
loud %~~plosions~ and THEN, the earth
broke open-to
the ongoing sound of

explosions.
In Nicaragua, there were myriads of
reports that multiple Qxplosions”
continued and continued until all the villages thought the end of the world had
come.

These blasts outside this day are seen
ing from the planes you will “see”, that i$
a lie-they are cover for the ‘real” game ir
playing. I know it is unnerving for it j
ceaseless today-just roll with it, preciou:
because this day the ADVERSARY is caugl
in this trap and is angry, angry, angry an
writhes and assaults with his evil venon
THE WORK WL&L NOT BE STOPPE,
NOR SHALL THE WORD OF WD
B,
SSLENCEDI AMEN.
\

THE IMMACULATE
DECEPTION
The Bush Crime Family Exposed
By Russell S. Bowen
mm)

Major Generul Russell S. Boruen
U.S. Army tells you where
George Bush was...
* When his shipmates were dmwnlane from which he
ing in the
amchute % to safety.
* &he n President John F. Kennedy
was killed.
* When Attorney General Robert
Kenned
was killed.
King was asl When h?artin Luther
sassinuted.
* When Ronald Rea an was nearly
assassinated in if ashington..
* When the deal was made to hold
Iran hostages until the inauguration of Reagan.
* When the truth about his association with Ira should have been
clear to the 1 merican People.
--

See last page for ordering information

Tapes & Transcriptions
In additionto audio tapesof meetingswith
3ommanderHatonn,THE WORD is now offerng writtentranscriptions
of some tapedtopics.
Donationsto cover the costs of tapesare
64.oO for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50
ser tape for threeor more.Thetranscriptions
are
63.00each. (Mexico or Canadaadd $0.25 and
Itherforeign countriesadd $0.50 per tape oi
ranscription.)
Postageis included in tape and transcription
prices.
Since we are not set up to take creditcard
orders,please send check or money order to:
LIIE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA
33582. Call 805-822-4176 if you have ques:ions.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes
%omfuture meetings, please send at least a $50
ionation from which tape costs will be deducted.
Wewill Q’ to notifyYOU a~yourbalancereaches
zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by * and
ire not automatically sent since this material is
:ither already in print or will be soon. Available
written
transcriptions
arenotedby #.
The following is a complete list of meeting
dates with the number of tapes in bold in parenthesesandmentioningif themeetinghasa special focus:
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church;
4/13/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“;
4/17/92(l) # “Who Were the First Christians?“;
4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”;
4/26/92(3);
5/1/92(l) “L.A. Riots andThe Bigger Plan”;

j/2/92(3);
5/8/92(Z) radio talk show;
5’9’92(4);
511l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For QuietWars”;
j/13/92(3) meetingwith Europeanvisitors ove
lunch;
5/l 6/92(3); j/23/92(2);
j/30/92(3)* “The Divine Planand Places In Be
tweed tapesl-3 ;
6/l/92(3); 6/4/92(2);
6/6/92(4); 6/13/92(3); 6/21/92(3).
6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake CiQ
uT;
6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In Be
tweet?’ tapes 4-6;
T/4/92(2)radioprogram, KTm,
SaltLakeCity, UT;
7/12/92(3);
7/18/92(2) radio program,KTKK, SaltLakeCiQ
UT
7/26/92(3).
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lak
City, UT;
W/92(2);
8/ 16/92(3)* Specialorder only, Bo GriI
speech in Tehachapi; also there is a goOr

Video Tape of that Tehachapi Citizen
RallyfeaturingCol. James “Bo” Gritzavai
able for $12;
9/S/92(2).
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Dear Readers:
Our country has reached a
point in time where we must
make an all out effort to elect
Colonel James ‘Bo” Gritz as
President of the United States.
November is right around the
corner and there is precious
little time for us to act. Every
one of us who supports Bo
Gritz must do EVERYTHING
within our ability and beyond
to get him elected.
Bo was
chosen by GOD to lead us
through these troubled times
and we must not rest until he
becomes our first honest President in many, many decades.
Be&ue

In

lMirCZC&?S

If we do ALL that we possibly can and then ask GOD for
help we will succeed if it is HIS
will. If we don’t do ALL that we
can, then we have no one but
ourselves to blame for what the
adversary pulls off against us.
Please contact eueryoneand
anyone who will listen to you
about Bo Gritz and what he
stands for. Call or write all of
the media sources listed below.
And don’t give up until they
listen!
If enough of the American
people find out what our government
and the private
banksters have done to us, then
surely there will be a strong
positive reaction to keep the

Go Fo-r It!

ball rolling and recapture this
oncegreat nation underBo Gritz’
capable leadership.
It only took 3% of the AM+
canpeople to defeat the British
during the American Revolution. DO we have the resolve
and the* guts that our forefathers did to free ourselves, once
again, from yet another King
George’s New World Order and
the insipid Banksters?
Remember that this world is
the means and the platfom
by
which we as the Human Speties must learn and progress
Spiritually at this time. We
must recognize and meet the
challenge. We must not let the
adversary have his way.

America is in a unique position in that aswego, so goes the
world. Let’s do our very best to
lead the way.

If you can afford to buy some
literature Please contact Bo’s

caq=@P

headquarters

and

order campaign videos and brochures to help spread his mesSage. Also, if You can arrange
lo&cableTV
airtime, then ask
Sybil at the campaign headquarters to send You a coPY of
either the 29 minute or the 60
second, 3/4 - inch format, videos. The telephone number
for the campaign hsadquarters is l-800-633-7692*
PHOENE

LLl3ERAToR Staff

What CanYou Do? Grab Pens And Phones!
mm

THIS

WL

TO SERVE...

40 minutes, 48 Hours,
Street Stories, and
CBS l%is Morning
(Must submitstory requestin
writing.)

Support
James “Bo”
Gritz in his Presidential $~&s$!!ti~
campaign efforts by de- NewYorkN.+.
manding
that he be given (212)975~2009
__
media coverage.

IF NOT YOU, WHO?
C-Span
400 N. Capital,Suite650
Washington,D.C. 20001
(202) 737-3220
McNeillLehrer News Hour
Dan Werner, Producer
3620 S. 27th St.
Arlington, VA 22206
(703) 998-2844
Washington Week in Review

producer, Richard Richter
WETA

P. 0. Box 2626
Washington,D.C. 20013
(703) 998-2840
Lanp King Live
820 FirstSt., N.E.
Washington,D.C. 20002
(202) 898-7690
(202) 898-7900

10019

Gemldo Rivem Show
WPIX
555 w. 57th St.
New York, N.Y. 10019
(212) 949-l 100
CBS-2 (Gemkio, 60 Minutes,
48 hours, Street Stories, and
CBS This Morning)
TelevisionCity
7800 BeverlyBlvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
(2 13) 852-2202

Jane Pauley, Expose,
TodayShow, Donahue
NBC
30 RockefellerPlaza
New York, N.Y. 10112
(212) 664-4444
NBC-4 (Jane Pauley, Expose,
TodayShow, and Donahue)
3000 W. Alameda
Burbank,CA 91523

This Week Witl DavidBrinkley
1717D&ales, N.W.
Washington,D.C, 20036
(212) 456-7777
Good Morning America
NetworkNews
147 ColumbusAve.
New York, N.Y. 10023
(212) 456-7777
Opmh Wiq@y Show
ProgramSuggestions
P. 0. Box 909715
Chicago, IL 60690
(312) 633-1000

KCET Public Television
(213) 666-6500
CNN

#l CNN Center
Bdx 105366

Atlanta, GA 30348

(404) 827-1500

PBS
1320BraddockPlace
Alexandria,VA 223 14
(703) 739-5000
Let There Be The Voice

We

9i.e Peoyb*

Of

Bo Gritz National Campaign Phone Number:

l-800-633-7692
WRITE TO INSIDE EDITION
If you are incensed about no mention of Bo Gritz’s
role in Randy Weaver’s surrender in the program on
InsideEditiontitled, “whole StolyOnIdahoStandof
then let them hear about it!
INSIDE EDITION

(818) 840-3614

(818) 8404444
.

Mr. James Bogdanoff
Producer
P. 0. Box 1323
Gracie Station, NY -10028
(212) 737-3399
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-Pleiades

Connection

SWies JOUR.NALS .and Audio Books-

EFFECTIVEIMMEDIATELY THE of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmoFOLLOWING JOURNAL$ MAY nauts * The “Golden” Age * The
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM:
purpose of planetary cycles * Rules
governing Pleiadian Contacts * The
Tehachapi Distributing, Inc.
Ancients/Native people and their conP. 0. Box 1911, SuitK122
nection to Pleiades. Tehachapi, CA 93581
(805) 822-9545
(#31) GOD SAID:
LET THERE BE LIGHT
*******
Pleiades Connection
Vol. II
by Hqtonn & Germain
‘#%AlD; FT-IGgT
$10.00...223pp
ISBN: O-922356-42-4...6/91
by Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar,
or Audio&rk(8 tapes)
Tesia & Russell
.
$10.00...150 pp
ISBN: O-92235644-1
The nature of God and Creation is
The deceptive origins of this man- LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a
produced disease are revealed, includ- comorehensive understanding of our
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- very’nature, where we came &om and
ruses. The sobering introduction of ultimately return to, and how to create
AIDS as a means for population reduc- balance. Among the vast array of
tion by the World Health Organization concepts which are presented: Expanthrough the Smallpox Vaccination pro- sion and Compression equals life/death
gram is exposed, as well as involve- cycles * The true meaning of sensation,
ment by the Public Health Service consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness,
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- “thinking”, Imagination and Inspirasexual men in New York, Los Angeles, tion * Illusion and Reality * How to
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique KNOW God * The Voidance Principle
mutating ability of this virus and why * Two-Way Universe * Polarity * The
there is no such thing as “safe sex”. principle, law and symbol of Love *
Viruses are crystalline structures, and Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and
therefore, may be destroyed through Spirals in Nature.
the use of electromagnetic sound and
light frequencies. The cuttingedge
(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE
research of Strecker, Rife, Priors,
ONE
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are
Pleiades Connection
all explored in this profound and trouVol. III
bling work. Become informed by the
by Hatonn & Germain
story behind the story you are being
$10.00...238pp
told.
ISBN: 0-922356-46-7...6/91
or Audi;b;h(9
tapes)
.
PLEIADESCONNECTIONSERIES:
Master Germain details the nature of
The following series of Journals (or God/Creator and how He Creates. The
audiobook sets) are tailed “The Pie various explanations include: the True
iades Connection” series because a Nature of electricity, gravitation, maggoodly number of Earth humans are netism * heat and cold * The undivided
from the lineage of ones from PIeia- light, the divided light *cubes/spheres
des.
* centering * the power of Desire *
simulated idea and energy * duality of
(#22) PLEIADES~ONNECTION
electric effect * the nature of matter *
the0ieidea(love)ofCxeation. Germain
by Gyeorgos &-es Hatonn
also explains the misconceptions of
$10.00...165pp
science about energy and matter * The
ISBN: O-922356-31-9...12/90
Mother/Father light is defined.
or Audi&.g~(7 tapes)
.
(#33) MURJ&??R~ ATOMIC
What are the origins of human3 What
Pleiades Connection
is man’s purpose on earth? In this
Vol. Iv
compelling and profound JOURNAL
by Ge&
& Hatonn
the direct link with the star system
$10.00...148pp
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast
ISBN: o-92235647~5...7/91
range of topics, a number of important
or Audi;tyk(5
tapes)
issues are explored, including: The
.
basic differences between the religious
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual Germain presents the details of what
“Christ” way of Life * The advantages radiating atoms are, why certain atoms

and minerals are to te left in their
natural state and the cc,nsequences of
violating Nature’s laws and processes.
We are warned about the danger and
seriousness of atomic energy and the
resulting nuclear contamin&on to the
survival of all life on this planet.
(#34) PHONE HOME, ET
Pleaides Connection
Vol. v
by Hatonn & Germain
$15.00...19opp
Includes Two Audio Tapes
ISBN: O-922356-48-3...8/91
or AudioIIrk(7 tapes)
.
Germain stresses the importance of
communion (meditation) with God and
gives excelleit “how to”instructions to
accomplish successful communication
with God. There are two instructive
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clearing your space and relinquishing your
ego-consciousness to receive inspiration, knowledge and guidance from
God.
(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT
WITHIN
Pieiades Connection
Vol. VI
by Hatonn/Aton & Germain
$lO&O...239pp
ISBN: O-92235&50-5...8/91
.
or Audiolbg~(6 tapes)
.
God will work with you, not for you.
Within these pages, find the wisdom of
this truth. Germain, in hisusual distinct
style, clearly explains and defines:
Higher Knowledge * Cause and Effect
* the Mystery of Gravity * the Spiritual
basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic
Balanced Interchange in nature * the
Birth of Character and Righteousness *
Cosmic Consciousness * How EqualOpposite pairs achieve unity * Universal Rhythm * why the Laws of God
bring Balance * the Paralyzing role of
Fear * the Nature of Free Will.

Light Wave Principle * Desire based
upon Knowledge * Why Action/Reaction arc equal, opposite and simultaneous * What is Motion? * What is
Time? * the principles of Manifestation
* the Void&e p-ticiple * Senses vs
Knowing * Soul-will vs. Ego-will *
Radiation and Generation * more on
Cause and Effect * Perfection of God’s
Law * and the Purpose of Creation.
(#37) SCIENCE OF THE COSMOS
Pieiades Connection
Vol. VHI
by Hatonn/Aton & Germain
$lO.oo... 197pp
ISBN: &92235@2-1...9/91
or Audiogyk(5 tapes)
.
Germain presents more of the working
details of the Cosmos, Universe and
what God is and how the cycles of
perceived death and life actually function. Also: How to Know God *
Manifestation of Love in Character *
God’s Purposeful Intent for Man * the
tragedy of Modem Science * the Principles of Heat and Cold, water and fire
* the Seven New Laws of Thermodynamics * the Spiral Principle * Nature’s
sex principle * the Nature of Light *
Transmutation of matter * Purpose of
the Cube in Nature * more on Expansion and Compression.
ORDERING INFORMATION
No Credit Cards,
Billing, or COD Orders
Shipping charges for individual J0’iTRNALS arc $3.75 1sttitle for UPS shipping, $0.75 each additional title; 01
$2.50 Bookrate 1st title, $1.08 each
additional.
10% pricediscounton4ormoreJCXJRNALS when not ordering complete sets
(same shipping rates as above).
Pleiades Connection Series* (81:
shipped UPS = $78.25
shipped Bookrate = $81.75

(#3@ HUMAN, THE SCIENCE
OFMAN
PleiadesConnection
Vol. VII
by Germain & Hatonn/Aton
$lO.oo...l%pp
ISBN: O-9223~513...8/91
or Audi~Ii~~~~(6 tapes)
.

pleiades Connection Series* (8) +
AIDS:
shipped UPS = $87.75
shipped Rookrate = $91.25

The very nature of God and the structure of the Universe are examined. The
vast range of topics in this JOURNAL
include: Reincarnation, cycling and
Immortality * Interworkings between
the Divided and the Undivided Universe * God creates one basic form * the

PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS
PleiadesConnection Setof 8 = $194.50
includes shipping (and 1596discount);
individual audioboo@ = $3.75 lst title
for UPS shipping, $0.75 each additional title; or $2.50 Bookrate 1st title,
$1.00 each additional tide.

*(prices on sets include 15% disl
count)
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THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

Constittitional
Law
Center
Requests Help!

PHOENa

JOURNALS LIST

Dear Readers,
The Constitutional Law Center
wishes to thank all of you for your
support and prayers. It is because
of your dedication toward preserv-

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE F’HOENIX JOURNALS BY ENTITIES FROM HIGHER
REALMS TG ASSIST HUMANKIND
IN UNDERSTANDING HOW TO
MOVE THROUGH THE TIMES
OF TRIBULATION” THAT ARE
UPON US. JOUMALS ARE $10

ing

EACH

the

COI-KStitUtiOnd

rights

Of

everyone that we continue to become increasingly effective.
Cumn%
we ZWe seeking experts in Constitutiond kw, as
well as other areas of law, to assist
us with the tremendous research
that we’ must develop. This research can be done in your area
and forwarded to us via fax or
mail.
We are especially in need of the
legal knowledge of suspended, disbarred or retired attorneys and are
desirous of establishing contact
with those who are naturally
“drawn” to the study and practice
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
We urge you to contact us ifyou,
or someone you know, are available to perform such research for
the Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we thank you for your
tremendous support.
Sincerely,
Gene Dickson, Director
Constitutional Law Center
9 16-485-7901

THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR

PHONE LINE
805-822-0202
Announcing a new service
for our dedicated readers.
Today’s Watch phone line
will have today’s current
news that Comnmander
Hatonn has selected for
comment.
This new service is our way of supporting each of you and keeping you up on the breaking
world activities.
Call

805-822-0202
Today’s

For

Watch!

Feel free to share this
line with friends.

PLUS

SHIPPING.

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. THEY C,f&LED HIS
NAME IMmL
I AM
,
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
PHOENIX
13. SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
30. MATTER ANTI-MATTER
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A

PLA%IET ZIONISM fs RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
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